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Nucleon-Nucleon (_- _ ) scattering cannot be covered in half an hour.
Many aspects of it will therefore be left out and valuable contributior_ will
re_in unmentioned. Apologies to the authors of the papers containing these
are therefere in order.
The discussion will be confined to energies at which mason prodaction
has a negligible effect. Scattering can then be described by means of real
phase shifts and coupling parameters, which are referred to collectively as
phase-parameters or _hases for short. The adequacy of such a description
rests an general invariance considerations involving such firmly believed in
matters as the isotropy of space. While some of the assumptions may eventually
turn out not completely correct, they will not be seriously questioned in this
reviewo
Phase-parameter analyses of nucleon-nucleon scattering could in principle
be performed by determining the elements of the scattering matrix at fixed
energy and angle. This has not been done so far. There are however analyses
making use of data at many energies and scattering angles at once, which will
be referred to as _ _ergy analyses and a number of single energ_j
analyses each at one _nergy and many angles or of groups cf data clustered
around one energy. Since about 1959-60 the probable general types of phase-
energy dependence have settled down to essentiall_ one. All analyses make
use of Wolfenstein's I and Wolfenstein and Ashkin's 2 classic work on the
form of the _- _ scattering matrix and its relationship to observables :
the cross sections, polarization, triple scattering parameters, polarization
correlations. An impel-rant ingredient is the employment of the one-pion
r
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exchange (OFE) values of the phases for the higher orbital angular m_nent_
E _, first advocated by Taketani and coworkers 3 then demonstrated to be of
great value in the single energy analysis of p-p data at 310 MeV by
Moravcsik 4 and by Cziffra et al. 5 and in multiple energy analysis by the
Yale group 6,7. A few samples of the kind of agreement there is between
_rious analyses will now be illustrated. A key to abbreviations used in
referring to single energy _alyses is shown in F_ure 1 Figure 2 shows the
phase Ko for state _o as a function of incident laboratory energy E_ in
the Yale multiple energy data searches YIAM and YRBI(Ko) compared with single
searches. The YLAM fit is that 8 of 1960. The YRBI(K o) is in the June 1965
edition_ an earlier version of which was shown 9 at the Dubna Conference.
In Figure3 phase 3_ P for 3p is similarly compared. In neither case
o o
is the agreement perfect. In Figure 4 the multiple and single energy searches
are compared for 3 6F • Here the disagreements are larger both between
the earlier and later Yale multiple energy fits and with single energy results.
States of higher L and total angular momenta J _ usually show larger dis-
crepancies. The Livermore group has multiple energy fits in several editions w
similar to those from Yale. In Figure 5 the results for the 1961 version of
Yale fit YLAN3M and the June 1965 edition of YLANLM in the case 3 8SI, the
of 3S I are compared with those of single energy searches. In Figure 6phase
the comperisons are made for AP I . These samples are taken from a chapter by
R. D. Haracz and the speaker in a forthcoming book on High Energy Physics of
the Academic Press. The later Yale searches include many more data than the
earlier, use a better data treatment and include effects of nuclear magnetic
moments. They are being impreved along directions to be mentioned presently.
_)_- _}I scattering is studied partly in order to reach a better under-
standing of nuclear structure, partly to determine the nature of the _ - _
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_t_raction,partlybecauseof its bearing on the general theory of
elementary particles. This talk is concerned m_e with the latter two
topics than with the former. One might ask in this connection. (a) What
is the cause of _- _ interactions? (b) What simplifying principles
apply? (c) l_at is learned about other phenomena? The questions are of
course interrelated.
The approach can be made by attempting to form a completely quantitative
theory. Or else one can try to isolate features of the phen_nerm appearing
to have the strongest bearing on the mechanism involved. This kind of
distinction can be illustrated by the development of the quantum mechanical
theory of atomic structure. There was little doubt about the general sound-
hess of the theory in temus of the Coulomb law of force combined with non-
relativistic quantum mechanics much beforo the theory was apFlied to many
b_dy problems. Even now the two electron problem has been treated in detail
only in special cases and yet most physicists accepted, many years ago, D4_rac's
famous statement concerning quantum mechanics explaining all of chemistry and
most of ph.%_ics. It was not necessary to explain all the details of many
electron spectra in order to ascertain the assumptions and basic equations of
the theory.
Similarly the complete reproduction by theory of phenomenological phase-
oar_eters is hardly needed for the establishment of basic laws of the )I- "!_
interaction. A reli_b!e calcalation of the phases is difficult, the many body
problem being complicated by divergence troubles of field theories. A dis-
Dersion theoretical treatm_t could avoid these troubles. According to an
early paper of Goldberger, CTisaru and IL_cDowell I0 it is necessary however
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to make use in such treatments of unavailable values of the nucleon-emtinucfeon
scattering matrix in the unphysical region. There is thus as yet no open
road to the quantitative discussion of Jl- _)I interactions comparable in
completeness to non-relativistic cuantum mechanics to which Dirae's state-
ment applied. Existing calculations involve therefore conventions regarding
approximations, since no truly logical way is available. It may be possible
however to ascertain the processes causally connected with the _-'l_inter-
action through evidence mainly concerned with _- Jl interactions at not too
small internucleon distances and to clarify a few topics concerning them
such as the accuracy of long range charge independence from a comparison of
the pion-nucleon coupling constant g derived from o-p, n-p and n-n inter-
actions; the question of whether the pion-nucleon coupling is pseudoscalar
or a linear combination of pseudosealar and pseudovector couplings; the
accuracy of conservation of parity, time reversal and other kinematical
synl_etries in I_- _)I interactions; the experimental evidence for the mathe-
matical form of the OPE; the degree of adequacy with which the e-change of
vector mesons together with two-pion eTchange (TPE) is able to account for
2
the intermediate distance interaction; the agreement between values of g
from nucleon-nucleon as compared with _ose from 7T - "I_ scattering.
The last two topics are related. When go 2 is obtained frcm )I- 9)
scattering by adjushnemt of the OPE contribution to give best agreement
with experiment, precision of adjus_nent is impaired if the minimttm L_ _in*
included in the OPE set of phases is high, the whole of the OPE being
decreased thereby. One of the probably important uses of TFE and vector
meson exchange estimates is the determination of corrections to these non-
OPE effects for L somewhat below the pure OPE limit. Since the needed
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corrections to OPE are small this is easier than accounting for the whole in-
teraction but is not completely separated from the latter, the space
localization of effects having no rigorous justification.
In Figure 7 are shown some values of the pion-nuc]eon coupling constant
go2 = g2 /_ c in the 1962 period. The n-p value of Ashmore et al. has been
obtained from their 350 MeV exper_ments by Chew's pole consideration pro-
cedure. The other values are from phase shift analyses. The differences
betweem p-p and n-p values are within the uncertainties of the determinations.
An effect of magnetic moment corrections is seen in the last two entries. The
assignments of the _ phase is seen by comparison of theeffect of different
second and sixth entries. There exist many _re determinations of the coupling
constant than in this and the next slide but it would not be practical to show
all of them. In Figure 8 some 1965 values are sho-_1_. Reasonable consistency
of values from different analyses is apparent• In some determinations there
a:e larger variations probably caused by effects other than 0PE. On the whole
the n-p values have shown a tendency to be lower than those frsm p-o analyses.
Some additional effects have been recently estimated by S_on 9 Frie_an
and the speaker 11. The I = I phases from p-p analyses have to be corrected
for electrostatic effects before they are used in n-p analyses. For purposes
of orientation this has been done using the Yale potential. The change in
the I = I phase-parameters affects the I = 0 searched phases. Both changes
O
affect the adjusbnent of go" as in Figure 9. Minima of D• the mean weighted
sum of squares of deviations of calculated and measured observables obtained
by varying the phases of the searched set used in the third row are called
Dmi_,S • those in the fourth obtained in succeeding adjustments of g are cmlled
• 2
Draing The legend also explains the symbol (go2) ' against the preset go "
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The last two rows are believed the more accurate. The last two columns sh@w an
effect in the direction of better agreement with the p-p value. The readjustment
of I = 0 phases is usually negligible but for IP I the shift is - 0.048 and - 0.042
radians at 260 and 350 MeV respectively falling outside the parallel shift uncer-
talnty ± 0.030. For 3D I it is - 0.013 for the 105 - 172 MeV interval. In Figure
are shown values of (go2)best in p-p scattering and the negligible effects oni0
them of varying the computational procedure. The value often used in _ -p
scattering as f2 = 0.08 corresponds to go 2 = 15.5 if m o is used in the conversion
corresponding to p-p scattering and 14.5 if the mass of _+ and _- is used instead
According to recent work o_ Samaranayake and Woolcock f2 = 0.0822 _ 0.0018.
Figure ii shows the effect of the apparent violation of charge independence in
the IS state. This partly offsets the effect of the Coulomb corrections but
o
+
leaves 85% of it. Since the error matrix uncertainties in go 2 are - 0.42
for p-p and _ 0.92 for _-p the exact validity of long range charge independence
has not been proved but previous indications of its violation loose weight as
a result of the estimates. The numbers obtained are of course less significant
than the existence of the effects which should be caluclated using a more
reliable model than the hard core potential. Single energy searches with mock
data show effect of the same order of magnitude as those mentioned.
An analysis of low energy n-p data made by H. P. Noyes 12 gave
a singlet effective range (iro)n_ p i0 to 20% smaller than (iro)p_p, in contra-
diction with charge independence. Exact agreement is not expected but a 10%
effect would be surprising. A consideration of the evidence by Friedman, Seamon
and the writer 13 confirms Noyes' result for data used by him but emphasizes
possibilities of systematic errors such as dynamic effects of molecular electron_
above epithermal energies, effects of molecular binding and intermolecular in-
teractions in measurements of the coherent n-p scattering cross section and of
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possible deviations from the effective range approximation. Fi2ure 12 shows
graphs of _ o • the systematic eTrcr in the total_ zero energy n-p scattering
cross section_ agair_t _ fH • the systematic error in the coherent scattering
length constrained by (_O)n_p = 2.7F_ assuming singlet and triplet shape
parameters (O.OhO• -0.0_0), (0.025, -0.025)and (0,0). The heavy lines are
E<5 MeV• the light for E < I0 MeV. Light dashed horizontal andvertical lines
are for standard deviations of _ o and fH " The systematic errors of the
latter are conceivebly much larger. A systematic error correction of -O.15%
o
to _ at 0.493, 3.204 and 5.874 MeV was speculatively assumed for these
plots. Even if the possibility of systematic errors in _ o and fH is discounted
there is the possibility of satisfbdng all conditions on the parts of the full
lines within the rectangle formed by the dashed crees. In Figure 13 the effect
of changing the assumed systematic errors at the three energies to -0.30% is
is illustrated. The probability of partial reconciliation _ith charge in-
dependence is even higher than before. A more definite comparison of the ISo
effective ranges may call for improved measurements of the total cross section
between O.5 and 5 or I0 MeV, of fH ureferably by a method other than liquid
mirror reflection and for improved estimates of effects of molecular electrons.
precise (Ire)n_ p are partly caused by
The difficulties in obtaining a
the confinement to a small ennrgy interval needed in order to isolate df/dE
from higher derivatives. The essential quantity is however the difference
(dEc/dE)p_ p - (dKo/dE)p__ at small but not necessarily venishing energies after
correction for Coulombian effects. Since 20 Me V is small compared _ith the
pion mass an average of this difference over such an energy interval should be
as informative as the effective range. Such a substitution of a chord for a
tangent to the k cot K o versus energy curve api_ears capable of answering the
physical question provided auxiliary experiments on polarization, correlation
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coefficientsandtriple scatteringparameterscanbeperformedwellenough,
to furnishcorrectionsfor a fewlowLwaves.CollaborationwithR.E.
Seamon14hasshownthat suchanexperimentalprogramis promising.In the
calculationsmockexperiments with realistic errors of a set of observables
overdetermining the phases were used in an error matrix calculation to obtain
uncertainties of the phase shifts. In a mean i.e. chord equivalent of (Ir)
o p-p
an accuracy of better than i% perhaps even better than 0.4% seems possible.
In the n-p case it appeared hard but possible to otain a better accuracy than
3.6% over a 20 MeV energy range. The inclusion of very low energies does not
interfere with the plan but is not vital. It should thus be possible to obtain
evidence concerning charge independence in the IS state additional to that
o
contained in the "scattering length" information through extrapolation to E = O.
The controversial question of the n-n scattering length is apparently being
resolved in the direction of agreement with charge independence-symmetry, the
new value of Baumgartner, Con_ett, Shield and Slobodrian from T(d,He 3) 2n
giving 16.1 -+1.0 F in good agreement with 16.4 ± 1.3 F of Haddock et al. from
7- + d -* 2n + ¥ and in agreement with 16.9 F estimated on the assumption of
charge symmetry by Heller, Signell and Yoder.
On the basis of his measurements concerned with R,d_ x and Ps and other
evidence concerning p-p scattering Thorndike 15 finds that the parity conserving,
time reversal-noninvariant coupling of 3P 2 to 3F 2 states is--_ 7% of its maximum
possible value between 140 and 210 MeV and that the parity nonconserving, time
reversal-invariant coupling of 1S and 3p states is _70% of its maximum possibl
o o
value at 140 MeV. The parity nonconserving, time reversal-noninvariant coupling
of 1S o and 3p states is found by him to be-=60% of its extreme negative
o
value. The writer is unaware of any other reliable test to have indicated a
breakdown of the usual kinematical symmetries in nucleon-nucleon interactions.
Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering
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Figure I.
Abbreviations used for Single F_uergyFits in Phase-Par_neter Figures.
Tables mentioned in last column are those in the references.
Abbreviation Befere_ e Remarks
M
MAD
F-%
N
S!
•SIGA
SIGO
sl 3
s16
S
_cOregor.. et al. (1961)
Hac_gor e% al. (195_)
Y_cSreg_r and Arndt (1965)
No_s e_ al. (1965)
_tow et al. (L_2)
Signell et al. (196_a)
Signall et al. (1964_)
Signell and MarkerO26_)
S_ne_ C_6ha)
(_65)
Kazar_evetaL(1962)
_os_maki et aL (1963)
P_g (1962)
(1963)
Batty and Petting (_86_)
p-p; 68.3, 95 HeV; Table !II
p-p, n--D;142 HeY; Table IX, Co_m_ 6
p-p, n-p; 95, 142, 210, 310 HeV; Tabl,
V_I In following reference.
"p-p, n-p; 25, 50 MeV; Table _'_I
p-y; 213 MeV; Table VII
p-p; _.8 MeV; Table II_ 6 parsmeter
searches .
p-p; 213 MeV; Table VIII, 13 lind 16
parameter searches
p-p; 142 MeV; Table III, OPE (II)
P-p; 50 MeV; Table IV, 5 parameter search
P-p; 96.5, 310 MeV; Figs. I-Ii, modified
p_ase analysis
p-p; 27.6 MeV; Table IV
p-p_ n-p; _0, 95, I_7, 210, 310 MeV;
Tables IV, Vj vf, Set 1
P-p; 52 MeV; Table 1
p-p; 68.3, 98 MeV; Tables 5 and 7,
Solution i
p-p, n-p; 142 MeV; Tables_1 and 2
p-p, n-p; 50 F_V; Tables 1 and 2
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Figure 2. Phase-parameter K o for state i_ as a function of
incident laboratory energy E obtained from p-p scattering in
multiple energy data searche_ YLAM and YRBI(Ko) compared with
values from single energy searches.
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Figure 5. Phase-parameter 3@S 3
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n-p 14.3 + l.O
_-p !3.7+_ 0.8
n-p lb.! +- 0.8
_-3.7 + 1.6
_.9 +-3.4
_p/IL.7 I o.9)
15.5! I.O/
As _hmore et al.
(1962)
Breit et al.
(1962b)
350 _ieV;q_ly; el. m_. (_X.22)of t_±s
ci_mpter,b
YL_I_ L>3 in 0PE, malefic m_-ent effects
included, c
"YIAI_3M-350"_ I=0_I; eJ = 0,I; factor D_"Lnci_'d-{o
"I_C:3M-350 '', 0 ; = 0,I; " _:
" L>L" I 0,!; " "
KL non-OPE; otherwise L>3 in OPZ; magnetic
moment effects included.
S_e as above but magnetic moment effects
omitted.
A. As_hnore, W.H. Rathe, R.T. Taylor, B. M. To_:mes, L. Castillejo and R.F.
?eierls, Nucl. _¢-s. 36, 258 (1962).
G. Breit, M. H. Hull, Jr., F. A. NcDormld and H.M. Ruppel, Prec. 1962 Inter-
nati_na! Corlerence on High-Ener_ _,_ics at C_--_ (J. -_re.._l_ ed.), p.13h.
SC!C._'IC !_o_ntion Ser_ce_ Oencva_ S-_itzerl2md).CE?5[, _÷ "_
Figure 7. Values of go 2, 1962 period.
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Arndt and _LucGregor
(1965)
p-p 13.8 +- 1.9
p-p 13.9-+1.0
(p-_)+(n-_)13.oI o.7
(p-p)+(n-p)13.4 +- 0.7
p-p 15.1 + 0.4 Yale (1965)
unpublished
(+- 0.6 )
n-p 15.9 + 0.9
+-(1.i)
Searches at many energies _h 363 •
p-p and 341 n-p data and with numbers
of adjustable parameters as follo_:s e
35
2h
58
66
Searches at many energies ;4J780 data.
Effects of magnetic moments included.
Searches at many energies _thw 860
data. Effects of magnetic mor lents in-
cluded. Detailed mass treatment. ,'7umber
in ( ) are standard errors with D 1/2
included.
R. A. Arndtj and M. H. MacGregor, University of California La_:ence Radiation
Laboratory !report UCRL-14252. (unpublished).
Figure 8. Values of go 2, 1965 period.
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Coulomb Corrected
- Coulc_b Uncorrected
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15.Io 15.5%
14.608 14.89
14.625 14.88
I.o4 1.16
0.76 0.73
0.81 0°70
i
Values in r_s marked Drain S and Drain g are obtained respectively
from mir_Lna of Dmin S of D for vnriations of "searched set" of
phases and from Dmin g , the minima obtained in further variations
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Figure i0. Values of (go2)best in p-p scattering.
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SIGNELL: Is it true that the difference between YIAM and YRB I is mainl_ wheth_
singlet G 4 is one-pion-exchange or not?
BREIT: In 1959-1960 period, there were two fits that were competitors. YRB 1
started from the Gartenhaus potential, the R comes from Rochester. There was
line in the many dimensional phase shift space which connected YRB I and YLAM.
YLAM was searched down better than YRB I and had a lower X 2, but the energy de-
pendence of k 0 was more reasonable in the case of YRB 1 than in the case of YLA_
I think a good part of the reason might have been that in the search YLAM a grol
of phase shifts was reassigned to the OPE at the 150 MeV and the fact that that
change was made reflected itself in a region of high curvature for the YLAM k 0
phase energy dependence. However, it didn't appear in shape of the Amati-Leadel
Vitale curves. Now, I know that they don't completely fit the experiment, but c
might think that their shape had some meaning. So, the YRB I k 0 was used in orc
to get started on the new YRB I k 0 search and the other phases were taken from
YLAM and the compromise between the two resulted in the YRB I k O. The k 4 is sot
times used one way, sometimes another.
ROSE: In your eoDmlents about eliminating the discrepancy between the n-p and p-
scattering lengths, you mentioned that you had looked at certain ideal experimer
Could you describe what these ideal experiments were and what sort of accuracie_
you would want?
BREIT: Oh, you mean what I talked about as mock data?
ROSE: Yes.
BREIT: You are referring to the single energy searches with mock data, I belie_
p
4
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In connection with the difference in the two coupling constants?
ROSE: No, in respect to the discrepancy between the n-p and p-p scattering
lengths.
BREIT: Oh, the effective range...l think for that plan what was done was...one of
the last items I was talking about. We took the current fits of YRB I k 0 and YLAM
4m. Numbers were calculated from the existing correction functions. From those
phases, observables were calculated - values of c, J(O), D, R, Cnn , etc. Then
standard errors were assigned either through looking through the literature, or
seeing what one might think would be possible to obtain in a measurement or by
consulting some people; in the case of p-p data, L. C. Northcliff; in the case of
n-p data, Drake, and afterwards, Perkins (Los Alamos). Then the error matrix was
calculated. Now one might think that such a procedure is not realistic because it
does not include the scatter in the experimental points that always exists around
any fit - the scatter of the mean values that an experiment obtains. On the other
hand if you look at the equations, you see that in the error matrix calculation
the scatter really does not enter. It enters only in the last factor that we
apply when we multiply by square root of our D; ×2/no. of observations. But just
to be entirely on the safe side we took the paper by Caiffra, et. al., on the
310 MeV p-p data and did it both ways - repeated their work, got essential agree-
ment with their numbers and also put in values calculated from the phase shifts
that were obtained from that fit and saw that we got the same answers. I might add
that the number of experiments that was used was usually quite large - usually
larger than what is available at present for any one energy range.
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INTRODUCTION
Our knowledge of the pion-nucleon interaction has increased tremendously in
the last five years. And yet we seem to be just as confused concerning the funda-
mental principles underlying this strong interaction as we were five years ago.
Many scattering experiments have been performed, many phase-shift analyses have
been made, and several attempts at semi-theoretical calculations of the phase
shifts have been published. We shall consider only those phase shift calculations
and analyses that attempted to determine the phase shifts over wide energy ranges.
The available phase shift analyses at one energy are in agreement with one or more
of the analyses done over wide energy ranges.
The dominant characteristic of the pion-nucleon interaction is the resonance
behavior, which apparently occurs in about one-half of the states below I Bey.
The known number of resonances has more than doubled in the last few years.
Table I lists the resonances that are presently considered as definite or strong
possibilities up to I000 MeV.
TABLE I. POSSIBLE PION-NUCLEON RESONANCES (0-I000 MeV)
State (_2T,2j) Pion Laboratory _-N C.M.
Kinetic Enprgy (Me_ Energy (MeV)
P33 _ 200 _ 1240
_iI + 600 + 1500
II 600 1500
_13 630 1530
31 850 1660
DI5 840 1650
F 900 1690
15 900 1690
SII
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•In discussingthevariousresonancesweshallusethefollowingterminology:
IF el
=--I , whereF= total widthof resonanceDefinex F E= Eres
..J
andFel= elasticwidthof resonance.(F=Fel+ Fin , where
Fin = inelastic width of resonance.) Then a resonance is an
"elastic resonance" when x = 1
"inelastic resonance when 1 > x >
"highly-inelastic resonance" when
½>x>O
Phase shift passes through 90 °½ at resonance
Phase shift passes through 0 °at resonance
The phase shift behavior indicated is strictly true only if the resonance has
no background. (See Table II.)
Since resonance behavior is the dominant characteristic, after briefly con-
sidering the theoretical calculations, we shall discuss the various phase shift
" analyses in terms of the resonances they contain. Then we shall consider the non-
resonant phase shifts.
THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
The recent theoretical calculations by Carruthers I) at Cornell University;
by Donnachie, Hamilton and Lea 2) (DHL) at University of London; and by Kikugawa,
Hiroshige, and Ino 3) at Hiroshima University are the most comprehensive. All
three do essentially the same thing, i.e., they use experimental information about
H-N and ]I-]I resonances to calculate the _-N phase shifts.
By means of partial-wave dispersion relations with nucleon exchange and pion-
nucleon resonance exchange in the u channel, Carruthers I) showed how the various
exchanges mutually induce resonances. He ignored possible t channel meson res-
onance exchanges, and thus did not claim quantitativeness. The main result is a
Pion-NucleonScattering
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ResonanceEquation:
-½ Fel ___= __
Ares - (E-Eres)_iF e - i
1 (he 2i6 - i), 2
2i =7- (Er- E)
Unitary combination of resonance and background:
A = Aback + _ Are s = _ack
back
i (ne2i__l)
+ Ares + 2iAbackAres - 2i
Resonance behavior:
In terms of partial-wave amplitude
No background:
Im A
I
Background : Im A
ReA
in terms of phase shifts and absorption
parameters
E O]
I k/ ' <_r
Er
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"super-bootstrap" principle which states that a resonance in a T = ½, j = _ - ½
state is induced by exchanges of T = 3/2, j' = _' + ½ states, where _' ! _; and
that a resonance in a T = 3/2, j = _ + ½ state is induced by exchanges of T = ½,
j' = _' - ½ states, where _' i _.
Donnachie and Hamilton 2c) disagree with some of the details of the "super-
bootstrap" principle, and lay the blame on the neglect of the short range inter-
action. Instead of evaluating the dispersion relation for the partial wave ampli-
tude f_ (s), they use F_ (s) = f_ (s)/q 2_ where q is the c.m. momentum. The fac-
tor q2_ suppresses the short range part of the interaction. The predictions as
to which states should resonate agree with Carruther's calculation, but the de-
tails differ. Using a peripheral approximation 2a) they were able to calculate
the nonresonant P, D, and F wave phases up to 400 MeV, with results in decent
agreement with experimental values. Later, by means of unitarity requirements 2b) ,
they were able to estimate the short range parts of the pion-nucleon interaction,
and thus extend their calculations to _650 MeV.
The work of Kikugawa et al 3) in Japan is simpler; it utilizes what is
variously called the "K matrix" or "damping theory" method. That is, the S ma-
trices for a given partial wave are calculated for the appropriate one-particle-
exchange processes in the s, u, and t channels using the experimental masses;
then the K matrix, or tan 6, is set equal to the sum of the S matrices. One has
by this recipe
K = tan 6 = Z S i .
i
The partial-wave S matrix is then calculated by the standard formula
S= l+iK
i - iK
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thusachieving unitarity. The coupling constants are varied (and, also, the mass-
es are varied within limits) to fit the experimental phases. The agreement with
experiment up to %300 is good, and the coupling constants and masses obtained are
reasonable.
RESONANCES IN PHASE SHIFT ANALYSES
There are two basic kinds of methods that have been used to obtain phase
shifts: (I) Single-energy analyses and (2) energy-dependent analyses. In the
former, phase shifts are obtained at each individual energy and in the4atter an
energy parameterization of the phase shifts is used. At Livermore 4) we chose to
do an energy-dependent analysis because of the success that had been achieved in
similar nucleon-nucleon phase shift analyses. (A pion-nucleon energy dependent
analysis was done by Anderson I0) in 1956 in which he used a parameterization simi-
lar to the Livermore parameterization. He did not obtain good results because of
lack of data.)
At about the same time we began our work, weveral other individuals or teams
began earnestly attempting to do extensive phase shift analyses over wide energy
ranges. Table III lists the various extensive phase shift analyses that are
currently available. (See Table III.)
Preliminary Livermore results were reported at the Sienna Conference in 1963
and in the author's MIT Thesis in 1963.11) This analysis used a parameterization
in which relativistic Breit-Wigner resonance 12) forms with variable parameters
could be used for any state, with the background and resonant phase shifts and
absorption parameters expressed as power series in the c.m. momentum with variable
coefficients. Unexpectedly, besides the P33 resonance at %200 MeV and a DI3 reso-
uance at _630 MeV, the PII state exhibited a resonance behavior at _600 MeV.
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Bransden, et. al. 5) at Rugherford Laboratory used an energy dependent parame-
terization that was designed specifically to satisfy a partial-wave dispersion
relation. The left cut is approximated by a series of poles with variable para-
meters, and the right cut by a ratio of polynomials with variable coefficients.
Thus, resonances can occur in any state as the data please. They get the P33 re-
sonance at %205 MeV in the 100-350 MeV analysis. In the 300-700 MeV analysis they
get two solutions, both with DI3 and SII resonances and a possible PII resonance
at _600 MeV:
Solution #i: DI3 inelastic resonance at %625 MeV.
SII highly-inelastic resonance at %690 MeV.
Solution #2: DI3 inelastic resonance at _630 MeV.
SII inelastic resonance at %612 MeV.
(The SII resonance has been shown by Hendry and Moorhouse 6c) to most probably by
due to a resonance in the _-N inelastic channel.) This group has recently complet-
ed a 700-1000 MeV analysis 6b) which contains an inelastic DI5 resonance at 840 _eV,
an inelastic FI5 resonance at 890 MeV, and a second inelastic SII resonance at
%910 MeV. It does not have the $31 resonance that the two analyses discussed below
have.
The London single-energy analysis of Auvil, et. al. 6) has a definite DI3
resonance at _620 MeV, and a possible PII resonance with background at _600 MeV.
i It also contains an S]I behavior that is consistent with a highly-inelastic reson-
i
]ance in that state at %700 MeV. This was a series of single energy analyses in
which the DHL values of the small phase shifts were used as "data" and the large
phase shifts were varied for best fit. Then the complete set of phase shifts were
used to reevaluate the partial-wave dispersion relations in the small phase shift
calculations. The cycle was repeated until agreement between input and output was
502
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achieved for the small phases. A later extension 6b) of this analysis to _i B_V
contains resonances in the $31 state at _850 MeV with a large background, in the
DI5 state at _840 MeV, in the SII state at _900 MeV, and in the FI5 state at
_900 MeV. The $31 and DI5 are highly-inelastic and the others are inelastic. By
parameterizing the imaginary part of the partial-wave amplitude on the right-hand
cut by a series of functions of energy with parameters determined by fitting the
experimental phases, they were able to do dispersion relation calculations for the
resonant phases except the PII, as well as for the non-resonant phases. The results
compare well with the experimental phases.
The Saclay single-energy analysis of Bareyre, et. al. 7) has the same resonances
as the London analysis plus a definite PII resonance at _600 MeV. They were the
first to report the highly-inelastic DI5 resonance at _850 MeV. The double SII
resonance behavior is present, as is the $31 highly-inelastic resonance at _850
MeV. They had previously found a unique solution at 410 and 492 MeV. They then
required that a solution at higher energies must be consistent with the unique 492
MeV. solution. Thus, a unique solution was obtained at higher energies. Around
700 MeV there was a possibility for two solutions, hut by requiring continuity with
higher energies they rejected one of them - one in which the PII phase shift de-
creased after reaching i00 °.
The 0-350 MeV analysis done by Hull and Lin 8) at Yale University is an energy-
dependent one similar to the Yale nucleon-nucleon analysis. 13) They did extensive
phenomenological and semiphenomenological fits. In the latter they calculated the
F waves by means of dispersion relations, rather than determined them from data.
Their results and the Livermore 0-350 MeV results 5c) are in fairly good agreement.
The single-energy analysis by Cence 9) at University of Hawaii contains no
resonances in the 300-700 MeV range; all of the phases are with _45 °. This type
• 503
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of solution was discarded in the analyses at Livermore and Saclay because of poor
fit to the data. Also, Draxler and Huper 14) at Karlsruhe claim it is inconsistent
with forward dispersion relations. The analysis is a single-energy one with some
degree of smoothness used as a criterion in selecting the solution.
Nonresonant Phases
Considering only states up to £ = 3, the definitely nonresonant phases below
I BeV are P31' PI3' D33' D35' FI7' and F37.
The analyses that have been extended to I BeV have the F37 phase steadily in-
creasing such that one can say that it probably is the main cause of the 1350 MeV
bump in the _+ - p total cross section. Of course, this bump may be as complicat-
ed as are the 600 and 900 MeV bumps, in which case there may also be resonances in
any of the other T = 3/2 states.
The FI7 state is a particularly innocuous one - the phase is practically zero
everywhere and there is no appreciable absorption up to I BeV.
The D33 phase hovers about 0 °. Soma analyses have it slightly positive at
some energies and slightly negative at others. Some analyses have it slightly
negative everywhere. DHL 2 predict it to he negative. The absorption is not very
large - an _ _ 0.8 in the analyses.
The other three states, D35 , P31' and PI3' all have negative phases as pre-
dicted by DHL 2 and do not exhibit much absorption. The largest phase in magnitude
is the P31 which reaches a_ much as - 30 ° at I BeV. Again, DI['._predict that it
should be largest.
CONCLUSION
The fact that there is agreement among the many recent analyses about the
gross features of the pion-nucleon phase shifts gives one confidence that these
gross features are correct. The one exception is the analysis by Cence. 9) His
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solution is apparently one that is easily rejected by using energy-dependent anal-
yses or dispersion relations.
This agreement in coarse detail among the Livermore, Rutherford, London,
Saclay, and Yale solutions is a good basis for hope that the intermediate energy
pion-nucleon phase shifts will soon be uniquely known in detail. Also, justified
hope exists that the phase shift analyses can be extended to much higher energies
as data becomes available.
As representative of the recent results, we show in Figures I through 5 the
$31' SII' PII' DI5' and FI5 results of Bareyre, et. al. 7) at Saclay. They used
more data than did Donnachie, et. al. 6) but did not require satisfaction of partial-
wave dispersion relations. The biggest disagreement among the different solutions
is the energy dependence of the PII phase shift. The importance of this disagree-
ment is enhanced by the fact that a Pll resonance does not fit into the SU 6 scheme
of particle classification, whereas the S11 , $31 , and D15 resonances do fit. A
careful determination of which experiments best determine the PII state needs to
be made.
It seems that we are at the point where much reflection needs to be made as
to what experiments should be performed to distinguish among these various solu-
tions. At Livermore we developed a technique for plotting observables versus
angle at any energy or versus energy at any angle. We were able to do this for
any set of phase shifts when we could fit an energy parameterization to them.
Thus we could readily find energy and angle ranges where different solutions had
greatest disagreement. Also, one or more phases could be varied and the effect on
the observables determined. This kind of thing needs to be done for the solutions
that are available now. One can be very certain that the most important experi-
ments will be the measurement of the spin-rotation parameters, which have never
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beenmeasuredat anyenergy.Technologyis advancedsuchthatthesemeasurements
arenowpossible.Thecostin timeandresourcesi sogreatthatcarefuldeter-
minationof whato measureis necessary,andseveralexperimentalgroupsarecur-
rentlyinvolvedin suchdeliberations.
It is alwaysadvisableto checkdifferentmethodsof obtainingphysicalinfor-
mationagainsteachother. Thedifferingphaseshift analysismethodsshouldcon-
tinuallybeinterchecked.Thesingle-energyanalysesoftertimesdonotyield
uniquephaseshifts in situationswherenergy-dependentanalysescangiveessen-
tial uniqueness.Butthereareinherentweaknesses4'9) in a stageof givencom-
plexity in energy-dependentanalyses.Single-energyanalysesarehelpfulin find-
ing theseweaknesses.Theweaknessesastheyarefoundcanbereducedbyincreas-
ingthecomplexity,aslongascomputersareavailablethatcanhandlethecomplex-
ity required.Sofar thecomputercapabilitieshavebeenmore than adequate for
the task, but the availability of them for these kinds of calculations is another
thing. Thus a strong case exists for simultaneously performing both types of ana-
lyses with close communication between the performers.
Apparently partial-wave dispersion relations are consistent with the experi-
mental data to a high degree of accuracy. These dispersion relation calculations
require a good deal of input information, and can hardly be regarded as calcula-
tions from minimum first principles. Such a program of calculation from first
principles seems a long way off.
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ERICSON: I would like to ask a question (for my information) that perhaps falls
a little bit outside of what you have said. There seems at present to be a con-
troversy on the point of the scattering lengths in the singlet and the triplet
for the pion-nucleon phase shifts. There is also a disagreement, it seems, be-
tween scattering data and the data that you would get out of the Panofsky ratio
for the scattering lengths. Can you comment on what is the actual situation on
this?
ROPER: Well, of course, that's all below I00 Mev. This is a i00 to 1Mev confer-
ence, but only a few of these went down that low in analyses. I did at the begin-
ning but our analyses were inter-dependent analyses, and I would not claim quanti-
tativeness as far as the scattering lengths are concerned down in that region. I
do not know the situation on those low energy. I've heard of it, but I do not
know what the situation is. I think someone told me that Hamilton and Woolkock
re-calculated the scattering links and now it has better agreement with the exper-
imental values - I believe at Liverpool.
ERICSON: The thing is not that these quantities are not known with a pretty good
precision, but that in certain combinations the uncertainties are largely over-
claimed. There was a cancellation by a certain combination of them. It was the
one part in 50 and, according to a new analysis, is only to about one part in 7.
There seem to be several bids on it so I'm completely confused. This happens to
be of great importance to us in our analysis of a pi-mesic atom and things of this
kind, so I would be very happy to have the opinion of a specialist on this.
ROPER: l'm no specialist at this energy, but Professor Huler at Karlsru has
written me that he is doing these calculations now too, and he feels like the
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errorsthat havebeenputonthemaremuchtoosmallwithpeoplewhohavedone
thesecalculationsbefore.I reallycan'tanswerthat, hut maybe someone here
can.
BREIT: In connection with sy_mnetries, symmetry considerations for particle phy-
sics, there is of course a great temptation for people to use resonances like the
ones here have been talking about. Now it seems to me that it is therefore very
desirable to be sure that those resonances are really resonances. Of course,
the uncomfortable part of the whole matter is that the definition is rather math-
ematical and in a way abstract and does not immediately connect up with physical
things that we can feel with our hands and see with our eyes in a simple way.
Therefore, I am very curious to know to what extent one can claim that it is nec-
essary to have such terms, in the analysis, of single resonance with background.
Now, of course, I also have certain personal interest in it because I did write
wome papers around 1930 and 1940 in which there was formula used with a background
plus a resonance term which was used as an approximate formula for ordinary nuclear
resonances for low energy nuclear physics. That was used for a case of a many-
channel reaction. It just appeared to be something one could formulate rather
simply, mathematically. Of course, for low energy nuclear physics, one does not
believe such a formula as being more than an approximation, and certainly Wigner's
R matrix, where its assumptions are justified, is much superior. And if one looks
at Wigner's R matrix, or uses co_m_on sense, the background is, itself, not a con-
stant. In fact, one would have difficulty in deciding whether it is the back-
ground term or the velocity x, the background term, that should be a constant.
Once one admits such variations, one doesn't have a firm mathematical prescrip-
tion for data analysis. Would it be possible, therefore, in such work, to give
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somekindof limits of errorregardingwhetherthe1pole+ energyindependent
backgroundis moreor lessuniquelydetermined?CouldQne,perhaps,put limits
onthevariabilityof thebackgroundthatwouldbeadmitted?
ROPER:I don'tknowof anywayto doit. I wouldhavelikedto haveknownaway
to doit.
BREIT:Well,for example,in dataanalysisonecouldmakeananalysisin which
thebackgroundis strictly constant,anotheronein whichit varieslinearly, and
varythatparameter...
ROPER:I've tried thesekindof things. I foundthatI couldgetbetterfits
whenI allowedenergydependencein thebackground.
BREIT:Butthenfromanerrormatrix,onecanseewhathelimits of errorare
onthecoefficientof theenergy.
ROPER:Well,I wouldnotwanto restrict theresultshereto myanalysis. It
wasanenergydependentanalysis,butseveralof theseanalysesI'm talkingabout
herearesingleenergyanalyses.I thinkthentheywentin andfit thephase
shiftswithparameterslike this, too. Whentheytried to fit a resonanceto them,
for instancetheoneswith largebackground(thereareonlya fewof thesethat
havelargebackground- namelythe$31andtheSII, andprobablythePII' but
maybenotsomuch),onlythosetwos waveswouldhavetremendouslylargeback-
grounds.Mostof theothersresonatebeforethephaseshifts getverylarge. So
it's truethat theyreally, in effect,dothesame.
BREIT:In thosecases,youarefully justified in callingthemstates.
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ROPER:
them.
I think you are right. The SII and the $31 do have this uncertainty about
Of course, the SU(6) people like them because they fit.
BREIT: That's just where the danger seems to come in. Weiskoph had an article
in the Physics Toda_ a year or two ago. He was very skeptical of what people call
resonances in high energy physics for such reasons as this.
eL
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The interplay of the theoretical and experimental aspects of a science has
been subject to many discussions. It turns out that sometimes theory develops
faster and produces predictions to be confirmed by future experLncnts m vhereas
at other times a theoretical "brenk-throuzh" is lacking, nndmuch experimental
information accumulates vaitln_ for eventual theoretical interpretation. In
view of this often unmatched developncnt of theory vs. experlment m it is of
interest for a theorist to find ways of presentin_ his predictions so as to be
in a most convenient and nevertheless not too specialized form for the experi-
mentalist of the future, Similarly, an experimentalist likes to be able to
surannrize his results in such a way that it is amenable to interpretation by
any thco_j-to-he-developed, It is for the pur/_ose of findings, such a meeting
place, such a co.run.on ground of experimentalists and theorists that phenomenol-
ocu" has developed. With its help it is also r.ore possible for experimentalists
to msY.e prozress in the absence of a suitable theo_I, because phenomcnoloKical
schemes often help in decldlnE which experiments are likely to be Interestinz
or at least useful rezard/ess of what the shape of future theories mic_t be.
_lementa._j particle physics durin_ the past tvO decades has witnessed such
an ur_z.atched development between theory and experiment, A staF_ering _nount of
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experi--entalin_orL_uxonhas been accumulated, and although we have some
sporadic underst_ndlng of their nen:_inz, a genera/ theory of the processes
studied in these experiments is still ::i_s_n_. Some progress in the theoreti-
cal _nderstan.dlng has been made ct Lhe lowe_t energies, _nd some think that
we are beginnlng to _et a _Tcsp on very high enerFJ processes also. The most
difficult energy region to understand seems to be the intermediate encr/_y
rmn_:e, and it is therefore very timely _ndeed to have a conference on this
subject.
Since a basic theoretical undcrot_din_ of particle processes in the
interm.ediate energy range is lacking, it is even more important @o have an
efficient phenomenologicalscheme in this region. I% seems, however, that
this is a difficult problem, At low energies, the two most successful phenomenO-
logical tools have been the _nase shift analysis nnd the empirical potenti8/.
_:either of these two is appropriate, however, in the intermediate energy
ranges Phase shifts at higher energies become not only complex but also too
numerous to be a convenient tool, and the validity of potentials in the rela-
tivistic region is at best dubious. At very high energies, other, semi-
classical phono;_enolo_ieal considerations have proved to be of use, but also
these lose their applicability whe_ the energy is lowered.
In this tal_ I would like to discuss a phnnomenologieal framework which
is quite well applicable to all spins rmd to all energies and thus also to
interr..ediate energies. The frs_euork itself is by no means new, and has been
used in connection with some of the p_ticle reactions studied so far. For
nucleon-nucleon scattering, for instance, it is related to the formalism of
Wolfenstein parer.stern, and more _enerJlly it is referred to as the method of
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invarlnn% amplitudes or form factors. During the pmst y_', however, some a_i-
:ionnl understanding I-II has b_n 61alned concernir_ %he properties Of these
for_._ fr_tors and the relationship between the physlc_ ohservnbles which are
doten.:ined by the fom_ factors, and this will be the subject of ry talk, The
Judicious use of these amplitudes permits one to sep_ate the purely dynamical
_nrt of any reaction (i.e. the part of the interaction which depends on the
specific form of the forces nctlnH among the particles), and the peat (which we
will call non-dynnmlcal) which depends only on general conservation l_s, _nd
hence is on a fir_..er footlns.
O_r discussion will be carried out in terms of the V.m_trlxof a rea=tlon.
This !_=_trix depends on the momenta and spins oecurrlmz i_ the reactiom. It
is a ra_,k-zero tensor (i.e. scalar or pscudoscalar) in ordlnaa'y three- .(or
four-) dimensional space, and 18 a natrix in the comblned sptn sl_ee of the
.pn--_Icles parttclpattn_ In the reaction.
Let us £1ve an example° Let us conside_ the reaction
O+ a_O+ s' (i)
where 0 denotes a particle of zero spin, s a p_Icle of spin s, and a' a partl-
cle of spin s'. The M-_atrix for this reaction can be written as 3
SI_8
Men'.s)- _ _. _ T[_]C(plr).s[_]C,',s) C2)
where a; denotes a scalar form factor (Invariant amplitude) which depends only
on rotation invarlants for_.r_ from the momenta; T[j]({p} r) IB a tensor of rank J
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dependingona set of momenta {p}r where r is the dlstin6uishlng label of the
particular set of J momenta; S[j](s',s) a reetsnEular spin matrix tensor of
r_k J, which is a (2s'+l) _ (2s+l) m.%trix in spin space, the symbol ":" denote,
contraction over _ll tensorial indices. The sun over r goes over all momentum
sets that can be formed from the independent momenta in the reaction, consis-
tent with conservation laws.
Uo should er4haslze that ell of the dynamical infor_%tion is contained im
the for_.-factors a_. and that the T[j]:S[j]'s can be _ritten down purely from
the kno:tledge of the _eneral conservatlon laws. In this telk, therefore, we
will have nothing _rther to s_D, about the structure of the re--factors them-
selves, and all our results will follow from the structure of the T[j]:S[j]'S
which we can determine uniquely.
It turns out to be very convenient in practice to span a// the momenta
that occur in the reaotion by three orthonormal unit vectors. These ea_ be
defined as follows:
;. ;-_' -_-_('1_('1 t A A A
where _ and q' are two non-coplanar momenta occurring in the reaction. Ve see
from the definitions that [ and n are true vectors, while m is a pseudovector.
Equation (2) gives the M-matrlx for reaction (i) when only rotation invari-
_nee is ass_ed. If parity is also conserved, 9urther restrictions can be
i_posed, so that the overall intrinsic parity of the M-matrix is +i or -I. We
will call such )J-matrices M + and V', respectively. Clearly, these restrictions
dez_nd that in M + the number of £_s plus n's appe_ring in each of the {p}r's
_ust be even, while in }4- that number must be odd.
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We can n_ turn to the relationship of the _&-matrlx to the physical observ-
ables L. This relationship, when only rotation invarianee is assumed, is
(_)rF),_[j_]Cs',s')}L(SI,S F) Tr{_°_T[ji]({P} ):S[jI](S,s)>_TT[JF]{
where T[JI] :S[jI] and T[JF]:S[JF] describe the initial and final states,
respectively, of the particles participating in the reaction. The notation for
these is si_lar to that used in the _[-natrlx itself, except that the spin
operators that enter these initial and final state descriptions are always
square matrices in spin space, while those in the _matrlx are, in general,
rectangular.
_en parity conservation also holds, the observables man be written as
and
L_(SI,SF) _ TrtM÷T[JI]( {P}rI):s[JI](S,s)M÷tT[JF]({p}rF)'S[JF](So,s°) } (_)
_(SI.S F) _k'{M-T[Ji]({p}rI):s[Ji](s,s)_tT[JF]({p}rF):S[JF]CS'.s°)} (6)
where L++ is an observable for a reaction when the product of the intrinsic
parities of the participatln_ particles is +I, and L-- is the observable when
this product is -1.
I_addition 1_ L++ and L'-, we can also form the quantities
. • rF 's')I
R+-CsI,BF ) _ Tr{M+T[jI]C{p}r):s[jII(S,S)M ?T[JFIC[P} ):S[jFl(S' i C7)
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and
÷t. rF _ (s,s,)lR"+(SI,SF ) ETr{M-T[JI](_}r),s[jI](s,s)M _[jF]({P} )'O[jF] (8)
These have no direct physical meaning in themselves if pnrlty conservation
holds, but will play an important role in later discussion. They will be
refcrre_ to as pseudO-observables, since they look like observables but are
pseudosealars and not scalars as all observables are.
So far we have discussed only the relatively simple reaction given by
Zq. (I). Ue will now show that more complicated reactions (invoYving more parti-
cles of non-zero spin) can be analyzed in terms of such simpler reactions,
For this purpose we will introduce the notion of a basic reaction or
irreducible constituent reaction. By this we will mean a reaction contalnin_
only one boson with non-zero spin, or only rye fermions. For instance, Eq. (I)
with s nnd G' denoting fermions is an irreducible constituent reaction, For
such reactions the observables can be calculated by
where
I: I: rl .rlr r r,
• J_,J_ rl,r 2 aJl J2
r1
rlrlr2rF E Tr{S[J1](s,s'):T[J1]({p) )S[JI](s,s),T[jx]({P} rX)XJIJIJ2J F
r2
_9)
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Explicit fo_..u_e for the so-ca_ed four-traces given by F4. (10) have been
derived. _[othinE more complicated than such a four-trace ever arises in an
irreducible constituent. S_lar_y, on_7 such four-traces arise in the
pseudo-observables.
:_ow let us consider a more cOmplicated reaction, for example
A+ B" 0 + C
where A is a boson of arbitrary spin, ana B _nd C a_e fernlons of arbitrary
spins, whose M-matrlx is MI_ For the purposes of our ncm-dynani_al Inves_i-
_tions, this reaction eenbe thou_t of-- a ccaposite of the rye reactions
and
A+O"_O+ 0
O+B-,'O+C
with I_-_-' tr_ces _42 and M3, respectively. By this we mean s that we can
vrite 3 p8 tlO
i_ere (:) means "non-d_a_cal_y equal", that is, equal an far as the structure
of %he -_[j]:S[_]'s _ Eq. C2) _s concerned, but nc_ as far as the values of the
form factors are concerned.
(12)
(_3)
(_)
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Usln_ this result we can then write for the observables (using an abbre-
viated notation)
and
R 'R?
*÷
where the subscripts A, 2 and 3 again refer to the reactions (ii), (12) and
(13), respectively.
Further inspection shows that in _q. (15) and (16), for a _ven observ-
able for reaction (ii), either only the first two terms, or only the last two
terms are non-zero. According to this, we call an observable the Class X type
or the Class II type, respectively,
A similar structure is evident for reactions which are composites of more
than two irreducible constituents. Thus, for instance, the observables in a
composite of three irreducible constituents have four classes, the observables
in a composite of four have eight classes, etc. The pseudo-observables have an
identical class structure.
The class structure is of some interest, for instance, for the complete
expcrlmental determination of the form factors. It can be shown, for example,
that the form factors can never be completely determined by carrylng out experi-
ments in one class only. Since the observables in different classes often
differ from each other in experimentally very tangible ways, the above state-
ment is of practical significance. It can thus be shown, for instance, that in
pion photoproduction it is impossible to determine completely all the form
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factor= u_ing only unpolarizedphotons or photons polarized In or perpendicular
to the reaction plnne.
10
The observables within a clnss can, however, be further subdivided. It
will be recalled (see F_. (9))o that any observable can be written in terms Of
sum of htltnenrproducts of.form factors. It turns out, however, that not
_11 possible bilinear products appear in all of the ohservablest Instead,
these products c_n be subdivided into sets (we rill call them productsets),
vhich _re mutually exclusive and to_ether include all products° It can be shown,
that the observables in turn can be subdivided into what we will call subclasses
in such a way that all the observables in a Given subclass deperad on the pro-
ducts in one productset only, and no two subclasses depend on the same product-
set.
Let us investignte this situation in _reater detail first for irreducible
constituents. There we get four subclasses for the observables , which can be
chnrncterlzedbywhether the number of L's, mrs ¢_d n's is even or odd. Accord-
inEly, the four subclasses are (_,_,(), (_,u,_)D (u,_,u) and (u,u,u), vhere
means "even" and u means "odd". One can also predict which bilinear products
of form factors will appear in the observables of which subclass. For example,
the subclass (_,_,_) will contain the real parts of products in that product-
set which is charucterlzedhy ((,_,_) (i.e. the product of the T[ji]|S[ji]'s
(i = 1,2) belonging to the two form factors in any product in that productset
has. _u even number of L's, m's and n's), and the imaEinary part of thP products
in the productset characterized by {u,u,u). Slnilarprencriptlc_s can be _ven
for the other three subclasses of an irreducible constituent reaction.
A similar subclass structure exists also for the pseudo-observables of an
irreducible constituentl there are again four subclasses, this time characterized
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by (_,_,u), (u,£,£), (£,u,u) and (u,u,_), and _ain prescriptions can be given
for the t_ of bilinear products of form factors which occur in each of these
subclasses°
For composite reactions, the subclass structure can be constructed from
the subclass structure of the irreducible constituents. In turns out, for
inutnnce, that for a reaction which is a composite of two irreducible consti-
tuents, there are 8 subclasses for the observables in Class I, and 8 sub-
cl_ses for the observables in Class If. Each of these subclasses are formed
by two of the products of the subclasses of the two constituents. For a
composite of three irreducible constituents we have 8 subclasses,in each of the
four classes, etc. The character of the products of form factors which appear
in each of these subclasses can also be deduced from the character of the
productsets in the constituent subclasses,
It turns out that the subclasses for the observables L ++ and the observ-
ables L'-- are the same.
Except for very pathological cases, the nunber of observables in a Kiven
subclass is always larger than the number of products in the corresponding
productsot. Thus, in terms of the bilinear products of the form factors, the
observables within a given subclass are not independent of each other, but
there are a certain number of linear relationships among them. These relation-
ships are in general different for the L ++ observables and for the L-- observ-
ables, and thus they give an experimental way of distlnguSshing between L +* and
L', Thus, if we assume that in a given reaction the intrinsic parities of all
but one of the particles are known, these relations permit a determination of
this unknown parity. It can be shown, in fact, that these relations give al_l
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such pa_-ity experlnents 1"2"5"7"10 which can be carried out in the absence or
dynamical InforDation about the particles.
The relationships among a certain set of observables will ulso depend on
the spins ofthe l_rticles involved in the reaction, so that these relations
can also be used for the determination 5'10 of an unsown spin in the reaction°
FinaLity, the subclass structure is helpful in deciding which experinenta
provide new infor_tion about the reuction, aud what the nature of this new
informntion is. It =my be posslble, for instance, with the help of the sub-
=lass structure, t_ select a set of experiments fitting cer_aln experimental
requirements which together completely determine the form factors, or conversely,
to decide what the easiest experimental circuu_tanees are under which a complete
determination of form factors can be curried out.
Explicit illustrations for the above outlined observable_ structure .have
been given in the literature 4'6"11 for such reactions as 1/2 * 1/2 _ 1/2 * 1/2,
I/2 + 1 _ 1/2 + O, ¥ + i/2 _ s + 1/2, V + 1/2 _ s + 3/2. We will now give ==
another illustration, the structure of the reaction
O+ i÷o÷ i (17)
_uantities related to this reaction will bear the subscript O, This reaction
will be composed of the two irreducible constituents
O+ l*O + 0 (18)
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and
0 + 0 _ 0 + i 419)
whose quantitieu will bear the subscripts 1 and 2, respectively. Then, using
s _ _[1](1,o), s' _ s[1](o,1) , _a _[1]({p} r) _ T(L),T(m), or T(n), v, have
_ = _2 _(=):S' (20)
M_ - a I T(£):S' * % T(n):S' 421)
÷
_l3 - b2 T(_),S (22)
M; - bI T(Z),S + b 3 T(n),S (23)
and
,+ ,+ +
so that
M_ = C22 T(m):S T(m):S' + Cll T(Z):S T(£):S' + C13 T(n):S T(_):S'
(26)
+ c31T(z):sT(n),s'+ c_3T(n),sT4n):s'
where ve made the correspondence
,L[bl""Cl.I (27)
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Similarly, we have
Zi = C21 T(L):S T(_)zS' + C23 T(n):S T(n):S'
+ CI2T(m):S T(A):S' ÷ C32 T(m):S T(n):_ °
Now we can write down the observables and pseudo-observables for reactions
(2) and (3). For the former, they are _ivcn in Table I. In thin table L(x) is
a nhorthand notation for L2(0,x;0,O), where L(a,b;c,d) denotes an obaervable
with the spin states of the first initial, second initial, flret'final, and
second final particles characterized by a, b, e, and d, respectively. _he
table _ives the coefficients of the bilinear eor.blnntions of form factors in
the various observableso
The observables for reaction 3 are Identicnl with those of reaction 2,
except that
i. L(x) now denotes L3(0,0;0,x)
2. All airs in Table I should be ¢han_ed to bi's,
3. The sicns of all coefficients for L(m), R(_), and _(n) have to be
reversed°
Now we turn to the observables 6f reaction i, which can be constructed
using Table I, and Eq. (i5), (i6), and (27). The _eneral structure of the sub-
elagscs for reaction 1 is shown in Table II. The coefficients within the sub-
classes are siren in Table III. In these tables observables involvln_ mm do
not appear, since they are not independent from those involving _t and nn 0 but
they ennbe computed easily u slag
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L(o°o£E°o,) ÷ L(°..mm°o°) ÷ L(..°nn°°.) - 0
Thus we get some addition8 to the subclasses which are shown in Table IV, but
these are observables whleh'dcpond on the previous ones through Eq. (29)°
;_ow we can turn to finding the parity experiments in these subclasses,
$_cln_ Y-1. Since there are 9 observables, and at least 4 biline_r combina-
tions of form factors, there should be 9 - h u 5 independent parity experiments
here. One possible set is
++ ++ { O}-(o.,=) - _-(,_,o) -, _ o
.. f oo)f"-(O,o) + _-(,_,_.'_)-
+ + + + I ÷ + + +
-(o.o) - c -¢==.=) ={_3_h[c -(=,,o) +c -co,=)]
++ ++ } ++ ++-(o,_£) - L'--CO,nn)= {-3_2 [rT (,=,_) - _-(=,n,,)l
- L----(nn,O) = -3 2 [L----(l'.£,mm) - L----(nn,mm)]
(30)
(3z)
(32)
(33)
(3_)
_ubclass 1-2. There are 3 - 1 " 2 independent parity experiments:
÷ + + +
÷ ÷ + + tL-- --(£n,t,£l_;-',L "- "_(t.n.nn) ,*{ ¢ 00
(35)
(36)
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Subclozs l-h.
Ag/dn two experiments:
-(,.o)= 3 2 _--(_'=)
•. -. {o}_"--(m. LL) - L"--(m.nn) -
(37)
Snbclass,l-_.
Zubclass I-6.
L----(LL.[n) L"'-(nn._) ," _ 0
- 0
•- {_}L--(m._)- _
(39)
(_o)
(_i)
0,2)
Subclass I-7.
•. [o}L" "(re,m),, f
•. {o }-(-n.,)- ¢
"" "" {o}L--q_L.,)- L----(_._)- _ o
(h3)
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In each of the Cla=s II subclasses, there vi_l be one parity experiment.
_ubc_nn IF-l,
gubelnss 11-2.
L----(L._)-+ _"--(=.nm) (hT)
_ube]nss II-3.
L--(n.z)= m.,=) (_8)
Zuheln_s Ti-h.
L----(_=._)° C-(,.=) (hg)
_ubcJa_ TI-_.
{: } +÷+* l, u--(=.m)L---(_.n)=
(5o)
(SZ)
•_ubclazs 11- 7.
Zubel_z_ lIT-8.
h
• {::}
(52)
(53)
(5_)
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_e _entioned at the be_tnninE that the relatim_ships between observlbles
in the same subclass can alsobcused to determine the spin ore an of the
participating reactions. An exa_le for this application is nov _Lyen.
For 0 ÷ 1 _ 0 ÷ l the£"_llovinE rel.atioushipholds
L÷(.,o) - _÷(m._) (5_}
while for the reaction 0 + 1 _ 0 ÷ 2, the relationship between thelu_ observ-
ables is
L*(.,0)- -L*(m,m) (56)
In neither ease are these two observables independent of each other, but
their ratio depends on the spin of the _inal state panicle and hence mee-qure-
_ents of these observables can serve to dete._inethis spin.
Apart D_m the parity and spin exper_nents, ve can deduce other interest-
inE information from the subclasses, For example, since Class II has only
observables in which both the initial and the flnalparticles a_e polarized, we
conclude that in order to determine the form factors completely, one has to
carry out at least one experiment in which the initial and final particles are
sln_It.n__us!_-,o!"-rized. _-'--_he,-rJore, _uehan experimen_ must involve polariza-
tlon directions other than m.
It can also be shown, for instance, by a r_ther simple inspection of the
subclass tables, that for the L--'st all form factors can be eonpletely determined
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without havlng to resort to experiments of the type (x,yz), (xy,z) or (xy,zw),
vhere x, y, z, and w m £, m,_or n.
The purpose of this talk was to exhibit some of the advantages of the
phenonenological description of reactions in terms of their Invariant ampli-
tudes. I believe that %hls method will _ain in usefulness in the near future
as experimental techniques continue to develop. In particular, not only do we
make progress in the well-advertlsed direction of hi_her energies, but the
techniques of measuring spin-wlse more complicated observables are also advsmc-
ing. The medium ener_ accelerators with very high currents, projected for
the near future, should also be of cre_t help in this respect. As more and
more type of experiments become feasible experimentally, more and more of the
power of the formalism I have dlscusscd can be put to practical use, particu-
larly in the case of reactions at intermediate energies, involving particles
of substantial spins.
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e
Table I
Obzerv_ble_ L and p_eudO-observable_ _ _or the reaction 0 ÷ i _ 0 ÷ O. For
notation, seo the text. The observable subclass (u.u.v) is e_rpty In thls case.
la212
+1
1
+ m3
+!
3
Subclf_ss i. 12(_,_.0 I%12 la_
_.(.n)
4-4-
! +i +i
1
-7 ÷g
÷'_ -5"
o _.(_)
,4-+
m
o
Subclass 2. 1
( _, u,_)
Subclass 3.
(u,_.u)
.?
Im ala3=
T,(L-,) I _ !
I 2
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"fable I (cont'd)
+_ -+
a2 a3w i ;:ubcia_s 1 a 3 a2m
-i I _(_) +i
÷-- --+
PF "F,O-
OI_,GI:I_VA_LI]3
i Subclasu 2 ) _i a2_
+i _(n) } -i
÷-- .÷
Subclass 3 Ia2 al" (u,u,_) al a2*
L..
a 2 a3m
i
2
..
_ubclass 4
a 3 a2m
1
2
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•_ubclass structure for the obserYables of the reaction 0 ÷ 1 _ 0 + 1. For mot_-
++ Productsets
I I I I I
Ic221_,1cnl2.1c3312 Ic_i2.1cnl2.1c_312, Ic3212
IOn 12, IC3z12
i Im ,C]IC_l*'Im CI_3C
Re CllCl3_e C31C33 _
Im CllCl3",Im C31C33 u
Re C33C22 o
Re C13C22 _ Re C12C23*
Im C13C22 m Im C12C23 m
Im C33C22 w Im C32C23 _
Re C31C22 _ Re C2__IC32_
Re C12C32 m
in C C *
Re C21C23"
Im C_iC_3"
I
Re C23C32 m
Ae CllC33*,Ee C13C31"
Im CllC33a,Im C13C31"
m
Re CIIC22" Re C12C21 °
Im CIIC22 ° Im C12C21 m
in C31C22 _
I I
ti_ m seo the text,
onstl-
uent
ub-
i_Z_e_ ob_ez-v_Ze-
r..._, t
] Ll(O'O) "LI (O'LL) 'Ll(O'nm)'
.z;ilI LiCL_'°)'LZ('"L_)"
, Ll(z£,nn) ,LI (nn,O) .
i L1 (nn, Z£) ,LI (nn,mm)
_2 3 1 iLI(zn'O)'LI(£n'E£)"
-3 2 1 iLl(m,O),Ll(m,EK),Ll(m,nn )'
LI(O,Zn) ,Ll(_, _.n),i
•h 1 3 Ll(nn,£n )
3i 3 _l(,.,zn)
2 3 h(=,_-)
.6 3 2 Ll(£n.m)
•7 ,ii2 ]LI(O.m)'.LI(_.'=,)'._I(nn.=) .
. i i i Li(_,_)
! 2 1 LI(n,z) '
-_ 3 h Ll(£m,nm )
[_!13 il 'LI (£m'£)
2 : h !Ll(n,nm )
It" z L_V_:4---------
:_.! : 2 iLl(n.n)
.'I!3 _ ,Lz(_"'n)
1" e .Lz(_,n)
I
I Re CllC31e,Re C13C33 _
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For notation, see
Table III
Subclass coefficient tables for the reaction 0 + I * 0 + I.
the text.
4-+ N
f%212 1c1_12Icnl 2 ic1312 ic3112 s._[_.., ic1212 Ic2112 1%312 ic3212
+i +I +I +i +I +I ÷I+i +i
+I 2 i i 2
3 3 _ 3
+i _ P I
+ I ? I 2 i
_" "_ +7 "7 +7
i 4 I 2 2
i 2 2 4 i
]1 ]" 2 i 2
+7 *7 -7 "7 -_
1 ? 2 i $h
z h 2 __
+_ +_ +_ "_ 9
L(O,O)
L(O,tZ)
L(O,nn)
L(_Z,O)
L(£_,nn)
L(nn,O)
L(nn,LA)
L(nn,nn)
I 2 1
÷7 -7 +7
1 1 2
+7 +7 "_
+! +!
"_ 3 3
2 2 +1
"_" -g 9
9 _" "_'
I 2 +i
+_ -_
+_ +_ 9
1
4. --
3
1
3
1
3
9
!
9
7
P
2
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Re CIIC31" Re C13C33" Subclass I-2 Re C12C32 w
- 112 - 112 L(_n,O) - i/_
+ ii3 - II6 n(_n,u) - l/G
- I/6 + 1/3 L(_n,nn) - 1/6
Im CiiC31 m Im C13C331 I
Subclass I-3 Im C12C32 m
- 2 - 2 i L(=,O) - 2
÷ 4/3 - 2/3 [ L(m,_&) - 2/3
- 2/3 ÷ _13 I L(m,nn) - 2/3
Re CllCl3m Re C31C33" Subclass I-_ Re C21C23 m
- 1/2 - 1/2 L(O,_) - 1/2
+ ii3 - i/6 L(ttJn) - I16
- 1/6 + 1/3 L(nn,_n) - 1/6
Re CiiC33 i Re C13C31 m Subclass I-5
÷ 118 + 118 L(_n,_n) O
- 2 + 2 L(m,m) 0
Im CIIC33" B C13C31 s Subclass I-6
÷ 1/2 + 1/2 L(m,_n) O
- 1/2 + 1/_ L(l_.m) 0
Subclass I-? XmC210_3si_ cncl_* _,. c_lc_ ,
+2 +2
- _13 + 213
+ _I_ - hl_
L(O..)
L(t.,,_)
,.(nn,._)
÷2
+ 2/3
+ _-/3
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+÷
Re C33C22 m 1 Subclass II-I Re C23C32 w
+ i L(Z,_) - 1
+ i/4 L(nm,nm) ÷ I/4
Re C13C2p N Subclass II-2 Re CIpC23 _
- 1 T,(n,¢) i + 1
4
+ i/]I L(L_,nm) I + I/h
Subclass II-3
Im C13C22m--1/21/2 1
L(n,r_)
Im C12Cp3 a
Im C_3Cp2 °
- z/2
+ z/2
Subclass II-4 Im C32C23"
LCnm,Z) + 112
+ 112
Re C31C22 m Subclass II-5 1 ReC21C32U
- I n(A,n) I + I
i
+ I/h L(nm,_n) I + i/4
Re CIIC22" Subclass 11-6 Re C12C_i m
+ I L(n,n)
Im CIIC22 e Subcl_ss II-7 Im C12C_i m
+ 1/2 L(Am,n) - 112
- 112 L(n,Em) - 1/2
Subclass II-8
Mo_avcsik
z= C3lC22"
+ I/2
+ i/2
Im C_?C?l _
- z/2
+ 112
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_able _i
Additional {dependent) observables for the reaction 0 + i * 0 + I.
%ion, see the text,
For the nora-
!%_,I2 l_ul2 Ic3_l2, Ic1312Ic3112
-213 +1/2 +113 +113 +113
-213 +1/3 +i/3 +113 +113
-219 -2/9 +1/9 -2/9 +1/9
-2/9 +1/9 -2/9 +119 -2/9
-2/9 -2/9 +1/9 +1/9 -219
-219 +1/9 -2/9 -2/9 +1/9
+_,IP,,+i/p +_/? +I[? , +I(_,
4-4"
Subclazs I-i
L(O,,"=)
L(_,O)
L(nn,r,un)
L(r_._Z)
L (r.'.':..nn)
ICl212 It2112 Ic_l 2 Ic_l 2
-213 +1/3 +113 -2/3
+1/3 -2/3 -2/3 +1/3
+4/9 +1/9 +1/9 -2/9
-2/9 +I/9 +1/9 +h/9
+1/9 +h/9 -2/9 +1/9
+1/9 -2/9 +h/9 +119
-_/9 -_/P -_/9 -_D
No CiiC31" Re C13C33" Eubciazm i-2 i Re C12C32 m
-116 -116 I,(Zn.=_m) I +i/3
I
im C]IC31 t Im C13C33 _ Subclass I-3 I Im C12C32 _
-2i3 -2/3 L(m.r=_) I +h13
Re " Pe Subclass i-h I Re CplCp3*CllCI3 _ C31C33 ° .,
-1/6 -1/6 L(_.m.£n) I *1/3
Im ClIC13 m Im C31C33 N Subclass I-7 In C?iC23"
+213 +213 L(mm,m) -h/3
PHOTOPRODUCTION OF N* RESOI__NCES IN THE QUARK MODEL
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0
I must apologize for changing the title of the talk. It was originally
meant to be on phase shift analysis but Dr. Roper has covered that so tho-
roughly that it seemed to be the best thing to try and make some comment on
resonances which he just discussed. The comment I shall make is a model
dependent comment, and the model is the quark model for elementary particles.
I shall discuss particularly the resonances Sll, d13 , Sll , and d15 which
Dr. Roper talked about and which have got negative parity and T = ½. The
quark model is a very simple-minded model: three quarks are in a potential
well in a nonrelativistic way. As pointed out by Dalitz, I these resonances
fit rather neatly into a quark model in which the quarks have orbital angu-
lar momentum, L = i. Each quark would have half-spin so the spin configu-
ration can be S = 1/2 or S = 3/2. To maintain Fermi statistics when
ode has a wave function of the form (spin x (unitary spin) X(space), the
multiplets of Fig. i occur. On the left-hand side of Fig. i are the quartet
P states having total angular momentum 1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2- . The doublet P
states have 1/2- or 3/2- total angular momentum. We can see that we have
two T = ½ states in the octet state which we will concentrate on. We
tlave two Sll states, which appear to be 1"llled, a d15 state which ap-
pears to be filled, and we are a little embarrassed by having two d13
states, having found only one d13 resonance. However, it could easily
have been missed if it were very inelastic. (The $31 state fits into a
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decupletasa i/2-state.) Therearenottoomanystatesleft overto be
discovered.
Nowlet usconsiderphotoproductionof theresonances:7 + N -+N* .
First of all, for a resonance we are not discussing, namely the
N*(1256) (the P33 resonance), Becchi and Morpurgo have shown 2 that in
the non-relativistic quark model, the E 2 transition vanishes and process
(i) vanishes, leaving only the MI transition. This is in accord with
observation and is one of the reasons why some people are disposed to take
the non-relativistic quark model rather seriously.
Now let us discuss the electromagnetic transitions -- 7 + N -_N*,
2SI/2 -_ 4pj when the N* are the 4p states of the quark model which
includes the dl5 state. The interaction operator inducing this transi-
tion can be split into two parts:
i. The part involving the interaction with the electric charge of the
quarks.
2. The part involving the magnetic moment of the quarks, i.e., the
ikr.
operator Z_i_ie i when _i is the magnetic moment of the i th
quark.
inducing a 2Sl/2 -+4Pj=I/2,3/2,_/2 transition involving aSince we are
change from quark spin 1/2 to quark spin 3/2, it is obvious that i must
vanish as it does not involve any quark spin operator. Explicit evaluation
with the correctly anti-symmetrized wave-functions shows also that 2 must
3
vanish.
Two papers have appeared 4 giving a peak in _ photoproduction near
the threshold -- one paper surmises that this corresponds to the lowest
Photoproductionof N* Resonances
Sll statesfor s-waveNq. It is at around600MeVpionkineticenergy.
Thusin thequarkmodelwecanascribethelowestZll andthe d13
resonanceto the 2p auartetandsaythat theother,4p,Sll' d13'd15
resonancesarenotphoto-produced.
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Figure i. Ouark Model multiplets in Dalitz diagram.
The baronic multiplets with negative parity
expected to occur for an L = i space wave
function with mixed symmetry.
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MORAVCSIK: You can't say anything about the masses without assuming something abou.
symmetry breaking.
MOORHOUSE: The usual assumption is that the splitting is by an L-S coupling and
then, according to the sign of the L-S coupling, you have one of the other of the
states. I don't think that it is possible to say anything else with reasonable
assumptions, because the forces between the quarks that produces these states must
be extremely complicated.
ROPER: Is this the model where you have two DI3 states, but do not have a PII ?
MOORHOUSE: PII does not exist in these states which I have written on the board
but the quark model is so flexible that one can accommodate though with a little
difficulty. Dalitz, for instance, assigns it to a symmetrical space wave function
as against the barion octet and decaplet which is assigned to an antisynnnetrlcal
space wave function.
ROPER: There are two DI3 states that you have here and only one observed.
MOORHOUSE: Yes.
ROPER: I noticed in the Sacly results that they have a strange behavior toward
one Bey in the DI3 state.
MOORHOUSE: Yes, it is quite possible _hat there is a second DI3 , a displaced
resonance with background.
ACOMPARISONOFRESONANCEFORMULASFORTHE(1236MeV,3/2)
• PionNucleonResonance(*)
S.R.Deans(**) andW.G.Holladay
Vanderbilt University
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SUMMARY - To obtain information on the energy dependence of
relativistic particle resonances, a comparison among six commonly
used expressions for the total cross-section in the reaction
w_ + p + _ + p has been made in the energy region between
38 and 307 MeV (pion lab kinetic energy). The parameters in
these expressions were systematically varied until the best fit
(minimum chi-square) to fifty points was achieved for each
formula. It was found that a significant statistical difference
exists among some of the formulas used.
(*) Supported in part by the National Science Foundation
(**) NASA Predoctorial Fellow
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i. -- I_"_RODUCTION.
The phenomenon of resonance exists in many different areas
of physics in a number of dlfferent'guises. One of its most
recent manifestations is In the fiel_of particle physics, where,
since 1952, many so-called particle resonances have been dis-
covered. From the example of low energy nuclear physics it
woul_ be entirely reasonable for such a resonance s if it existed,
to appear as a peak in the total cross-section as a function of
energy in some appropriate particle reaction. It is not our purpose
here to enter into a discussion and critique of the criteria that
might be used to determine whether a resonance phenomenon exists
in a particle reaction. Rather, we are concerned wi_h raising the
questions of the shape of a particle resonance s given that one
exists s or more explicitly, with discussing the energy dependence
of the total cross-section of a particle reaction in the vicinity
of a resonance. The point is that the description of resonance
phenomena in a number of different areas of physics has a solid
theoretical base. This is especially true in nuclear physics _here
non-relativistic quantum mechanics can be used to Justify the Breit-
Wigner formulas (1) to describe nuclear resonances. We are not
aware of the existence of a theory with comparable generality
and well-deflned basis which describes the energy dependence of
relativistic particle resonances. _2) As is to be expected, therefore s
several different formulas have been proposes for such a purpose.
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For at least two reasons it is of interest to compare the
success of some of these formulae in describin8 particle resonances.
First s formulas that fall to do the Job can be dropped from
further use. Second, any formula or class of formulas that
gives a reasonably decent description of particle resonances
provides at least that much insight into what a well-formulated
theory of the process will be required to produce.
In pursuit of the above objectives, six expressions
for the total cross-sectlon have been compared with data on
the reaction 7T+ + p -_ 7T+ + p in the energy region between 38 and
307 l._eV(pion lab kinetic energy). It is in this energy ramge
that one of the best known particle resonances, an_ the first
one to be discovered, is found. This resonance occurs in a
pure spin 3/2, i-spin 3/2 nucleon state. We have chosen to work
with this particular resonance for three basic reasons. First_
there is an abundance of experimental data for this reso_nce. (3)
Secoz_ the scattering is elastic so that complications from
other channels are minimized. Third s the hackgroun_ contributions
from states other than the resonatim_ state are quite small, and
one can treat this backgroun_ as essentially constant when the
incident laboratory kinetic energy of the pion is less than
2. -- THE F@_MLULAS.
The formulas used are Listed in Table I. where we have chosen
- c = 1. In the last column for the fifth formul_ it should he
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noted that_ a is determined when Er, rr and @ are known.
For future reference the six expressions will be referred to
by the number associated with them in the table. The meanings
of the symbols are listed below.
2
..... a reduced half width E ..... total center of mass
energy
..... channel radius
_r ..... pion center of mass
m ..... mass of pion momentum at the resonanc
energy E
E ..... resonant energy r
r _ ..... plon center of mass
7 ..... dimensionless reduced momentum
width
M ..... mass of proton
B ..... background (treated
as a parameter) A ..... proportionality constant
Fr ..... energy independent f2 ..... coupling constant
width at resonance (dimensionless)
energy E
r
X ..... 350 MeV
(1} .._E) = (E + _)2 _ m2
E2
(2)
(3)
/
(4) _-
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). DISC[F_SIO_ _ _HE FOP_._q/I_.
I. The first foruula that appears in Table I is a Breit-wigner
formula. Expressions of this 6_.neral form have had much success in
atomic (5)and m=_.ar (I) p_s. T, 1954, folL_w_ the york of
_r, (6) Ge11-V_Lun and Watson" (7) u._ed this form to fit
_+ p scattering data up to 400 Hey.
II. The second formula is also a Breit-Wigner formula. It
is in form the same as I. but one parameter has been fixed.
This parameter was fixed by Glashow and Rose_'eld (8) on the basis
of experim_ntally measured partial widths for _be F -octet and
-_cup_t of su(3).
III. The third expression is the one used by W. M. Layson. (9)
It is in_eresti_ to note _hat it is possible to insert the
expression for _ into the total cross-sectlon formula and obtain
(5) 6- -
where
i+ (_, _) _
Here _ see the total cross-section has been expressed in
terms of th_ _/_delsta_ variable _.
IV. This equation comes from the Chew and Low expression
for the resoD_nce we are considering. It was proposed by
consideration of an effective range treatment of the scatterin_
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of pions by nucleons in a static meson theory.,lO,t_ The same
expression has been derived using a dispersion theory approach. (II)
# l
We have used the form of this equation reported by NishlJlma Ll2)"
for the purpose of fitting.
V. This expresslon has been obtained by modifying the Breit-
Wigner formula, I., with the additional requirement that the
that appears in the denominator of the expression for _" be replaced
by _r' the valu_ of F at the resonance. The reason for doing
this was to determine whether or not there was a significant difference
between I. and V.
Vi. The sixth expression, given by Jackson, (13) was derived
by an approach partly based on perturbation theory. We see that the
cross-section 0"' is written in terms of the Mandelstam v_riable E2s
and in this respect it is similar to the empirical expression used by
Layson.
4. -- TREATME_ OF EXPERIMENTALDATA.
The compilation of data by Kleplkov et. al. (3) w_s used in
the analysis with the following criterion for selection of points.
All points were excluded that were given zero weight by Klepikov.
These were mainly experimental results that were later generally
believed to be inaccurate. Of the remaining points those were
chosen that had a standard deviation of the total cross-section
not greater than 8 milllbarns, and a standard deviation of the
mean kinetic _nergy not greater than 4 MeV. In the energy region
between 35 and 310 MeV there were 5_ points that met the above
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requirements.
The data were fitted to an expression of the form
for each of the formulas, where f and B are defined in section 2.
In each case the parameters were systematically varied until a
best fit (chl-s_re minimum, _) was achieved. The parameters
that were v_ried are i_lic_ted in Table I. In all six cases at
least five points fell approximatel_V three sfmmdar_ deviations
from the curve with minimum _. (The same five points were associated
with formulas I. through IV. and different sets of five with V. and VI. )
In Fig. I the three sets of five points are indicated. For each
formula the corresponding five points were discarded and the_,parameters
were aE_in systematically varied until a best fit was obtained for the
remaining 50 points. The results of this work are summarized in
Table II and in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
5. -- DISCUSSION ARD CONCLUSIONS ,
Examination of Table II and Fig. 2 shows that the difference
between I. and 177. can not he distinguished. The values of 52 for
al
,_._ are not unreasorable especially in view of the many different
experiments that were involved. Since I. and II. have the same form,
there should be no difference between _he wwo if X is allowed to vary.
Clearly, however, the best value for X would not be found to he 350 MeV
by this method. The parameters Ere _, and _ are given by Gell-Mann
and Watson (7) as 12_ MeV, 0.88 (_/mc), and 58 MeV respectively. It
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can be seen that our values are not in good agreement with theirs.
This may be attributed to the fact that they did not have as much
data to work with and we have included B in the expression for0_._61 •
2
In I. there is a strong correlation .between _ ands. By this
2
we mean that to increase (decrease) @and decrease (increase) 7_
would cause only a slight increase in chl-square. This strong
correlation also causes the final values obtained for the parameters
to be unusually sensitive to the data points.
In III. we find the same correlation, mentioned above, bet_¢een
7 ands. Layson (9) gives 1238 F_V, 0.71 (_/mc) and 0.37 for Er,
and 7 respectively. The most striking difference between these
results and the ones in Table II is the value for 7- Once again
this could be due to the strong correlation and the sensitivity to
the data used.
The _ associated with IV. is 90; however, one should be aware
of the fact that, neglecting B, there are only two adjustable parameters
in the expression for the total cross-section, while in I. and III.
there are three. The value quoted by Chew and Low (I0) for f2 is
0.08. A discussion is given by Bernardini (14) of various determir_-
tions of f2. He concludes that the best value is 0.0813 _ 0.0035.
It should be pointed out that this v_lue w_s obtained by an extra-
polation method from a Chew-Low plot, while we have fitted the data to
a total cross-section formula with a background term.
There is clearly a significant difference between I. and V. as
can be seen by the corresponding values for _ Apparently one
should not use V. to describe this resonance, since the proper asyzmetry
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to the ri_ht of the maximum can no_ be achieved with this form.
It appears that the energy dependence of _ in VI. is the source
of the relatively poor fit obtaime_. We note that over the energy
re_ion involvea the factor f(E) is a slowly varying function, and
the expressiom for f varies approximately as _r ( 3, )) which can be
compared with (6). Here, as in IV., we have a theoretical expression
with mine less a_ustabl_ l_ansmeter than in the empirical cases.
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The FormulasTARLE I.
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MORAVCSIK: In your last paper, in an absolute sense, none of the fits
were spectacularly good, if I read the values right. None of these curves
really fit too well.
DEANS: It is my opinion that the data are somewhat self inconstant. We
obtain data from a great many different experimentors. It is my opinion
that this is one of the reasons for the essentially poor fit obtained.
One should not look at the absolute values in the ehi square column but
at relative values in the chi square column.
WOLFENSTEIN: Do I understand correctly that you assume a constant
background? The fact that various other partial waves begin to grow is
not taken into account at all.
DEANS: We have assumed a constant background and we have restricted our
energy region to be less than 310 Mev, so that we could essentially
assume a constant background. If one goes higher, one would expect that
one might have to add in velocity dependence or energy dependence, or
something of that sort.
WOLFENSTEIN: Since there are phase shift analysis that go down this low,
one should have some idea of what that that background cross section is.
Furthermore, knowing roughly that it shouldn't be chosen as a constant but
varies as q or q3 or something like that, the cross section in the other
partial waves could be treated in a more sensible fashion than saying
that the sum of the other partial waves contributing to the cross section is
just a constant.
DEANS: That is true. However, it was shown in a paper by Olson, Physical
Review Letters, 14, 1965 that over the energy region in which we are consider-
ing, the background contribution was approximately i millibarn. Consequently,
Resonance Formulas _
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since the lines on our graphs are at least that wide, we saw no trouble in
dropping the possible change.
PHILLIPS: From a number of years of experience in doing phase shift analysis
at very much lower energies, it seems to me perhaps that Professor
Wolfenstein's comments are quite to the point, that what one really has
to do to test the energy dependence of cross sections or phase shifts is to
extract out just the particular one that's resonating. However, if the other
phase shifts are all essentially zero, then your arguments are sound.
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A determination has been made of the neutron-neutron S-wave
scattering length giving ann = -16.47F Z 1.27F. Comparison with
measured values of a and la (where the coulomb forces in a
pp np pp
have been extracted using potential theory_indicates charge s>_metry
of nuclear forces but not charge independence. The experiment recorded
the neutron time-of-flight and an_le spectra from the reaction
7- ÷ d _ 2n + y. Negative pions from the Berkeley 184 ingh cyclotron
were stopped in a liquid deuterium.target, y-ray detection in
coincidence with an incomin_ pion and succeeded by two (on/y) neutrons
within 500 nanoseconds was required. The P-wave contributfon was
minimized by restricting n-ru_el_tive momenta'in their center-of-mass
system to q < 50 HeV/c. (According to theoretical predictions 2 =his
o
contribution should be < two per cent.) Preliminary results 3'4 gave
a lar_er uncertainty in a than quoted above. The analysis of the
nn
data has been extended to include an independent determination of ann ,
using the neutron angle spectra. Also, extensive data processin_
*_ork supported in part by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
and the National Science Foundation.
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includingMonteCarlocompute:"synti_e_!_,of theexperimentand×2
fitting programhaspermittedfurther_,provementin results.
Theparmmoterannis representativeof thepurelynuclearforces
betweentwoneutronsandis importantin theverificationof ti_e
principlesof ChargeSymmetryandChargeIndependenceenumerated
some30yearsagobyBreit, andothers._ Thep-pandn-pscattering
lengthsappandanp, havebeenaccuratelyknownfor manyears
althoughthereareuncertaintiesin theprocessfor extractingthe
coulombiceffectsupona andin separatingthetriplet andsingletPP
spinstatesin anp. Therespectivevaluesthusdeterminedindicate
violationin ChargeIndependencebyseveralstandardeviations.
Thequestionis, "Doesthis discrepancyindicateabreakdownof
ChargeIndependenceor wastheprocessfor determiningappandanp
wrong?"Aswewill seelater, ChargeIndependencedo sindeed
appearto beviolated,whiletheprincipleof ChargeSymmetrydoes
appearto beconfirmed.
a anda wereexperimentallydeterminedbyscatteringpp np
protonsorneutrons,respectively,onfreehydrogen.Equivalent
targetsof freeneutronshavenotbeenattained,beingordersof
magnitudeshortof a sufficientconcentrationfor reasonablecounting
statistics. Thus,theonlyavenuesavailableare thoseof scattering
neutronsfromnucleisuchasdeuteronsor tritons, or in creatinga
di-neutronandmeasuringthedistributionof its decayproducts.The
.
for_er course has been investigated principally by the Yugoslavian
group of llakovac, and others. 6 This method suffers principally from
the presence of other strongly interacting particles in the final
$71
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state interactions (besides the two neutrons). The latter technique,
first suggested by Watson 7 has been used by Phillips and Crowe _ and
9
by Ryan. In both of these experiments the y-ray spectrum from the
reaction _- * d _ n * n + v was measured by a pair spectrometer.
Fig. i shows this spectrum, which shows theoretical predictions for
ann = -24F, -16F, and -13F. Note that only in the region of low
relative neutron-neutron, center-of-mass momentum (Q less than 2S MeV/c)
is the distribution sensitive to different ann hypotheses. This is
tantamount to the y-ray carrying away better than 96 percent of the
kinetic energy in the reaction. Note the two curves plotted in
Slide 1 are transpositions of theoretical spectra determined by Ryan
for ann = -24.67F and -15.15F with his spectrometer resolution folded
in. Ne see that when the resolution of the y-spectrometer is included
the y-ray spectrum is relatively insensitive._o ann and that the
effect of ann is spread out over a much larger range of y-energies
so that a considerable contribution from P-wave effects may be present.
HcVoy I0 and later, Bander, 2 have considered this problem
theoretically. Bander predicts that if the relative neutron-neutron
center-of-mass momentum is restricted to values of less than 50 MeV/c,
then the P-wave contribution should be less than two percent. The
overall theoretical uncertainty in deducing ann for Q < S0 MeV/c was
estimated to be ± IF for the above reaction.
In our experiment, following HcVoy's suggestion, we measured the
spectra of the two neutrons instead. Negative pions produced by an
internal Be target in the Berkeley 184 inch cyclotron were collimated
5?2 Haddock _t al.
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by quadrupole magnets and momentum-selected by a bending magnet
and focused on a liquid deuterium target. The energy of pion beam
was reduced by a copper degrader so adjusted to yield maximum atomic
capture by the deuterium. As seen in _, all three particles
were detected; the y-ray in one of six lead-and-plastic scintillators,
the neutrons in two of fourteen Ne224 liquid scintillator detectors.
Three plastic scintillators in triple coincidence detected the pion
passage. This signal in coincidence with one [only) y-counter pulse
and followed in 300 nanoseconds by two [only) neutron detector signals
formed the signature requirement for the 2n-y event. Imposition of
this constraint made background effects negligible.
The energies of the two neutrons were obtained from time-of-
flight measurement over a ten-foot flight path. Two LRL time-to-
height converters, using the y-ray pulse as a start signal, were
coupled to a Nuclear Data dual analog-to-digital converter and
recorded in digital form by a DEC PDP-S computer. This computer was
used to produce raw data tapes and also do real-time, preliminary
processing of events on an event by event basis, displaying suci_
things as time spectra and a two-dimensional signal-to-noise re?resentR-
tion of the cumulative goodness-of-fit of events to requiremen=s imposed
by con_e_ation of mom_nt_ and onergy. The kinetic energy av_iiable
in the final state interaction is known to about _ .02 percent from
current values of n,d and pion masses and the deuteron binding energy.
A back-up system simultaneously recorded on film, oscilloscope
pictures of counter pulses against a calibrated sweep rate. Correlation
574 Haddock,e_t. al.
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between the two time-of-flight determinations was quite accurate.
The film system also provided a capability for pulse height analysis
of the counter signals,
It will be noted in Fig.2that the experimental arrangement
also permitted determination of the angles among the three reaction
products, thereby permitting in turn determination of the kinematics
independent of the time-of-flight data. An iteration between these
two data sources was performed on a event-by-event basis on IBM 7094
computers yielding an extremely sharp distribution of "good events."
The peak centering around the nominal reaction energy of 136.07 MeV
for channels of .Of MeV is shown in the center figure of Fi__ure 3.
The spreading of this distribution is primarily from scattering of
the neutrons by deuterium in the target, resolution effects having
been minimized by the iteration program.
Fig. 4 depicts the theoretical 2n-y distribution of the energy
of one neutron (E) and its angle with 7-ray, (_) [see Slide 2). This
distribution was computed for ann = -16F. Note the relative proportion
of events of y-energy between 150.9 MeV and 131.47 MeV (maximum
possible). Also note the E vs _ distribution as a function of y-energy.
Two independent determinations of ann were made -- one employing
t_-_c-cl_g_t data, one using angle _-'- E,=,_= .... :=_^; by "_"
iterative program previously described were employed but on an
uncorrected basis. Expected distributions were computed assuming
the three particle phase space to be enhanced corresponding to various
assumed values of ann. Bander's method 2 was used which is essentially
576 Haddock _t al.
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equivalent to the effective ranLc approximation but with a corrt<:tion
for the proper transition amplitude terms including effects of ti_c
two polarizations of the y-ray. This correction changes less than
I-I/2 percent over the range of _-energy used.
The _ of the neutron energy spectra of the 2n-y reaction
is relatively insensitive to the angle between the two neutrons. Thus
the variation in angle resolution of (say) counters 6 and 9 (in Slide
2) compared to 6 and 8 or 6 and 10 is not flreat and the corresponding
effect on the energy spectrum negligible. Thus histograms of experi-
mental neutron energy spectra were compared directly with theoretical
distributions computed for variously assumed values of ann. A histogram
of experimental data vs theory is shown in Fig. 5 for a 2-counter
separation (6 = 6.7°). Note ti_e distinct fit at a = -16F compared
nn
to a = -27F.
nn
The angle spectrum for selected neutron energies is very sensitive
to geometry but independent of the energy dependent efficiency of the
neutron counter. _ shows spectra expected for either a one-
dimensional or two-dimensional array of neutron counters. Spectra of
_he experiment fell somewhat intermediate between these two situations.
An analytical solution of this problen was untenable, so a Monte Carlo
synthesis of the entire experiment was performed on computers starting
with randomly selected production of events at various points in the
target according to the initial pion beam distribution. Smoothed _,Ionte
Carlo predicted spectra for a = -16F and -18F are shown (unnormalized)
nn
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in Fig. 6. Actual comparisc: i_etwcen expcramcnt and Honte Ca:to is
given in Figure 7.
X 2 fits of theory to exi,eriraen_ ,._c_ also made by a computer
progrc_m. The theoretical hyp_zi_esis ;_a_ nonualized to the number of
events in the experimental encr2>" and aa:g!e spectra separately and
the X2 evaluated. Then the h/pothesis _as changed and the process
repea_ed. A typical print oa_ h_id huadrcd_as of separately cc=mted
X2 sunmations. In this way the Pearson ?rGbabi!ity distributions were
easily determined. The resui_ing curces were nearly gaussian aad the
moment of the distributions were computed accordingly. Fig. _ shows
the Pearson Probability distribution for the time-of-flight fit and
Fig. 9 for the angle spectrum fit. Systematic corrections were then
made to the mean values and the standard deviations were increased
for effects not included in the theoretical hypothesis used for X 2
= _ =fitting. Value of ann -16.40F * i. SSF and ann -16.52F t 1.73F
were obtained for the time-of-flighz and angle spectra respectively.
Fig. I0 describes the nature of the effects included in this fashion.
The magnitude of the effects were estimated by an independent X 2 fitting
procedure where the hypothesis was a particular value of ann and the
resolution, background, efficiency, etc., were allowed to vary
independently. Because time-of-flight and angle fits are independent
determinations of a the final answer for a of a = -16.47 + i.27 r
nn nn nn
is a weighted mean. We plan to test the result with a more general
fitting program, but we do not expect the result to change appreciably.
It should be pointed out that the time-of-flight and angle fit give
582 HaddockeLal.
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TABLE 1
FACTORS AFFECTING ann ACCURACY &_D UNCERTAINTIES
INTRODUCED THEREFROM
Factor (i)
The ti_ Change in _nn Uncertaint_
Raw value of ann -15.95 + 1.BF
Neutron Counter Efficiency f(E) - 3.OF (ii) Z 0.4F
Background - 0.2SF (iii) + O.IF
Timing Resolution 0.45F (iv) + O.IF
Corrected value -16.40 _._ 1.85F
The O Spectrum
Raw value of a -16.5F Z 1.7F
nn
Experiment Geometry O.OF ± O.02F
Background O.OF (iii) _ O.SF
Target Outscattering 0.22F (vi) ± 0.2F
Xeutron Counter Efficiency, Relative O.OF _ 0.2F
Corrected value -16.52 t 1.75
3inal value
(i)Factors due to time-of-flight length uncertainty, time _iewing,
[)referential outscattering as f(E), angle resolution uncertainty in t
hypoti_esis were found to introduce noglxgiDle effects isle Tex_. As
discussed previously, theoretical uncertainties are about Z !F. In
afidition, r has not been measured here. A change of r 0 by t .3F will
change ann°bY ± o_Fo
(ii)
Change from constant efficiency as function of energy to actual
energy dependent efficiency.
(iii)Change from no background to that estimated.
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[iV)changeintroducedwhena five percentFI_I_,M gaussian tir_o
spread is inserted into hypot}_csis
IV)No change needed since _1onte Carlo used for hypothesis
[Vi)change from no outsca=tering, effects due to energy
dependence of neutron counter efficiency are included.
-n Scatter4ingLengt h
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nearly the same result, indicating that neutron counter efficiency
and geometric resolutions are included in a consistent fashion. Also,
the uncertainty in ann is nearly all statistical and could be improved
provided t]le theoretical uncertainties are likewise improved.
The comparative value of app, with coulombic effects extracted
using potential theory of Blatt and Jackson 11 (and setting the -e2/T
term = 0) or as predictcd by lleiler, and others 12 in a recent cztimate
of -16.9F S (anp)_ nuclear _ -16.6F indicates that Charge Symmetry does
I
indeed hold• On the other hand, the value of a remains at
np
-23.678F t .028F (with (ro)np = 2.51F + .liF).15 Comparison of ann
and la clearly indicates Charge Dependence.
np
588
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MORAVSCIK:
error.
I presume the error that you give does not include the theoretical
HADDOCK: The theoretical error, as far as I understand it, except for this
sort of calculation, would be around i i F.
MORAVSCIK: I was going to say that my recollection of Bander's paper is that he
gives +IF. There are some people who think that this is somewhat optimistic,
considering that a number of assumptions go into the theoretical scheme that
relates the spectrum to the scattering length. I just wanted to say that if
you add that to it, you probably get a larger error, and, in fact, I think
your experiment comes pretty close to the limit of what is worth while doing
experimentally at the present time in view of the fact that there is this un-
certainty in the theory.
HADDOCK: The object of the experiment was to go to what the theorists thought
they could calculate.
TELEGDI: I would like to offer this in the line of a comment, also. The re-
action _" + d _ n + n + y would be very worthwhile to investigate as a possible
source of information the muon interaction in a rather understandable situa-
tion. The reaction question has been considered by such theorists as Wolfen-
stein, Uberall and, most recently, by Dr. Bietke at Cal. Tech. and myself.
The grand finale is simply that if you know the scattering lengths, then all
the strong interaction final state effects factor out, and the weak interaction
is left alone. The experimental idea is that whereas the capture cross-sectlon
in deuterium is extremely small, you can use the coincidence between the two
neutrons and the relative time delay between them to fish out this reaction
n-nScatteringLengths 591
i
as a_inst background whereas in the case of mu capture in hydrogen there is
only a single neutron. So, the factoring and this information should enable
one to do an attractive experiment for muons. It's a method of intensity, of
course, but this work, in some sense, makes that experiment very attractive.
The techniques would also be very similar. Of course, there would be no neu-
trino counter.
i BREIT: Is the value that you gave us a suitably weighted mean of the two
i
ways of determining the scattering length or is it to be considered to be an
independent value?
!
HADDOCK: It's a straightforward procedure. What you do is to change the hypo-
thesis, which in this case is ann , fixing the effective range at some reasonable
value. I should say that the error due to the effective range is negligible.
2
You then go through and X both of the distributions find the overall minimum
in the two independent distributions and that, then, gives you your result.
When you're dealing with X 2, there's always some uncertainty about what the
Pearson probability really means. What I was attempting to show on Slides 8
and 9 was our version of it. That is, if you plot the Pearson probability
corresponding to the ×2 for the given number of degrees of freedom, you get
some sort of Gaussian curve, which we interpreted in a Gaussian fashion.
BREIT: Thank you. Another thing I wanted to ask is if someone knows what's
ithe matter with that Russian determination of the scattering length. It was
i
reported at the Paris conference.
iHADDOCK: Well, I'm not really familiar with that work. I should say that this
is not the only experiment of this nature. There was one done at Liverpool,
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I believe,in whichjust thegarmmarayandoneneutronwasdetected.
BREIT:Thatwasa lowenergyexperimentandthereforemoresubjecto ques-
tion Therewasmoretheoreticalcalculationinvolvedthanin yourexperiment.
HADDOCK:Right.
BREIT:I wonderwhythey(theRussians)gota largerabsolutevalue.
HADDOCK:Well,myunderstandingis that youhaveopenedupa sortof wound,
if youlike. Peoplehavelookedat, for example,then,dreactionwhereyou
get twoneutronsandaprotonout. IvoShauss,whois at UCLA,hasconsidered
this problem.Hedoesnotunderstandwhyyougetananswerwhichis nearthe
neutron-neutronsi gletscatteringlength. However,whenyoudotheexperi-
mentin a slightly differentway,whereyouexchangetheprojectilesandthe
reactionproducts,in somecasesyoudogetananswerwhichis quiteclose.
I believeit's thed,t reactionwhereyouendupwith twoneutrons;youdoget
ananswerwhichis -18fermis.
BREIT:Yes,I reportedin mytalk this morning.
HADDOCK:I havenoideawhythathappens.
IGO:l'd like to askanexperimentalquestionplease.Couldyoutell me
abouthecountingratesyouget in this experiment?
HADDOCK:In theoverallneutronarray,summingall signals,it wasaroun@a
megacycle.Thegarm_araycounterswereturningoverat about30cycles/second.
IGO:l'd like to knowaboutyourtriples.
4
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ttADDOCK: The counting rate was one count/minute.
SIGNELL: I would llke to make a comment on this. A hard core model is not,
of course, the only potential. One Jan take in place of the hard core plus a
strong attraction, the Baker transform and get a momentum dependent, weak
potential which matches the same p,p phase shifts at all energies. The first
yields ann from -16.6 to -16.9F, and the second yields -19.3F for ann. So, in
this simple-minded kind of a calculation, there is a distinction between these.
PHILLIPS: I've been for years interested in what happens to systems that end
up with three particles in the final state. I think the one just reported by
Haddock is apparently one of the cleanest ones that we know of. I would just
like to he the devil's advocate, though, and just raise the simple question,
do we really know the physical mechanism here. I don't propose to give the
answer, but the mechanism assumed for the theory is that pion is captured upon
the proton, turning it into a neutron, and emitting a gamma ray. The two neu-
trons are then left close together in configuration space in very strong inter-
action. Now an alternative mechanism would be that the nucleon is excited to
some state. The two nucleons separate in space and then the free excited nu-
cleon emits a ganmm ray. Now the amplitude for that latter process must be
added to the former and the cross-section will be the square of the sum of
these. And so there could be interference terms there, possibly if the second
mechanism that i propose has a _Lo_-zero amplitude, so I'd appreciate any com-
ments that any of our theoretical friends have on that.
BADDOCK: I'm glad you put it that way.
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BREIT: I may be wrong, but since this is a discussion, an error is perhaps
permissable. If the lifetime of the excited state is short enough, then it
will not make a serious difference because the primary thing is the amplitude
of the neutron-neutron relative motion wave function and that would be deter-
mined by the longer range interaction. So it will all hook itself onto the
lifetime of the excited state. The ordinary lifetime is pretty short. It's
short enough so that they should separate. But since you deal with an inter-
ference term there is some uncertainty.
MEASURk_MENTSOFTHEDIFFERENTIALCROSS-SECTIONANDPOLARIZATION__.
INPROTON-PROTONSCATTERINGATABOUT143MEV
O.N.Jarvis,G.F.Cox,G.H.Eaton,B.Rose,C.P.Van_yl
A.E.R.E, Harwell_ England
We have recently made some new measurements of the differential scat-
tering cross-section and polarization in proton-proton scattering at an energy
of about 142 MeV. This work was performed using the Harwell synchrocyclotron.
Before describing these measurements I would like to explain why the
work was considered necessary, in view of the fact that sets of cross-section
and polarization data are already available from no fewer than three laboratories
(Harwell, Harvard and Orsay), all three sets referring to an ener_ close to
i
150 MeV.).
Basically, the motivation arises from the fact that these published
data have suffered the customary eroding influence of old age. The Har%_ell and
Harvard measurements of the cross-section and polarization at 142 and 147 MeV
were published about 8 years a_o and since that time a complete set of triple-
scattering measurements has been made at both laboratories. The most recent
phase-shift analyses of the data yield unique solutions and the values of the
phase-shifts are known with quite high precision. However, the same analyses
demonstrate disagreements between the three sets of cross-section data. Thus,
MacGregor 2) has found _t necessary to discard both the Ha_well and Harvard cross-
sections and to use only the Orsay data --- despite the fact that the energy to
which it refers was somewhat high (156 MeV) compared to that at which all the
other data was obtained. It is clearly desirable to demonstrate experimentally
that MacGregor's procedure was permissible. A separate problem is the determin-
ation of the absolute value of the differential cross-section data. Here one
_ more _=e_ _u_ _ _j of _- deteiuuinations is poor _-
most precise determination (± h_) being obtained at Orsay. In practice, this
normalization is best made indirectly through the Harvard total cross-section
measurements 3)_, which were accurate to about +- I_. An independent cheek on these
measurements would be desirable.
In contrast to these disagreements, the published polarization data from
the ±brae laboratories were in reasonable accord, although they each refer to a
somewhat different energy. However, this agreement is quite illusory as we have
found L)recently that the absolute scales of these data are considerably _n error
owing ±o _heir normalization to a single, and incorrect, determination of the
polarization in p-carbon scattering.
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Forthesereasonswefelt it necessaryto repeatthemeasurementswith%
inprovedaccuracy.Thepresentcross-sectiondatawereobtainedto a relative
precisionof betterthan* O.5%andtheabsolutescalewasdeterminedto _ 0.8_.
Thepolarizationdata_eredeterminedto a relativeprecisionof abouti_ of the
maximumvalueandtheabsolutescaleto _ 0.85_.
Althoughabout8yearshaveelapsedsincethefirst proton-protonscat-
teringworkwasdoneat Harwell,theexperimentalechniquesavailableto us
for cross-sectionmeasurementshaveremainedessenti_.!lyunaltered.Thus,in
thepresentworktheprotonscatteredfromthehydrogentargetweredetected
asusualin a countertelescopeusingseveralscintillationcountersin fast
coincidence.Themaindifferer_cefrom_heearliermeasurementsis hatvery
thin (20mil) plasticscintillatorswereusedto minimizelossesdueto scattering
andabsorptioni thesecounters.In contrastto this situation_howeverjthe
measurementof polarizationshasbenefitedfromthedevelopementof thesolenoid
to reversethedirectionof polarizationof the incidentpolarizedbeam.When
properlyused,this techniquemakestherelativedeterminationsalmosttrivial.
Fig. i_ showsthegenerallayoutof theexperimentalarea. Theproton
beamwasextractedfromthesynchrocyclotronbyscatteringfromaninternal
target. Thisinternalt_irgetwastungstento giveanunpolarizedbeamof inten-
sity about108protons/secandaluminumto giveapolarizedbeamof about107
protons/see-- thepolarizationbeingknownfromearlierworkto be 47.2± O.4_.
Theimportantpointto noticeis thatthesetwobeamswereobtainedalongalmost
identicalbeampathssothat norepositioningof equipmentwasneededwhenchang-
ingbeams.
Thesolenoidwasusedto giveaprecessionof thedirectionof polarization
by! 180°. Thissolenoidwasverycarefullyal_gnedsuchthat thebe_mdirection
andpositionat theexperimentalareawasunaffectedbywhetheror notthesolenoid
wasbeingusedto changethepolarizationdirection. Thisalignmentwasmadepossi_
bytheuseof split-ionizationchambersto detectsmallchangesin theposition
of thecenterof gravityof thebeamspot.
Thebeamintensitymonitoringdeviceconsistedof a 0.5mm.thicksheet
of polytheneplacedin thepathof thebeamupstreamof thetargetpositionand
twocounterswereset at 44° onoppositesidesof thebeamto recordcoincidences
from(p-2p)eventsin thepolythene.Thelinearity of themonitorwithJeam
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intensitywasassuredbythelowcountingratesused.
Themomentumanalyzedbeamwasnotusedfor themain experiment as a
poor beam focus was obtained for full intensity - and beam intensity was too
precious to squander.
The differential cross-section measurements were made by two methods
which were independent except in relation to the calibration of the beam monitor.
In the first method , a polythene target was used and scattered and recoil
protons were recorded in coincidence. Sufficient absorber _o define a threshold
energy of 120 MeV was placed in the scattered proton telescope arm in order to
reduce the background due to (p,2p) events in the carbon of the polythene target.
Backgrounds were taken as usual with a dummy carbon target. The attenuation due
to the absorber in the scattered arm was measured in the following manner.
Absorber was placed in the recoil arm of sufficient thickness to define the 120
MeV threshold. Measurements were then made with the absorber in and out of the
scattered arm, the resulting ratio -- corrected for backgrounds -- gave the required
attenuation factor directly. The chemical composition of the p01ythene target
was analyzed by a slow neutron technique -- using the accurately known n-p and
n-c total eross-seetion values-- the result of which indicated the composition
to be C_to within 1/3%. Chemical analysis gave a similar result but with rather
less accuracy.
The second technique used for the cross-section work required the use of
a liquid hydrogen target. Two quadruple counter telescopes were used to record
left and right scatters. Absorbers were again used to reduce backgrounds, which
in turn were measured with the target evacuated. This was also the arrangement
for the polarization work. Only the angular region outside the minimum due to
Coulomb interference was investigated due to the considerable difficulty experi-
enced in the small angle range (,8°lab) from the rapidly increasing backgrounds
and from cotnter resolution problems. At the angles investigated the backgrounds
were in general only a few %. The attenuation due to the absorbers was measured
by absorber in and absorber out measurements with the telescope in the direct
beam, reduced to the appropriate energy. Repetition of some of these attenuation
measurements in the momentum analyzed beam demonstrated that the low energy
component (<120 MeV) in themain beam was _i/_%. Small corrections too numerous
to detail were made before the final relative cross-sections were obtained. The
hydrogen target volume was determined by measurements with a traveling microscope
w_th the target full of 11 quid nitrogen.
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Thetwoindependentse sof cross-sectiondatawerein satisfactory
agreement.
Thebeamintensitymonitorwascalibratedbytheuseof atwocounter
telescopeplacedin thedirectbeamat thepositionof thehydrogentarget.
Byusingacoincidenceircuit andscalingunits capableof recordingat about
50mc/s(thecyclotronr.f. frequencybeingonly20mc/s)it waspossibleto cali-
bratethemonitordirectlywitha beamintensityof about106protons/sec.For
this it wasessentialto usethelong-duty-cyclefacility of thecyclotromwhich
couldgivea _Tacroscopicduty-cycleof about80_.Thiscalibrationwasdemonstrated
Dobereproducibleto withinthestatistical uncertaintyof ± 0.5%overaperiod
of about4months.
Fig. 2 showsthecross-sectiondataandthecurverepresentshepredic-
tionsof a recentphase-shiftanalysis(byJ. K.Perring)whichincludedthe
presentdata. Theshapeof thecross-sectioncurveis characterizedbya fall
in cross-sectionof about5_from45° to 900cm.Thisis in goodagreementwi h
theOrsaydatabutis largerthanthevaluegivenbytheHarvardresultsandis
JndirectcontradictionwiththerisegivenbythepreviousHarwellmeasurements.
Thus,wehavein amannerjustifiedthedataselectionmadebyMacGregor.
Thediffercn*ialcross-sectJomdatawereintegratedgraphicallyto give
atotal cross-sectionbetween12° and90°cm.of 24.0±0.2mb.Thisis precisely
thesamevalueasoneobtainsfromaninterpolationbetweentheexperimental
measurementsof GoloskJeandPalmieri3). Wehave,consequently,obtainedthe
desiredcheckontheabsolutenormalization.
Fig. 3 showsthepolarizationmeasurements.Thecurveis againobtained
fromtheanalysisbyPerring.Thisanalysisdemonstratesa largemeasureof
consistencyamongthedatanowavailable_anoverallX2 of 197beingobtained
for a 14phase-shiftsearchin which203piecesof datawerefitted. Thecon-
tributionto X2 fromthepresentresultswasabout0.8perdatapoint,whichis
gratilyingin viewof thefact thattheerrorsonthepresentdataareonaverage
rathersmallerthanonehalf of thoseonthecorrespondingearlierdata-- and
sothepresentdatashouldsurelydominateheanalysis.Finally, thenormaliza-
tionconstantsfoundin thesearchwere0.998for thecross-sectiondataand0.999
for thepolarizationdata.
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BREIT: These results are, of course, most welcome to data analysis and so far as
Yale is concerned are especially timely because we have been troubled considerably
by the Orsay P(O) at 138 Mev. The characteristic trouble that has been bothering
us is absent in the data Just shown. It would be a great help if somehow one could
ascertain Just how those 138 Mev measurements at Orsay were made. Is it that they
were bothered in some way by a contamination of their tarEet? The reason why this
occurs to me is that the low angle points do not give any trouble, but those above
90 ° are not consistent with those just below 90 ° which Just doesn't make sense
for p-p scattering.
JARVIS: You're talking about the polarization data now and I believe you're giving
a good description of a false asymmetry.ln the measurements.
SES S ION
NUCLEON INTERACTIONS
Chairman, S° Barnes
_KXPERIMENTALASPECTS OF NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING
• AND POLARIZATION BELOW 1 BEV
B. Rose
A.E.R.E., Harwell, Berkshire, England
Abatrlet
The present state of nucleon-nuoleon data is reviewed. There
has been a resurgenoe of interest in the problem at 300-700 MeV,
partly stimulated by the availability of polarized targets. Some
of the new d_ta is clearing away old discrepancies and some
revealing new ones. The preoisionu_ existing data is rarely as
high as olaimedp and much greater preoision will be needed if
unique energy _dependent analyses are to be carried out at the
higher energies. Twice as many eXperimental papers are published
on th_ p-p as on the n-p system. It is proposed that more
attention be devoted to the neutron proton system with neutron
beams_ in preference to quasi-free eXperiments using the
deuteron as a neutron target. The problems of doing so are
discussed. Recent results on nuclear bremsstrahlun6_n are briefly
mentioned.
Introduction
Today I shall take as my primary assumption that the principal
experimental objective in studying the nucleon-nucleon system is to
supply data that is capable of producing unique and accurate phase
shift analyses at any energy. It seems that such a parametrisation of
the eXperimental data is physically meaningful and is a convenient
phenomenological half way house between the experimentalist and the basic
theorist. It is necessary therefore that the data itself should be
accuratep and we must not assume that the data is correct just because
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a unique phase shift analysis is possible. I shall therefore be
spending a considerable portion of my talk in the comparison of experimental
data. I shall put a rough lower limit at a laboratory energy of 100 MeV,
though I shall go below this limit where it appears interesting to do so.
Having got a good pi_ase shift analysis one may then be interested
in its predictive powers, - e.g. how well does it predict the values of
as yet unmeasured quantities - or, more interestingly, how well can it
be used to predict the properties of the proton-deuteron interactions.
I shall spend some time on this problem.
Alternatively, one may study the nucleon-nucleon system to see to
what extent the basic conservation laws are confirmed - parity conservation_
in strong interactions in particular. There has been virtually no work on
this subject since _ 1958 and the normal methods of phase shift analysis
have this assumption built in. There is, I understand, some work in
progress at Rochester which has not yet reached fruition, so there will
be nothing more to say except to encourage others to consider it as
worthy field of study.
Finally, the nucleon-nucleon forward scattering amplitudes are
being used to attempt to determine coupling constants for the heavier
mesons timough the use of dispersion relations, and very important
contributions to the various integrals come from the energy range of
interest to this conference. The data so far seems sufficiently imprecise
to allow anyone to find the particular answer he is seeking. However the
forward scattering amplitudes themselves are presumably most accurately
determined through phase shift analyses, for then one can use more data
than just the differential cross section - but much greater precision
than has been obtained so far is going to be needed.
I shall discuss the experimental problems involved in improving
the precision of neutron-proton work, and finally, as a complete change
of topic, hope to say a few words about nuclear bremsstrahlung.
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Present state of data
Until about a couple of years ago, there had been a continuous study
of the nucleon-nucleon system below 220 MeV at various laboratories, at
- 650 MeV at Dubna and at - I GeV at Birmingham. These studies had been
pursued largely by the methods traditional to the energy range. Then two
experimental developments began to make themselves felt. One of these
was the application of what had previously been considered as really high
energy techniques to synchrocyclotron physics - very large arrays of counters
or spark chambers or both. The second was the development of polarized
targets. These two developments led to a resurgence of experimental interest
in the nucleon-nucleon problem and has resulted in a great quantity of data.
Meanwhile those using tradition techniques have refused to be intimidated.
They have refined them with considerable success, resulting in data of an
accuracy which the newer techniques have yet to match.
p-p _ta
Beginning at the lower energies and working upwards, we have new
measurements at Pi_rwell at - 140 i4eV of d_/dfL and P using traditional
methods I) and of Cnn using a polarized target 2). As there is a contributed
paper on the former pair of measurements I shall just show in FiRure 1 the
new cross section data with the previous data on for comparison,together
with curves derived from a recent analysis by Perring 26). There are two
points to note. One is that the new data has the s_me general shape as
that measured at neighbouring energies at Harvard and Orsay, and that there
remains no doubt whatsoever that the old Harwell data had the wrong general
shape. The other is that the new data has much greater absolute (as well
as relative) precision (- 0.7_) than the old. That this claim is justified
is illustrated in Figure 2, where the cross section integrated from %2 ° - 90 ° c.m.
is compared with total cross-sections of Golcskie and Palmieri 3) measured
over the same angular range. The latter data is also in very good agreement
with the equally precise data of Young A) at 68 MeV.
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Similarly the absolute precision of the new polarization data (0._o)
%
is much better than that of the previous data in the region. This has no
direct cross check, though we may note that the polarization of the Orsay
beam 5) as measured either by double scattering at - 150 MeV or by comparison
with the recent Harwell results on p-C scattering 6) gave agreement within the
errors of 2%. This cross check between (a) laboratories and (b) p-H and p-Nucleus
polarization is particularly important and is, in my view, not sufficiently
practised. The need for it will become more apparent later on.
As a result of this new data some of the phases have their errors reduced
by almost a factor of two. The experiment on Cnn was made using a polarized
target and measurements were made of Cnn at 90 ° and 60 ° (c.m.) at 143 MeV and
also of Cnn(90 °) at 98 MeV and 73 MeV. The target polarization was determined
from the asymmetry in scattering an unpolarized beam from the polarized hydrogen,
and the biggest difficulty in determining the absolute values of Cnn lay in the
fact that the target suffered severe radiation damage - and hence loss of polar-
ization - during the runs. This is illustrated in Figures 3 and 3½, where we
see that the fall off to half polarization occurs after the passage of _ 1012
protons, or about I0 hours running with the polarized beam. The net result is
that the ratios (Cnn(60°)/Cnn(90°))_43 MeV = 0.826 _ 0.03, (Cnn(98 MeV)/Cnn
(143 MeV))9oO = 0.69 _ 0.04 and (Cnn(73 MeV)/Cnn(143 MeV))9oO = 0.25 _ 0.06 are
all determined without much dependence on the law assumed for the decay of target
polarization with energy, and are limited by statistics. However, the absolute
value Cnn(90 °, 143 MeV), which is close to unity, may depend upon the decay law
assumed in the analysis, and may therefore have an uncertainty additional to the
statistical uncertainty of - 4%.
The next new data is coming in at - 200 MeV from Rochester 7) _ also by
traditional methods - where they are engaged in precision measurements of the
differential cross section into the small angle region - typically I_0 absolute
and relative error is hoped for. Their preliminary cross-section data is shown
_e)
on Figtre 4 and their values of(P/sin _in Figure 5. The absolute value of the
polarization is not, as I understand it, being remeasured. This seems to me
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a pity because the original determination of the polarization of the
Rochester beam was made many years ago.
Rochester is also en_ged in a tidyim_ up operation by remeasuring
some values of the triple scattering parameters A and D that were rather
scornfully rejected by the phase shift analysis and also had some internal
inconsistencies in the measurements.
Some new data has come in at 300 MeV from Berkeley on polarization
- the first for about 10 years. These are experiments of Cheng 8) who
produced data from 300-700 14eV and of Betz who measured polarization at
300 and near 700 MeV. The experiment of Betz used a polari_d target and
was not troubled by radiation damage. That of Cheng used what one may call
synchrotron techniques, as demonstrated in the _s 6 and 7 where we see
about fifty assorted counters and several thousand tons of concrete.
Cheng produced his polarized beam by scattering from carbon at 6 ° and
determined its polarization by rescattering at the same angle. Betz
determined the polarization Of his target by solid state techniques.
The situation at - 300 MeV is illustrated in F_ure 8. It is clearly
not very satisfactory, for though the data is in reasonable agreement, the
accuracy both relative and absolute is low for the data of Betz and the
old data of Chamberlain, and there is clearly some additional relative error
in Cheng's data beyond the statistical errors ascribed, as one can see by
their displacement from a smooth curve drawn by eye through the data. The
feeling of uncertainty about the absolute precision of the data is engendered
by the fact that the measurements of p-C polarization at this energy are far
from being in agreement as we shall see later. This leads to a difficulty
in principle, for those experiments which produce a polarized beam by
scattering from carbon effectively determine the p-C polarisation and the beam
polarization from the same measurement. If the p-C polarization is wrong
then it must be purely fortuitous if the beam polarization is right, and of
course if the beam polarization is in error then so is any polarization
determined from it.
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The data at 400 MeV has recently been reinforced by Roth 10), who -
has produced data on P, D, R, A and A'. The latter is a real collector's
item, being the only measurement at any energy of this parameter° The
polarization, is in good agreement with that of Cheng - but the original
measurement of the beam polarization at Chicago was made a very long time
ago. There is also in addition a coupling with the 200 MeV data, because
the spark chambers used in the measurement of the triple scattering
parameters were calibrated in _art on the Rochester polarized beam. This
is possibly only an academic point because the statistical precision of
the data is not high, but it should nevertheless be appreciated by those
who make energy dependent phase-shift analyses. They may be energy
dependent in a different way from that normally meant.
Near 600-700 there is a great deal of new data on polarization,
coming from Dubna, CE_ and Berkeley. At 700 MeV the situation looks
I%
quite satisfactory(Figure 9). Five different experiments-Ashgirey ) at
667 MeV, Betz 9) at 679 MeV, Dost 12) at 680 I_eV, Cheng 8) at 700 MeV,
McManigal 13) at 725 MeV and Betz 9) at 736 all agree fairly well, though
not to quite the precision claimed. The absolute accuracies vary from
3-6_ for the various data plotted in the figure. Betz and Dost used the
same polarized target and measured the polarization by the same solid state
methods - so I presume one should not consider them completely independent.
McManigal scattered an unpolarized beam from hyarogen and analysed the
polarization in a second scattering from carbon, with all the attendant
difficulties of resolution from inelastic events. He produced accurate
data only over a small angular region because of the reduction of energy
of protons in scattering from hydroge1_ at ±arger angles, and the fact that
the analysing power of carbon is not well enough known as a function of
energy. This is illustrated in F_de 10. (Note that two precision
experiments near 700 MeV are in disagreement).
Only Ashgirey has the simple answer of producing a polarized beam
by scattering from hydrogen, from whlch inelastic events are very easily
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" removedbymagneticanalysis, and rescattering from hydrogen.
That this technique is not s however, foolproof is illustrated in the
work of Dost, who also produced a polarized beam in this way in order to
measure Cnn with his polarized target. Without magnetic analysis after
his first scattering, he found that about 6% of his beam came from his
target walls and that the resulting beam had a mean polarization of O_+_
compared with - .51 to be expected from p-p scattering at that energyo--
a result which would seem to imply that the mean polarization of protons
scattered from the target walls was - - 0.5.
At 600 Mev, the situation is much less satisfactory (Fi_e II)
The results of Cheng 8) and Coignet 14) from CERN/Orsay are
systematically different, whilst the old data of Mescheryakov 15)
is about 33% too low. The large absolute error on Betz' data
at this energy would allow it to agree with either the Cheng or Coignet
data.
If one now looks at the maximum polarizDtion in p-p scattering as a
_nction of energy(Figure 12), it is apparent that, almost certainly, the
I @eV Birmingham point is low - for the higher energy data is also taken
with the Berkeley polarised target which has been seen to give agreement,
certainly within about I_, with other methods at energies in the range
300-700 MeV.
Certainly looking back on some of the older work, it is clear that the
difficulties of measuring the polarization of a beam were underrated, and
the measurement of a polarization with an ascribed error of + .O_ would he
dismissed in a single sentence. It would seem also that they have not been
fully realized in some of the recent work.
I have reservations, possibly because I don't fully understand the
method, about solid state techniques for measuring the polarization of
_ydrogen targets. In principle, they measure an average polarization
throughout the target which may be different from the average value the
proton beam sees. I therefore should consider it important that a
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precisionmeasurementb madeof p-ppolarizationbyconventionaltechniques
if only to check this point. At present, at 600-700 _eV it seems to me that
Ashgirey's 32o measurement should be the most accurate we have.
As mentioned briefly earlier, Dost _2) has made measurements of Cmn
at ~ 600 MeV - using a polarized target and a polarized beam produced by
scattering from hydrogen. In addition Coignet _4) has also measured C
D.n
with a polarized target, and a polarized beam produced by scattering from
carbon. These results (Figure 13) differ in scale by almost 40% and it would
be rather unexpected to have such a rapid energy variation. The situation
is rendered rather murky by the fact that you will recall that Coignet's
measurement of p-p polarization is rather lower than Cheng's at 600 MeV,
and in addition his measurement of p-C polarization, from which presumably
his beam polarization was determined, was much higher than Cheng's value
at 600 MeV. One is therefore inclined to doubt the absolute values of
Coignet, since Cheng's values seem to agree with the majority on p-p
polarization at 700 MeV( though it is of course no guarantee that his
data at 600 MeV is also correct>
Figure 14 shows the variation with energy of Cnn(90 ) and it is now
reasonably completely established. The open circles represent the
'predictions' of phase shift analyses by Kazarinov %6).
Finally, I should mention that work is going on at Birmingham at I C.eV
on both the p-p differential scattering cross section, and the depolarization
parameter.
The great recent experimental interest in Gnn , particularly in the
higher energy region, is not because it is a particularly important quantity
but merely because it is now possible to measure it and because it provides
an excuse for playing with a new experimental technique. I hope however
that it will lead to a detailed study of the p-p system at several different
high energies - including precision measurements of all the different
quantities that will be necessary to make accurate energy independent phasQ
shift analyses possible - not forgetting that rather dull quantity, the
differential cross section.
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Asanaside, because I have been concentrating rather on data accuracy,
I would remind you of the accuracy claimed in some recent work on the total
p-p cross section in the energy range above - 440 MeV taken on Nimrc4(Figure 15).
Here an absolute accuracy of 0.3_0 is claimed, with relative errors of 0.1%.
The claim here is about a factor of 3 greater precision than has so far been
obtained in the energy region of special concern to us.
MY own guess is that something like an order of magnitude improvement
on present accuracies of data is going to be needed if a phase shift analySis
round about 600-7oo MeV is going to be meaningful in the same sense as those
from 200 MeV downa_rds. Whether you have any chance of achieving it, or
whether you really want it, is another matter.
And now before turning to the neutron proton work, there is one
point to make about enerKy _etermination. It is usual to _etermine medium
proton energies from range curves, and the standar_ curves use_ are those
of Sternheimer modified $7). A recent report from Me@ill i8) shows that at
- 100 MeV these curves gave an energy - I MeV low. (Figure 16). It woul_
seem to be important to check these results - as energy errors of this amount
are beginning to be of importance in the analysis of the p-p data.
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Turning now to the free n-p system, it is obvious that there is far
less data, and what there is is generally very inaccurate, compared to its
p-p counterpart.
Up to 150 MeV there is a fair amount of total cross section, differentia
cross section and polarization data and a few measurements of triple scatter_
parameters• Recent work includes the following measurements. A precision
experiment by Groce et al 19) has been made between 20-28 MeV of the np total
cross section to rather better than I/2%, whilst Measday and Palmieri 20)
have remeasured the total cross section at several energies below 150 MeV
to an accuracy of - 2%. These results(Figure 17) tend to confirm the
higher points amongst the previous data. Measday 2_) has also measured the
r_lative differential cross sections at 129 and 150 Mev(Figure 18) over the
angular range from 50-180 ° c.m. with results of greater precision than had p
viously been obtained, but only in marginal disagreement with previous data.
Measday's measurements were made using L 'monkinetic' neutron beam obtained
from the d(ppn) reaction at 0 °. 22
Langsford_[), using a pulsed neutron time-
of-flight system, have measured the polarization as a function of energy
(Figures 19, 20) from about 20-120 MeV over the full angular range-demonstrat _
that the old 77 MeV data was too high. However the most technically diffictL
experiment on the free n-p system has probably been the Los Alamos experimen"
in which Cnn was measured using a polarised target. The usual difficulty wJ
a polarized target of lanthanum magnesium nitrate is to identify the scatter
from the protons against the scattering from all the other rubbish surroundd
them, and in the case of a p-p scattering experiment this is achieved by
kinematic means - usually by measuring the two protons in coincidence with
sometimes a range or energy discrimination included• In the case of (n-p)
scattering, however, if one is looking near to 180 ° cm, the proton energy
is very close to that of the primary neutron and hence it proved sufficient
to identify the recoil protons by an E : dE/dx metho_ and to discriminate
on its energy in order to achieve a relatively low background (- 15%).
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This technique should only be possible at lowish energies, where the
(p,n) threshold for the majority of the constituents of the target is
a substantial fraction of the primary neutron energy.
Apart from a total cross section from Dubna at - 630 MeV to - 3%,
the above represent all the data on the free n-p system that has been
produced over the past two years or is being produced.
d(p; pn) dat_
The data on the free n-p system has been supplemented by data
taken with proton beams incident on deuterium targets, and regarding
the neutron in the deuteron as more or less free. The higher the energy
the more plausible the argument becomes that the small binding energy of
the neutron will not affect seriously the interpretation of the results
as being something closely approximating to free n-p scattering.
The argument is made somewhat more sophisticated by making an
experimental comparison between the free p-p parameters and quasi-free
p-p parameters as measured with a deuterium target. Then if the theory can
account for such differences as exist, it becomes plausible to use the
theory to correct the quasi-free (p-n) parameters.
The most detailed experiments to make these comparisons were made at
Harvard some years ago 24). In these experiments, d_-/dfL, P, R and A
were compared for p-p and quasi p-p. The agreement between theory and
experiment was not oad but of only limited precision. For example: in
F_ure 21, taken from the paper of Cromer and Thorndike 25), the differenoe
between the polarization in free p-p and quasi-free p-p scattering is
plotted against the opening angle between the counters. Although for the
lower curve the theoretical curve passes reasonably through one set of
points, it ignored those at large included angle which the experimentalists
obtained on a different run and which they have more faith in on ex@erimental
pounds. In the upQer curve there appears to be a steady disagreement of
- .02, which is almost %5% of the value of the polarization at that scatterin_
angle. The comparisons with the triple scattering para:_eters were also of
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rather limited accuracy - inevitably for these are difficult experiments.
with low counting rates.and at some angles large corrections are needed.
The agreement with 'predictions' from a recent phase shift analysis by
Perring 26) were within the accuracy of the measurements i.e. to _ 0.I
(Figure 22). Similarly, experiments at Rochester 27) on the polarization
in pp and quasi-pp scattering at - 200 MeV were certainly no better
than 1_/o experiments.
An alternative test is to compare free n-p polarization with quasi-
free p-n and there are exoeriments at two different energies where this
has been done. At 140 I[eV the maximum values of the polarization in the
two ex_periments differ by almost 2_ compared with a combined error of
- 8>_. This is illustrated in the Figure 23, where we have free n-p data
at 127 _,ieV 28) and corrected data at 140 MeV 29, 30 ) compared with
quasi-free pn data at 143 MeV 3%) after correction 25). The quasi-free
data seems consistently too low and to have the wrong general shape.
The disagreement of the quasi p-n data from the general trend is
emphasised in the F_gure 23½. However Perring's recent analvsi_ renor-
malizes the 140 and 127 Mev data downwards by about 10% so the situation
is not as clear cut as once appeared.
A further comparison has been made between the 310 MeV quasi free n-
data of Chamberlain 32) et al and tile free n-p data of Siegel 33). Alth_
ti_e general sha?e oi tile two sets of data are in agreement, the agreemen_
in absolute magnitude must be fortuitous because (a) we know that the
pol_rization of the Chamberlain Oeam is now in doubt because his value f,
p-C pol_rization at that encr_ is in disagreement with Cheng's (prcsuma
more accurate w iue and (b) the polsrization of Siegel's neutron beam wa
determined by a rather dubious method. The beam was produced by the C(p
reaction and an lysed by the C(n,p) reaction. It was assumed that the
:=_a!ysing po'_er in the C(m,p) re_ctlon was e=ual to the polarizatiou of
neutron-_roducins re_ct]on, so that the b_am polaL±zation was essential]
the squa±'_ root of the final asym_letry. _ow ,_e kno_ fro:l_ a study by
Nucleon-Nucleon
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Jarvis 33) that, using the same technique at - 160 MeV, Harding 34)
derived a beam polarization that vras - 3_ too low. Consequently one can
have little faith in the absolute value of the polarization ascribed by
Siegel to his np scattering data at 350 MeV.
With this as background, therefore, one is a little uncertain of
the value of the recent dat_ of Cheng 8) who studied the polarization in
quasi-free pn scattering at energies from 300-700 MeV. He also compared
the polarization in free and quasi-free p-p scattering. Figure 24 shows
one such comparison from his data, and again the experimental check is
no better than to I_. Figure 25 shows his data at 600 _,_eVon 'p-n'
compared with earlier Russian work, which used a polarized beam which
gave a wildly wrong answer for the p-p polarization at that energy.
F_ure 26 shows the comparison of his data on quasi p-n at 300 MeV with
the data of Chamberlain and Siegel mentioned earlier. It seems to
me purely fortuitous that the agreement between their three data sets is
as good as it is. Undoubtedly this data will be of interest to a study
of the deuteron. I think it remains to be proved that it is more than
a rough guide in the study of the neutron-proton interaction.
For completeness I should mention that work is also in progress on
the quasi-free n-p differential scatterin_ cross section at Birmingham at
-I GeV. The corTesponding work at Rochester is to oe subject of one of the
contributed talks later this morning.
Test of Predictive Powers of P.S.A.
It is of course always a matter of interest to the experimentalist
to see whether phase shift analyses have any predictive value - whether they
are able to predict either the value of a previously unmeasured tuantity,
or of another quantity which has _reviously been measured and for which more
accurate v_lues become available. We have seen already that phase shift
predictions for Cnn were quite accurately borne out at 140, I00 and 70 and
near 20 _eV. Figura 27 shows such a comparison for the recent 1&O _ieV pp
data - and clearly the Livermore analysis does very well indeed, much
better than the Yaleo l_o_ver the latter ,;as struggling to accommodate the
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old Harwell differential cross section which we now know to have the
wrong shape, whilst Livermore ignored it - in other words, an analysis
can be quite badly 'pulled' by one set of bad data.
An alternative method of testing phase shift analyses is to use
the derived phases plus the impulse approximation to predict the spectra
and transfer polarization in the d(pn) reaction. Some work has been done
on this at 50 MeV at the Rutherford Laboratory 36), at 95 and 143 MeV at
Harwell 37) and at - 200 MeV at Rochester which is being discussed in
a contributed paper.
In the work at 50 MeV the transfer polarisation was studied - a
polarized proton beam was directed on to a liquid deuterium target and the
polarization of the forward neutrons studied with a liquid helium analyzer.
The results are shown in Figure 28 - neutrons in the pea_ are indeed
polarized and the transfer polarization, - - 0.34, agrees within errors
with that predicted by Phillips 38) from the Livermore phase shifts.
The neutrons below the peak have the opposite sign of polarization.
The experiments at 95 and 143 MeV were made to study the spectrum
at O ° using the time-of-flight spectrometer; and to normalize these
spectra by measuring the absolute differential cross-section using an
external proton beam incident on a heavy wax target and measuring the
neutron flux produced at 0 ° by counting proton recoils from a polythene
radiator. In effect, the latter experiment measured the product
o'(d(p,n)0 °) x _((n,p) 180°).
The results at both energies agree well with theoretical values• In
Figure 29 we see the 95 MeV data with a theoretical fit to the spectrum
shape, suitably spread by the experimental resolution. The soectrum is
well fitted to 14 MeV below the peak - where the calculation stopped.
The peak value of 16 + 2 mb.sr-1.MeV -I (after removing the instrumental
resolution) is to be compared with_lues of 17-18 mb.sr-1_,ieV -I from
various phase shift solutions. The results at 143 MeV were equally well
fitted and gave the same cross section. The various phase shift analyses all
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gave I?-18 mb.sr'1_ieV -I with the exception of the Livermore EI analysis
which gave 1.4.5 mb sr-I t,leV-I (Figure 30),
It is also possible to test some M(12) predictions for p-p scattering.
In a recent publication Freund and Lo 48) have predicted that A = - R',
A' = R, Ckp = O and Cnm (90 ° ) = 2 D(90 o) - 1. The first of these is
reasonably well satisfied at 140 MeV though not at 210 MeV where the data
is more accurate, and the last is wildly wrong at 140 _eV since D is small
and Cnn - I. Furthermore, Ckp is consistent with zero only at 50 MeV
and R _=A' at 430 MeV so it is very hard to see what relationship these
predictions have to reality.
Possibilities of improving data
The various analyses in general are in very good agreement at low
energies particularly in the pp system. In the np system though there is
general agreement, differences do occur, and for example the Livermore ED
and EI analyses differ by - 12_o in the 140 MeV (n-p) differential cross
section at 180 ° .
This lack of precision in the predictions or the phase shifts is of
course due to the lack of precise n-p data. However for the past eight
years or so there have been only half as many experiments on the n-p
(including quasi free p-n) as on the p-p system, and there is no indication
of any recent change in this habit. Hoever the p-p data is in so much
better shape - even though above 250 MeV considerable discrepancies remain
to be cleared up, - that there should really be a considerable switch of
effort to the n-p system and I feel that the time has come to make a real
attempt to do these exoeriments with free neutrons rather than in the quasi-
free system, which is basically a study of the &euteron;or of the impulse
approximation.
The experimental problems are, of course, considerable. First one must
have either a neutron beam of known energy and fairly narrow energy spread,
or else one in which one can identify the energy of individual neutrons by
time-of-flight, or by determining the energy of recoil protons. To measure
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absolute polarizations, one must have a method of determining the polarization
lj
of a neutron beam. Let us consider each of these problems briefly.
To produce a reasonably monokinetic neutron beam, one may u_e the
reaction d(pn) or Li (pn) with monokinetic protons on a fairly thin target.
The difficulty with a liquid deuterium target such as that at Harvard is that
it has to be used with an external proton beam and therefore loses in
intensity because of the relatively low extraction efficiency. The neutron
fluxes produced are about an order of magnitude less at the same energy
resolution as in the corresponding Harwell time of flight spectrometer.
However this method is potentially very useful at higher energies where much
thicker deu_ariumtargets could be used without sacrificing energy spread•
Alternatively one could regenerate a proton beam on to an internal target
and so avoid so much loss of intensity and the energy spread resulting f_om
mutliple traversals. The stripping of deutorons is likely to be satisfactory
only at high energie though even down at _00 _leV, one would expect
200 _ 3_ _eV neutrons from this _rocess, which is not bad, particularly if it
is combined with some energy discrimination on, for example a recoil proton•
The alternative process, which is to use a wide neutron spectrum but
to identify the e_ergy of each neutron, has been used at Harwell with the
time of flight spectrometer, but is in principle applicable at any energy if
the energz and direction of the recoil protons are detected. The time of
flight method gets progressively less useful as the energy is increased,
as ices the determination of the energy of recoil proton with scintillation
counters or range telescopes, but the determination of the energy of recoil
protons via spark chambers and magnetic fields gets easier with increased energy
On the other hand, the acquisition of very good statistics from spark chambers
represents a data processing problem which has not yet been solved•
To measure absolute diferential cross sections at small neutron scattering
angles is relatively straight fo_.vard, because by using the s_me counter
alternatively to count the beam and the scattered neutrons, one can avoid the
problem of dete_minating its absolute efficiency. For large neutron angles
_c leon-Nucleon
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where one detects the protons it is necessary to know the neutron flux -
• and therefore one must be able accurately to calibrate a neutron counter.
This has been done up to - 100 Me¥ 40) by comparing the counting rate in
two scintillators with different hydrogen content, and relating the difference
to the total hydrogen cross section. There seems no reason why this should
not be pushed to higher energies - apart from the fact that the n-p cross
section is not very well determined. For this pin'pose it is of course
absolutely essential to measure the n-p cross section using free neutrons_in
order to avoid the endless discussion over the coulomb and @lauber corrections
which arise if the _(p-d) - _(p-p) difference is used.
Another possibility is to use an activation method - such as C12(n, 2n)C II
to determine the flux, provided one can correct the fairly well _nwwn value of
the C12(p,pn)C II cross section to give that of the corresponding (n, 2n)
cross section.
Three methods have been proposed for the production of polarized
neutron beams and two used. The first sim#ly looks at neutrons produced
by the (pn) reaction from almost any target at an angle different from O °.
Polarizations of up to 3(_ have been obtained. The second, used only at
Harvard, is to produce an unpolarized neutron beam and to scatter it at
- 15 ° from carbon. This produces a beam pola_ization - 43_- The third is
to use neutrons produced at 0 ° from the bombardment of deuterons with
polarized protons 38) when a sizeable transfer of polarization should occur.
The 1"irst and second methods both result in very wide neutron spectra,
and the effective width of the neutron spectrum is set almost entirely by
the neutron detector. Typically they have resulted in ener_ spread of 60 _V
base width at 140 MeV mean ener_, unless used with a time of flight
spectrometer when the resolution can be very much better than this• The
second has in addition a beam typically an order of magnituae less intense
because of the two _t_gds in the production process•
The third method, tried only so far at 50 _eV, _oes not look promising
aL p_'_n_ b_c_use of the opposite polarization of the t_li uf th_ neutron
spectra. It also _as a low yield because an incident polarized proton beam
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is always low in intensity compared with an unpolarized beam. In addition@
the polarization transfer coefficient seems to be typically between - 0°25
and - 0. 5 38) - at least below 250 _,leV - and therefore unless very highly
polarized proton beams are used, the neutron beam will be of low polarization
as well as low intensity.
Having produced a polarized neutron beam one has to measure its
polarization. Schwinger scattering, double scattering from carbon and
appeals to charge independence have all been used. The theory of Schwinger
scattering has not been tested experimentally to an accuracy of more than
about 2_. Double neutron scattering, which has been used twice to measure
the polarization of the Ha_vard neutron beam, yielded discD_dant polarization
values for neutron-carbon scattering and ti_refore on_ must suspect ti_e
derived values of beam polarization. The appeals to charge inaependence have
to be made rather carefully and in no case have been accurately checked.
It seems therefore unlikely that any neutron polarization value is known
to better than I_/_, so there remains plenty of scope for careful and accurate
experimental work along the existing l_es. Alternatively, ti_e use of a
polarized target, in which a solid state method of determining the target
polarization can be first checked by proton scattering, may lead to an
increase of accuracy. Certainly, the increased intensities _hich will become
availsble when the various synchrocyclotron conversion projects are completed
should be a great help to increasin_ t_e precision of the neutron-proton work
Bremsstrahlun_
Finally I should like to make a brief reference to a closely related
subject, tl_t of nuclear bremsstra}_ung whlch is the only possible inelastic
process at low energies. There have already been published reports from
Harvard 4_) and Winnipeg 42) on p-p bremsstra_lung, which showed that the
production _vas at least an order of magnitude less than was to be expected
from a calculation of Sobel and Cromer _3). ;e shall be hearing more on
this topic from contributed papers later in the session.
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Ed_on and I iJ+) have also been looking for bremsstrahlung from
p_oton bombardment of hydrogen and of deuterium. In distinction from the
other workers, we have looked simply at the photons with a lead glass
Cerenkov counter, without requiring a proton in coincidence. We found
only an upper limit for p-p bremsstrahlung - typically a differential cross
-I
section of - 5 + 8mwp sr at 90 ° lab for photons greater than 40 MeV,
and a total cross section of - .06 _+ .05 Mb - though we observe_ strong
radiation from the p-d interaction. The results are shown in Figure 31.
The integrated cross section for p-d was - 4 Mb for an ener_ greater
than 40 ),ieV. ;;e can make arguments, b_sed on our study of p-nucleus
bremsstrahlugen and on the theory of Beckham 45) that the free p-n
bremsstra]_un_ should be about twice that observed from deuterium - namely
- 8 pb, which is in good agreement with early estimates - e.g. Cutkosky 46).
Recently a preprint by Ueda 47) estimates p-p bremsstrahlung production
at 200 and 160 i,_eV. If we taxe the lower of his estimates and extrapolate
to 140 ]_eV we have the line given on the slide, which is still at least a
factor four above our upper limit. In his report Ueda also gives a preliminary
^_ + .0_ Mb.ster-1 at 90° lab for photons > 35 MeV.
value from Rochester of °upp_ o015
Our extrapolation of Ueda's calculation suggests that the cross s_dtion would
be only one third of this at 140 i_eV - namely _2 ÷ 13
- 5 mMb ster'1 to compare
with our experimental value of - 3 +_ 13 m_,_oster -I . So perhaps our experimental
numbers are not in disagreement with the Rochester preliminary experimental
values. However the theoretical values still seem much higher than the
experimental Values for the pp system, whereas for the n-p system they seem
roughly correct.
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To summarize briefly:
(a) the low energy p-p system is in reasonably good shape
and there is a little cross checking between laboratories
on the precision measurements.
(b) the high energy/ p-p system is full of inconsistencies
which need careful work to eliminate.
(o)
(d)
(e)
the np system is in on±y moderate health at low energies
and there is only qualitative data at higher energies.
much more experimental effort is needed on the n-p system
- more complete instrumentation and more patience in
collecting data.
order of magnitude experiments on p-p bremsstrahlung show
m_rked disagreement with theory, though n-p bremsstrahlung
is probably of the right order of magnitude.
I shall end with a slightly bowdlerized quotation from an article
by Jesse Dumond in a recent 'Physics Today', applying it to a different
context than that of the author.
"I cannot emphasize too strongly the importance of much more
widespread duplication, using many different approaches by many
different groups, because here we are dealing with the foundations
of nuclear physics .... "
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IGO: Is the curve shown through the points on your last graph, in the n-p
system, a theoretical fit also?
ROSE: No, it was a polynomial fit to cos20 - just a guide to the eye.
IGO: Is there any theory for that which would produce a discrepancy?
ROSE: No, I believe the number corresponding to that for free n-p should be
multiplied by about 2. We don't get it from the study of the p-d system, but
from the general study of the p-nuclear bremsstrahlung and then relate it to
the theory of Beckham from a UCRL report. He stated that the bremsstrahlung
from p-Be collisions at 90 ° is approximately half what you'd expect from p-n
at the same angle, due to the effect of the exclusion principal on the
scattered neutrons inside this nucleus. Now we found that Beckham's theory did
fairly well in describing our bremsstrahlung results from muclei and we are
inclined to believe his factor of 2 here. This is the cross section per neutron
in Be compared with free neutrons. So we applied the same factor of 2 to the
measured value of 4 and we get about 8, therefore greater than 40 Mev. Of
course, the spectrum is such a steep one with energy that the cross section is
highly dependent on the cutoff.
MORAVCSIK: I have two questions both pertaining to experimental techniques.
One, you mention several sets of data that you concluded would have to be dis-
regarded for the present time because the mean polarization wasn't known
was wondering whether these data could not be salvaged by simply re-working
them in _iew of new measurements of the calibrating reaction which we now
know are different or have a different value now than when the people measured
it originally?
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ROSE: I suspect that some of the old data might be salvaged, but I think it
would be much better to remeasure it.
MORAVCSIK: The second question pertains to the coulomb interference region.
You showed some new measurement in the coulomb interference. Out experiences
at Livermore with various analyses have been that in the past much of the data,
particularly differential in cross section data in the coulomb interference
region, had to be thrown away because it was impossible to fit it, no matter
what you did. It might be that one of the reasons for this was that in that
region you have to measure the angle accurately since the difference of cross
section drops very rapidly with angle. I was wondering what the limitations
are in measuring angles in this respect, and are there any advances made in
this particular field?
ROSE: Well, you may have noticed that in the data that N. Jarvis showed yes-
terday, we didn't go into this region, for precisely the reasons that you have
stated. We were unhappy about multiple scattering correction. Backgrounds
were getting up to about 40?° of the effect and since we are aiming at 1%
_easurement, we are very doubtful about subtracting such large backgrounds.
You don't have to only measure the angle accuracy; you've got to fold in the
counter resolution. Generally we thought that with present techniques there
was simply no point in pursuing the data any further. We think that perhaps
the Rochester people are going to have to justify themselves rather hard in the
data that they have presented - to satisfy me, anyway.
BREIT: In our work in the region of 600 KeV to 1.8 MeV, it always looked
...._x_a_1--_,._y nice to _--.=_=-a _heck Lhrough the coulomb interference because one
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dealtwithanangularvariationthat one knew and one had at least one term
that one could absolutely rely on. I remember especially in the work of Herb and
collaborators who tried to be more accurate that it helped very much to use that
region - get the bugs out by seeing why things did not agree in the preliminary
form of the work.
ROSE: Yes, I think at higher energies, the hardest part of the experiment is
the small angle region. At low energies the techniques are different in that
you can use gas targets. You don't have any walls to your detectors. Altoge-
ther it's much cleaner than higher energies.
BREIT: Of course, the other pasture always looks greener. With gas targets
and with the slit systems used you really have horrible things to compute and
make corrections for. I think even now they don't know how the slits really
work on account of slit penetration. But this is for very accurate work -
much more accurate than that with which I have been concerned. And the geo-
metry you use is, in a way, better - more clean.
MORAVCSIK: May I make a quick comment on this? Of course, the big difference
between low energy and high energy coulomb interference work is that at high
energy the effect is at very small angles. In the low energy region that you
mention, it goes up to 30 or 40 ° . There are no problems like the ones describ-
ed - so there is no problem there experimentally.
BREIT: It went considerably lower than 30 or 40 ° . It went to about I0 ° with
a gas target, and that kind of slit system is much more difficult than with
the present geometry. The reason I am making the comment is that is seems
it should be very good to have a check on something that one knows. I just
Nucleon-Nucleon
wanted to point that out.
something valuable.
If you throw that out
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• I think you will be losing
ROSE: Do you really know coulomb scattering that well? I felt that this was
not really all that clear.
BREIT: I can point out a case in which the Yale fits are better than the
Livermore fits.
ROSE: There is appreciable discrepancy between the energy dependent and the
energy independent predictions for the peak cross sections for the d(p,n)2p
reactions. The energy dependent and the energy independent differ by about
4 milibarns _n ]g which is really rather a lot, ! think.
BREIT: One point you brought up very briefly, which seems to me a very impor-
!
rant point experimentally is the situation on the range-energy curves. In
other words, the 1947 fit seems to be better than the more recent ones. At
i
lower energy, namely at about I0 or 15 MeV, we've also had this kind of dil-
l ficulty. It seems that this is one measurement that ought to get straightened
out pretty soon.
ROSE: Yes, I would agree.
iquite different techniques.
Perhaps it ought to be straightened out by two
At McGill, they use floating wire techniques,
and I think one could do very well by time-of-flight, too, in this energy
region.
p-pBremsstrahlungat 160 MeV
B. Gottschalk
Northeastern University
W. J. Shlaer and K. H. Wang
Harvard University
#_ 649\
Bremsstrahlung is a rather simple inelastic p-p interaction (in
fact, the only one we have at low energies) so that one hopes that one might
obtain information on the off-energy-shell interaction from it. We have
been measuring this reaction at 160 MeV incident energy. Now, since there
are three bodies in the final state, and since these experiments are fairly
new so that there are as yet no established conventions for defining cross-
sections, I feel I will have to spend some time explaining the_eometry and
technique of our experiment.! I will then he able to summarize the results in
a few minutes.
The principle of our measurement (which is different from Lhat of
the Rochester measurement about which you will hear later) is that we rely
solely on the kinematic relations between the two protons to establish that
bremsstrahlung took place. We have a gamma ray counter hut it is'not included
in the coincidence requirement; it is merely called, you might say, as a
witness in appropriate cases. That is, during the data analysis the computer
may say to the ganmma counter: "These protons say that a gamma ray went your
way. Did it?" and the gan_na counter will say: "Maybe, I don't know.", or
sometimes, "Yes.", or perhaps take the fifth amendment. It's not a very good
gamma counter because it is very hard to design one with both good efficiency
and energy resolution at these energies.
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Sincethereactionleavesthreebodieswithnointernalstatesit
sufficesto measurefive quantitiesto determinethefinal statecompletely.
If youmeasuresix, youcanusetheredundancyof thelast to seewhether
thereactionwasbremsstrahlungor not. In this specificcase,assumethat
weknowtheprotonangles fourquantities.Thenoneprotonenergyshould
beobservedto beadefinitefunctionof theother. A simplifieddiagram
of theexperimentis showni thefirst figure. Weusea liquid hydrogen
target. Twocountersdeterminetheenergyof theprotons;theyaresetat
anglesuchthat elasticcoincidencesarea__prioriexcluded.Thesecounters
formatrigger,whichcausestheir pulses,andalsothepulsefromthegamma
detector(aCerenkovcounter)to beanalyzedandrecorded.However,I wish
to emphasizeoncemorethatthegammacounteris not in thetriggerrequire-
ment.
Figure2showsthe expected kinematic relations between the two proton
energies, for three values of the proton scattering angle @. (The two protons
are detected at equal angles to the beam; this choice is convenient but not
necessary.) From a point lying anywhere on these loci, the gamma direction
and energy can be inferred. In other words, these measurements are completely
differential in all the kinematically free variables, except spins, on which
we have no information. These TR, T L plots can be viewed as generalizations
of the elastic case; that is, the rings, as @ grows larger, recede to a point
when @ = 43-3/4 °, the angle for syrmmetric elastic scattering at 160 MeV. The
important feature of these rings, experimentally speaking, is that the energy
region of interest is bounded. For instance, at @ = 40 ° a "bremsstrahlung"
proton will have a maximum energy of 75 MeV, whereas an elastic proton has
about 90 MeV at this angle. Therefore, elastic protons can be excluded in
each arm individually. This is crucial, since it eliminates the enormous
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backgroundrateof elastic-elasticrandomswhichwouldotherwise
Occur.
Figure 3 shows a detailed block diagram. I would like to
emphasize just two points here. First, the counter geometry is so arranged
that the telescopes do not see the target walls in coincidence. This
eliminates a large background of quasi-elastic (p,2p) events. The sin__
telescopes do see the walls and, therefore, some non-bremsstrahlung low-
energy protons; random coincidences between two such protons limit the beam
intensity we can use at present. Second, all protons of interest stop in
counters 4 whose pulses are analyzed; counters 5 veto elastic protons. A
fraction of a percent of the elastic protons fail to reach 5 because of a
nuclear interaction in 4, and these would still cause a high single-
telescope rate. Therefore, the fast coincidence circuits are timed to
reject elastic protons on the basis of time-of-flight between counters 1
and 3. Thus we are using two criteria - range and time-of-flight
to discriminate against elastics. We feel that we have eliminated essentially
all of them; of course, this merely reduces the background and does not
sensitively affect the final cross sections I'ii present.
One other comment is that we record both reals and randoms (that
is, prompt and delayed coincidences) simultaneously, so that we have a
continuous m_d_ur_ of Lhe residual random-coincidence contamination.
Figure 4 shows a plan view of the apparatus. The table is five by
ten feet. The counters are shielded against scattered particles from odd
angles. The singles rates in the counters are quite high; that is, megacycles.
Figure 5 shows the Cerenkov counter temporarily placed behind one
of the proton telescopes, where it was timed. This was done by introducing
a little scintillator to produce a clean pulse, then looking at the recoil
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protons from elastic scattering. Just to give you an idea of its size, it
involves 16 gallons of CCI 4 which, for a 160 MeV machine, is a fairly large
detector.
A PDP-I computer was used in the time-sharing mode to collect the
data. Figure 6 shows what happened when we asked it for a scatter plot of
events while an independent group was reconstructing some spark-chamber event°
Time-sharing occasionally leads to interference of this sort.
Figure 7 shows the observed scatter plots. Randoms have been
"subtracted" by annihilating the "prompt" event nearest each "delayed" event
in the TR, T L plane. These plots fit the kinematic expectations very well.
(The energy calibration of the #4 counters was determined by using degraders
to produce protons of known energies.) In addition to the bremsstrahlung
one sees a systematic clump of events in the upper right-hand corner of
each plot; these are quasi-elastic d(p,2p)n events owing to the deuterium
contamination of the liquid hydrogen. Actually, they are quite useful since
they verify the energy calibratio n and tell you what the energy resolution
is; they also give you a rough check of the absolute cross section.
Since going around the ring essentially corresponds to varying the
gamma-ray angle, one can infer the garmna-ray angular distribution by plotting
an appropriate function of the density as one goes around the ring; such
plots are seen in Figure 8. The distribution is sensibly uniform, except
perhaps for @ = 40 °. The dotted lines correspond to a theory of Sobel and
Cromer, reduced by a factor of four; that is, it predicts much too high an ab-
solute cross section. In this case one can also see that it predicts the wron
an_ular distribution, except perhaps at 40 ° . I should mention that a Monte
Carlo simulation of the exp,riment shows that our effective gamma an_ular
r<.solution is about 20°; that is, one histogram bin; it is somewhat worse
at O = 40 ° •
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If one sums all the events on a given ring one obtains the cross
:tion integrated over all gamma-ray angles; Figure 9 shows the results.
squares are renormalized data from a preliminary run; they were
ginally off a factor of two in absolute value, but the ratio between
and 40 ° checks pretty well. The crosses show the Sobel-Cromer theory,
_in reduced by a factor of four; it gives the variation with 8 very well.
The final figure shows the evidence from the ga."_na counter. I
nk the scatter plots leave little doubt that we are seeing bremsstrahlung
not much else. Figure i0 is a plot of the ganxna counter response versus
gamma-ray angle as inferred from the proton data. It shows that when the
tons say that a gamma came out at the particular angle at which the
enkov counter was placed, this counter indeed shows an enhanced response.
s is not so clear at 8 = 40 ° , but here we are dealing with very low-energy
mas for which the counter is not efficient. The 35 ° picture is missing
ause the Cerenkov counter had not been put into service yet when these
a were taken.
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JARVIE: What was the effective speed of your coincidence time resolution?
GOTTSCHALK: To do the time resolution we had to separate protons with three-
quarters of a nanosecond difference in time-of-flight. The right-left circuits
did not have to be particularly sharp; I forget what they were. But in each
arm the criterion was very sharp. We worked them conservatively. At 40 ° there
is so little difference that we got very little good out of it, but at 30 ° we
got considerable reduction of the background rate.
IGO: I'd llke to ask about the theory. Your first sentence was that you
learned something about off-the-energy shell interactions. As the theory dis-
agrees so badly with this data, what is the situation on your understanding of
the problem?
GOTTSCHALK: The situation is this. Both the experiments and the theory are
relatively young. The consensus of experiments that have now been done at
three energies is fairly good; they all give considerably lower values than
the theory. The theory is a potential model of the interaction. There is no
a priori reason that such a model should be a good description, although, be-
cause of nuclear matter calculations and such things, one would perhaps be
surprised if it were a very poor description. So, I don't know. One could
say that, right now, there is no very strong reason the theory should give a
good answer. It's hard to say.
ROTHE: I'd Just like to add a little to that. Ueda's calculation, to which
Dr. Rose was referring, was done on a one-pion-exchange in a photoproduction
vertex, which is somewhat different from the potential model. You don't expect
it to be right, and it isn't either.
SOBEL: I Just wanted to give a number on the distance from the energy shell.
The ratio of the final center of mass energy to initial center of mass energy
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is about three or four in these experiments. This is quite far from the en_gy
shell. Possibly this is involved in the discrepancy of the potential predic-
tion.
KOLTUN: Just on whether to expect effects from off-the-energy shell or not,
a reminder that some years ago there were calculations on hlgh-energy photo-
disintegration of the deuteron by Marshak and deSwaart, which is very off-
energy shell and very much potential model and which works rather well. So,
if the discrepancy remains, I suspect there will be a lot of hard work in
finding its source.
BREIT: There was work at Yale on the same problem. There are deviations
which show up as you go to higher energies. Now, of course, one tends to at-
tribute them to meson production or being close to the meson production
threshold. But then, the comparison of such calculations is complicated by
the fact that in p-p bremsstrahlung, the very large effect of the electric
dipole, (which, while not the dominant thing at high energies , is dominant at
low energies) is absent altogether. So you depend on mere complicated things.
And, of course, there is also the electromagnetic form factor to consider,
which will be more important for E2 and MI.
P-PBREMSSTRAHLUNGCALCULATIONS
P. Signell
Michigan State University
and
D. Marker
Hope College
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We would first like to mention the recent measurements near 50 MeV at
Manitoba (Werner) and at UCIJ_. Warner found do/d_l,d_ 2 = 2.1 f 0.4 _b/st 2 for
8-30 ° in the Harvard-geometry notation, while a preliminary value from UCLA is
3.4 f 1.4 _blst 2.
_ne original idea in carrying out PP7 experiments was to try to decide be-
tween different potential models. What different kinds are there? We think the
following llst is sufficiently exhaustive:
(i) hard core + strong attraction (Hamada-Johnston, Yale)
(2) long-range finite core + weak attraction (Bressel-Kerman-Lomon)
(3) weak, momentum-dependent (Green)
(4) non-local, separable (Tabakin, Amado)
There have been statements in the literature, recently, to the effect that the
hard core is produced by vector boson exchange. If this is true, we do not need
to consider the other models. The only recent one-boson-exchange potential is
J
that of Bi-yan and Scott. We have plotted their potential as a function of radius
_igure i). Notice the contrast between the Hamada-Johnston (H J) and Bryan-Scott
'_BS) curves for the IS 0 state. The one-boson-exchange potential has a hard core
"adius of less then a tenth of a Fermi'. It is essentially non-existent. It had
_ong been supposed that the exchange of vector bosons would produce a strong
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short-range repulsion. This is true, but in the case at hand it has been all
but wiped out by the strong attractive 0-nucleon tensor coupling. The latter is
demanded by the isovector anomalous gyromagnetlc ratio of the nucleon. The triplet
even state (Figure 2) reverses the sign of the strong tensor contribution, so one
has an almost completely repulsive potential. Exit the deuteron. We conclude that
there is no evidence for the "physical" hard core from one-boson-exchange potentials
We have calculated the predictions for PPT from potentials of each of the
four types listed above. We used the two-potentlal formalism of Gell-Mann and
Goldberger, which means that one treats the strong force potential correctly (to
all orders) while retaining only first order electromagnetic terms. Other spea-
kers here refer to this kind of calculation as the "Sobel-Cromer theory" but of
course it is not a theory. It is Just the correct way of using the potential
scattering formalism to compute PP_ predictions. In doing a calculation of this
kind, one computes three terms (Fig.3a). The blobs are the exact off-energy-
shell strong-force scattering amplitudes computed from the potential model.
Sobel put a great deal of effort into calculating the double scattering term,
the third figure in the diagram. He found this term to be negligible compared
to the other two so we have neglected it. An unknown but hopefully small error
is present in both Sobel's and our calculations due to the neglect of an ampli-
tude contribution which vanishes on-energy-shell but may be finite off-energy-
shell. Sobel is at present investigating this term.
Our results for the 50 calculations are that: (a) the old Brueckner-
Gan_el-Thaler (BGT) potential predicts 40 _b/st 2, and (b) the other hard-core
potentials and the other three classes of potentials all predict 25-30 _b/st 2.
Why is BGT so much higher? It is well-known that the BGT potential is a much
poorer x2-fit to the elastic scattering data than are the more recent models.
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One can get a better feeling for the discrepancy by looking at individual phase
shifts. One of the most important phases for PP7 is the 3P 2 Figure _. The
"experimental" points shown are from phase shift analyses. It is llmedlately
obvious why the BGT PP7 result is so much larger. A similar sltuatlon occurs in
the ID 2 state _igure 5). It is oh_-ious that the BGT potential should be omitted
from all future calculations and discussions.
one then comes to the mysterious grouping displayed by the cross sections
from the diverse kinds of potentials. One first notes that the IS 0 state is of
great importance for PP7 because of the low energy of the final two protons;
hlgher-wave interactions must be comparatively weak there. We have examined the
1
off-energy-shell K-matrix element for the S O state for each of the four poten-
tial classes. The predictions of three very different types of potentials are
shown in Figure 6. The horizontal scale Is (p/k) so that on-energy-shell has
the value unity. If one "eyeballs" the curves Into on-energy-shell agreement,
the off-energy-shell predictions over the range of interest for PP_ are all very
close. It is thus not surprising that the several types glve close predictions
ifor the PP7 cross section.
What does one make of the discrepancy? Yennie has noted that in some nuclear
calculations the double scattering term exactly cancels the single scattering
terms to lowest order in the photon momentum. So if Sobel made a gross error in
estimating the double scattering term, we might yet be saved. We are currently
:becking this term via a separable potential. Koltun has pointed out that the
:wo-potential formalism omits the emission of the 7 while bosons are in flight
)etween the nucleons. Such a term could be comparable to the terms already in-
:luded, possibly resulting in the desired partial cancellation.
Finally, we would like to mention Ueda's dispersion theory calculation.
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The equivalent diagrams for PP scattering are shown in Figure 3b. The two-pion
exchange diagram gives a particularly large contribution because of the resonating
N*'s in the nucleon blobs. One would not expect the one-pion exchange contribution
1
to have any solo relevance at all for the S 0 state, and of course calculation
bears this out. The corresponding diagrams for ppy are shown in Figure 3c. Here,
again, one would not expect the one-pion-exchange diagram to be relevant for the
i
S O state. Ueda calculated only that term so although his calculation is very
interesting, it is only a beginning. It should only be compared to a peripheral
experiment, not to the experiments which have been reported so far.
A remark. It is conceivable that the absence of E1 transitions in PPy
leaves us with a residue which can not be correctly calculated from potentials.
In this case, NPy might turn out to give reasonable agreement between experiment
and potential theory. We would then understand why what worked for photodisin-
tegratlon of the deuteron does not work for PP7 , and the relevance of PPy for
nuclear physics calculations would be less than that of NPv.

i n  fermis f o r  triplet s t a t e .  
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Figure 3a.
Feynman diagrams used to calculate P,P7 cross sections.
p,py calculation, Sobel.
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Figure 3c.
p,py Calculation, Ueda.
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Nucleon-Nucleon Bremsstrahlung at 200MeV
K.W. Rothe, P.F.M. Koebler, E.H. Thorndike
Department of Physics and Astronom_
University of Rochester_ Rochester t RewYork
This talk is concerned with two quite separate experiments one of which
has been completed (the PPT work) while the other is still in progress
(the pdT work). Both experiments have been run at Rochester's 130"
Cyclotron at energies near 200MeV. The object of the work is to examine
in as much detail as possible the behavior of off mass shell nucleon-nucleon
scattering.
The approach used in the ppy experiment is illustrated in Fig. 1.
An incident beam of polarized 20_ MeV protons strikes a 3" hydrogen target;
the resulting y-ray is detected in coincidence with two protons. This
coincidence triggers the spark chambers. Kinematic information on eight
of the final state variables is obtained leaving onl_ the gamma energy to
be inferred. This overdetermination of the reaction kinematics allows
rapid rejection of background events.
Since the two protons in the final state do not come off back to back
in the three-body center of mass system one has to describe the scattering
in terms of some average c.m. angles. We have chosen to define them as
momentum averaged angles by considering the following geomc_ry:
678
is alongbeam
? is perpendicularto thebeam,in theplane
containingthe r ray.
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0_, I I / .,.
(PIc P2C ) ? ; cos _c (PIc P2C ) _ sln @COS @C = • = C
Here _ = 0 is defined by the r-ray _ , while @c = 0 corresponds
to the incident beam direction. @c and _c together with @y , _y 2
and E are the five variables we have chosen to look at as a physically
Y
meaningful combination. E measures the extent to which the reaction is
r
and _ become the
off the mass shell while in the limit as Ey-4_ 0 @c c
elastic c.m. angles.
Let us turn now to the ppy results. Data were taken at @ylab ='450 '
90 ° , and 135 ° . Fig. 2 shows the observed angular dependence of _c at
90 °. Isotropy is clearly ruled out. Cos _c' and coS2_c both provide
reasonable fits. Flg. 3 shows the same at 135 ° and Fig. h that at 55° .
Taken as a group the total _2 for a coS2_c fit is 22, for cOSec is 33
while the expected X 2 is 16. What this means is that the protons prefer
to come out in the plane formed by the v-ray and the incoming protons, or,
otherwise said, the gamma prefers to come off in the plane of the final
state protons.
Next we look at the @ dependence. Fig. 5 shows the 135 ° results.
C
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(Elastic scattering is flat in cos @c as it is in _c ). Here the
as_tric effect is not so pronounced although as figures 6 and 7 show
there is definitel_ a tendency to pile up events in the 0.5 ,_cos @c_ _0
rather than in the i _ |cos @_ _ 0.5 region. Averaging over all @ T
angleslroughly two thirds of the events lie in the central region, with one
third in the peripheral region.
Let us look now at the ga_s ray spectra. Fig. 8 sho_s the 90° energy
spectrum. The essential feature of this and the spectra which follow is
their constancy until the highest allowed gas_a energies are reached. This
is repeated a_ 135 ° and _5 ° as shown in Figs. 9 and i0. 'A_ese spectra agree
very well in shape but are a factor of two lower in ma6nitude thamthe pre-
dictions of Uedalwho used a one pien exchange and photoproductionvertex
to compute the cross section. To conclude the pp data I would like to
present the cross sections integrated over &_Jmaa energy (da/d_r)ET#35_ MeV
in the c.m.:
@Tcm (da/dF_)c m Ueda
59 ° (h5°lab) 38-*7 nb/ster 1il nb/ster
720 (900 ) 3_3 86
5_° (135° ) 73±3 I_3
It seemed desirable to obtain n-p bremsstrahlung measurements to
complement the pp measurements. In the absence of a sufficiently high
intensity, monoenergetic neutron beam, we turned to deuterium for a "neutron
* The vertical scale in Fig. 8, 9, and i0 should be reduced by factor 2.
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target". Unfortunately, there is quite a collection of r ray producing
reactions initiated by protons on deuterium. They are listed in Fig. ll.
We have performed a survey experiment, in which we measured the cross
section for production of _ rays , and obtained rough branching ratios for
the 5 processes listed. Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 12.
Protons strike a liquid deuterium target, V rays are detected in the T
counter, (25 MeV threshold), while charged particles may count in the
scintillation counters 5, 6, 7, 8, which subtend large solid angles.
The cross section for y production was found to be:
@ lab 45 ° 90 ° 135 ° Total
Y
d___c (wb/ster) 7.6-+0.8 2.9_0.3 1.1±O.1 _8 wb
dOT
Our r ray production cross section is high compared to measurements of
Edgington and Rose, st Harwell. 2 In particular, when we degraded our beam
to an energy of 148 MeV, we obtained 26 _b, while they obtained 5.2 wb at
146 MeV. Our T threshold was 25 MeV, theirs was _0 MeV. It seems unlikel_
the difference in thresholds can explain all of the discrepancy.
There were more charged particle coincidences with the counter (5 or 6)
on the side away from the -r counter than on the side towards the r counter.
The excess of counts was found to be predominantly coming into the small
solid angle region appropriate for the pickup reaction. Attributing this
excess to the pickup reaction, we find the surprisingly large cross section
of (19±3)_b for it. (This compares with ll _b expected via detailed balance
Nucleon-_ucleon Bremsstrahlung 681
_photodisintegration of the deuteron.)
r 56 coincidences in excess of the number expec_edfrom pp brem-
sstrahlungwere interpreted as pd bremsstrahlung. An efficiencyprogrsm I
based on the rash assumption that the angular dependences of pd elastic
scattering and pdy are the same, extrapolated from the T 56 counts the
pdy contribution to the single charged particle coincidence rate, T5
or y6 , independent of r direction. A total cross section of 9_b was
obtained for pdy .
If we interpret those y5 and y6 events not already explained_ as
np bremsstrahlung events, and if we further make the rash assumption that
n-p elastic scattering and n-p bremsstrahlung have the same angular
dependence, then we obtain an np bremsstrahlung cross section near 8_b.
Our previous measurements showed the pp bremsstrahluDgtotal cross
section to be near _2 ub. Further 2 a separate measurement indicated the
:apture reaction did not exceed i _b. Thus our charged particle coincidence
masurements coupled with some extrapolations have accounted for some 57 _b
)ut of the total of h8 ub.
It is not clear how to obtain a free n-p bremsstrahlung cross section
_rom our numbers. It certainly should not be smaller than the quasifree
t-p bremsstrahlung cross section which we have estimated at 8 _b. On the
,ther hand, it should not exceed the total y-ray production cross section
11_8_b) minus the fre____en-p capture cross section (ll_b). _ence we obtain
wb _pr _ 37_b. Recall that _ 0.5_b. Hence rip bremsstrahlung
a factor near 40 larger than pp bremsstrahlung.
eferences
Y. Ueda, Thesis', University of Rochester, 1965, not published.
AERE - PR/NP, 8 p. 42 (1965).
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Figure i. ppy Experimental Setup.
Figure 2. Angular Distribution, No. of events vs. _c for _ = 90 ° •
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Figure 3. Angular Distribution, No. of events vs. ¢c for ey = 125 °
Figure 4. Angular Distribution, No. of events vs. _c for ey = 45°
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Figure 9. Gamma Energy Spectrum, e 7 = 135 °
Vertical scale should be reduced X 2.
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Figure 12. pdy Experimental Setup.
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GOTTSCHALK: Were the gamma energies on your graphs in the lab or cm system?
ROTHE: They were in the lab. However, we cut off the cross section at 35 Mev
in the center of mass.
GOTTSCHALK: I would just like to make a point. If they were in the lab, then
your assertion that you were further off the energy shell than we were is not
correct because you have to take into account that your energy is higher to
begin with. We went to about a 60 Mev gamma at 160 Mev proton energy. You
went to 90 Mev at 200 Mev proton energy.
ROTHE: The point that I should have made in my talk is that one reason which
we consider unlikely but a possibility causing our numbers to be high, is that
in this reaction there was strong tendency for the three final state bodies
to be coplanar. In connection with your talk, you do show such a tendency but
not very strong...The numbers that Dr. Signell quoted for Dr. Warner are pro-
bably somewhat off due to his finite counter size and the cos 2 _ dependence.
ROSE: I think you said you had a cross section for a pick up reaction some-
thing like 19 microbarns. In our experiments we measured a gamma ray spectrum,
albeit very crudely, and we saw no evidence whatsoever of the peak which in our
case would have been around 70 Mev and which would correspond to such a capture
process.
ROTHE: We are going to look into this subsequently with spark chambers.
ROSE: The other point was that you mentioned your cross section was much high-
er than our cross section leaving me uncertain as to how much higher. I will
put in the factor of 3 at least between our measurements and yours because of
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this difference of threshold between 20 Mev and 40 Mev based on the assumption
that the spectrum below 40 Mev is approximately exponential. It happened that
the fit we used had the same exponential fall off as we observed.
SIGNELL: The numbers I quoted for Warner are his latest numbers in which he
attempted to increase the error bars and so on to take into account possibili-
ties of even something as strong as the...
GOTTSCHALK: The thing that I am talking about is that if you look at gamma ray
and integrate over a large counter you have a cos 2 _ variation. If he did that
he beat us all out by predicting a dependence that I don't understand.
SIGNELL: No, I meant to say that he did increase his error bars quite a bit
over his original numbers when he realized what you had been talking about in
your paper. I did want to say that the object of p-p bremsstrahlung experiments
did seem to start out by trying to decide between these different kinds of po-
tential models. When we found that they all gave about the same thing when we
i made the match on the energy shell, we looked at the off-energy shell matrix
i elements. It no longer seems to be deciding between these various potential
I shapes.
i
THO_NDIKE: I'd like to get a bit more quantitative on the effect of the ob-
served cos 2 _ on these measurements. It will not affect Warner's results by
more than a factor of 2 but I will be surprised if it affects it by less than
a factor of 1.5. One assumes the factor to be something like 1.75. It will
raise his cross section so that they now fall below the theory of Sobel and
Cromer by about the same amount as the measurements of Gottschalk fall below
the theory of Sobel and Cromer. With this experimental correction thrown in,
%690 Rothet al.
SobelandCromer'stheoryscalesproperlywithenergy.
MORAVSCIK:I wouldlike to seea plot of somesortof thediscrepancybetween
thep-pBremsstrahlungseenhereandin theexperimentasafunctionof the
amountthat youareoff ontheenergyshell. If youcanblameall this onthe
potential,thediscrepancypresumablywill somewheredisappearsyougobackto
theenergyshell.
ROTHE:Well,aslongasyousit at a givenlabgammaanglethentheamountthat
youareoff in theenergyshell is simplya functionof thegammaenergy.What
youaresayingis thatasyougodownin gammaenergy,theagreementpossibly
shouldgetbetterandasyougoupyoupossiblygetworse.In fact, withres-
pectto shapeit is identicalwithwhatis predicted.Thethingthat is dif-
ferentis thenormalization- youhaveto bringeverythingupa factorof 2at
all angles.
GOTTSCHALK:Justaveryquickpoint. Oneof thegraphsI showedwhichis a
plotof the integratedcrosssectionversusangleis in a sensesucha plot as
youaskedfor becauseat eachsetof protonanglesthegammaenergydoesnot
varytoomuchandit increases.Thereforethegoodfit of theSobeltheoryto
thosepointis in a sensea fit versusoffnessbutthefit maybefortuitous.
MORAVSCIK:Fromthesetwopiecesof informationI wouldthenconcludethat it
is probablynot thepotentialthat is to beblamedfor all this; thereis some-
thingelse. It doesnotseento beaneffectwhichincreasesasonegoesmore
off theenergyshelf.
l_eutron-Proton Interactions at 205 MeV
E.H. Thorndike, N.W. Reay, D. Spalding, and A.R. Thomas
Department of P_Tsics and Astronom_
University of Rochester: Rochester. New York
We have studied the neutron-proton interaction by bombarding deuterons
with 205 MeV polarized protons, and observing high energy neutrons recoiling
into forward angles. The parameters P and Rt have been measured.
The incident proton beam polarization was manipulated with a solenoid,
so that it lay in a horizontal plane and normal to the beam direction. Its
sign was reversed by reversing the current direction throu6h the solenoid.
The polarization parameter F was obtained by measuring the _p-down
asy_netry of the recoiling neutrons. The neutrons were detected in a
counter consisting of a polyethylene converter and a _ulti-element range
telescope. Measurements were made at neutron laboratory angles between i00
and 30 °. By reversing the solenoid current, many systematic errors were
eliminated. Statistical errors were typically _0.017.
The triple scattering parameter Rt differs from the conventional
parameter R in that one analyzes the spin of the target particle instead of
the incident particle; that is, the polarization transferred between the
particles is investigated. The definition of Rt is shown in Fi 6. I.
isthe po zationofthetarg  iola;
s the initial polarization of the incident particle. The equation assumes
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thatthetargetis unpolarized,andthatthe incidentbeamhascomponents
of polarizationonlyin the ( _t x _) direction.
OurRt experiment,then,consistedof directingaprotonbeamwith
polarizationin the ( _t x _ ) directionontoa liquid deuteriumtarget,
andmeasuringthe St componentof polarizationof recoilingneutrons.The
experimentall youtis showni Fig. 2. Neutronsrecoilingfromthe
deuteriumtargetat angle92 in thehorizontalplanepass through the anti-
coincidence counters, 0, 1 and onto a liquid hydrogen target used for spin
analysis. By measuring the asymmetry of neutron-scattered protons recoiling
into angle 931ab(=25 °) in the vertical plane, the neutron polarization is
determined. The measured asymmetry is a product of incident beam polar-
ization P1 ' analyzing power of the n-p scattering in the hydrogen P3 '
and Rt P1 is known, P3 is the free n-p scattering polarization
parameter, determined from our own measurements, those of others, and phase
shift analyses.
Measurements of R t were made at neutron laboratory angles between 0 °
and 20 ° , to an accuracy of typically -+0.09.
Because the target neutron is bound in a deuteron, a theoretical treat-
ment is necessary to describe our reaction and relate it to neutron-proton
scattering. We have perfomed an impulse approximation calculation which
includes the s-wave final state interaction of the two protons. A similar
approach worked well for quasifree p-p scattering, and for "slightly in-
elastic" p-d scattering. The calculation is intuitively described as
follows. A proton (represented by a plane wave) is incident on a deuteron
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(representedbyatriplet spin,groundstate deuteron wave function).
The incident proton and target neutron have an interaction (represented by
the free n-p scattering matrix Mnp ) with the neutron recoiling into
small angles (plane wave) and with the two protans emerging with relative
momentum k (the p-p continuum wave function _(k) ) . All states
k
Tpp(k) except the s-state are described by a plane wave, while thein
s-wave final state i_teraction is included by using a square well potential
with parameters chosen to fit the effective range and scattering length.
Coulomb effects are ignored.
_,_r result i_ shown In !_g. 3-
An expression for Rt is obtained from the seconcl equation by replacing
P by R t wherever it appears.
The coefficients a and b are form-factor-like quantities,
_f eiq'r_i • lonP , pnp are the free np differential cross
section and polarization parameters. "Ces" refers to charge exchange
ces and pces
singlet. The "ees" parameters I° , are obtained from the
scattering matrix Mces " (A s and A t are singlet and triplet spin
projection operators).
The predicted neutron spectrum for 5°lab is shown in Fig. 2.
qi_t___........_rA_t_rln_ _om_nstes., and is shyly _oeaked. The spectrum for
20 ° lab is shown in Fig. 5. The breeder peak of the free n-p scatter-
ing is now dominant. Our experimental conditions were varied with angle
so as to include almost all of these peaks.
The results of the polarization measurement are shown in Fig. 6.
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The curves are the predictions of phase shift solutions YIAN of the Yale I
2
group, (0, 3, 3M, 4M), and the energy independent solution of the Livermore
group, (A-M). Solutions 3, 3M, 4M, and A-M give quite acceptable fits.
Solution 0, does not fit, and solutions i, 2, and 2M, not shown, lie above
0 and fit even worse.
The results of the R t measurement are shown in Fig. 7- Solutions
3M, 4M, and A-M give good fits. Solutions 3 and i do not fit. Solutions
0, 2, and 2M, not shown, are worse fits than solution i.
Of the 6 originalYale phase shift solutions, only 3M (the preferred
one at that time) fits our data. The most recent modification of it, 4M,
also fits our data, as does the most recent Livermore solution (A-M).
Since our data were no___tused as input for any of these phase shift searches,
the good agreement suggests solutions 3M, _M, and A-M are essentially correct,
and further changes in them will be small.
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BREIT: Is there a plan to compare these phase shifts with the Kaearinov
et. al. phase shifts? They are similar to our old YLAN3 regarding the coupling
parameter between S1 and DI. It is not identical with it and it would be
perhaps helpful if one knew how it agrees with your data.
%
_uasi-Free Proton Scattering at 160 MeV
B. Gottschalk
Northeastern University
W. J. Shlaer, K. Strauch, and K. H. Wang
Harvard University
The title of this talk was a deliberate hedge since I hoped to
have some quasi-free proton-deuteron scattering results available, but I
don't as yet so this will be about the (p,2p) reaction. This is a fairly
old sort of experiment; the modern version dates back about ten years to
work at Uppsala which first showed that expectations on the basis of shell
model were at least qualitatively verified. An excellent review of the
field by Jacob and Marls has just appeared in the Reviews of Modern Physics;
they are old bands at this experiment and I recommend the article.
I won't go into details of the theory but the measurements I shall
describe were designed to test a particular aspect of it; namely, how closely
does the reaction actually behave like a knock-out reaction? Despite the fact
that experiments have been going on for about ten years, this point has not yet
been sensitively checked. The formalism is shown in Figure i. On top is a
somewhat simplified version of the standard formula used in interpreting these
experiments. The cross-section (on the left) is a function of the two proton
solid angles and must be taken at a given excitation of the residual nucleus
to define the shell-model state one is looking at. The expression, which
follows from a plane-wave impulse-approximation treatment of the problem,
states that the cross-section equals a product of three factors: a) a
kinematic function; b) an effective cross-section for the primary p-p
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interactio_andc) theprobabilityof findinga targetprotonwiththe
appropriateinitial momentumo yield aneventin thephase-spaceincremental
volumebeingstudied.
Thus,if onebelievestheknock-outapproximationmadein deriving
this relationonecaninfer nuclearmomentumdistributionsfromthesemeasure-
ments.Theobjectof thepresentexperimentis to findouthowwell in fact
thecross-sectiondependsonlyonP(q). In otherwords,is it a function
of lql? PerhapsI shouldefineqmorerigorouslythanI have:it is the
recoilmomentumof theresidualnucleusafter theinteraction,which,in
theimpulseapproximation,equalsthenegativeof thetargetprotonmomentum
beforetheinteraction.
Figure2showsa scatterplot of eventsin theTI, T2 (energy)
plane;suchplotsarefamiliarbynow.ThisonerepresenLsmeasurements
onacarbontargetat 160MeVincidentenergy;eachprotontelescopeis set
at 42½degreesto thebeam.One xpectsa minimumcross-sectionfor p shell
targetprotonsif theenergyis equallysharedbetweentheoutgoingprotons,
becausethis correspondsto q= o andthep momentum-spacewavefunction
goesto zerohere. Thestandard"coplanar-syrmnetric"experimentuses
detectorsbiasedto acceptonlyequal-sharingevents;P(q)maythenbe
deducedfromtheangulardistributionof suchevents.Ourexperiment,as
thefigureshows,alsoacceptsprotonsof unequalenergysharing.They
aredividedupaccordingto energy-sharingbetweentheprotons(asshown
bytheobliquelines); wethenaskwhetherthese"asymmetric"eventsobey
thesamemomentum-descriptionof thecross-section.(Bytheway,notice
thatthes stateeventsarelumpednearthecenter;this is alsopredicted
byknockoutsincetheseprotonshaveahi__probabilityof zeromomentum.)
Figure3 is essentiallya sumof thescatterplot in thediagonal
direction;namely,a binding-energydistributionof events(summedovera
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limitedmomentuminterval). Thebinding-energyresolutionis about3MeV
FWHM.Thep ands protonpeaksare clear. Obviously, the lower limit for
the s protons is somewhat arbitrary since this state is very wide; therefore,
the absolute s proton cross-sections will have to be taken with a grain of
salt.
Figure 4 shows cross-sections as a function of angle (the two
proton angles are equal for all these measurements). The lines are to guide
the eye to points of the same energy sharing (five categories are used
corresponding to the bins shown in the first slide). The dip for equal-
sharing p-state events is deeper than that observed in the earlier experi-
...... # =_. p_=kly _=r=,,== _h_ =n=,,lar reso!1,tfon is better.LU=,L_ ux Garron ot _I .................... o__ _
The absolute value agrees very well with Garron and also with independent
results of Gooding and Pugh. The main point about these cross-sections is
that they form a very confused picture.
In Figure 5 we have plotted P(q) as calculated from these cross-
sections according to the "knock-out" equation. This brings the whole picture
into focus and shows that the momentum description of the cross-section indeed
works to a considerable extent. There is one exception--an area of systematic
discrepancy between events of different sharing. This occurs, for each
category of events, just at the point where the solution of the conservation
eq,,=_-_ for _h_t _h_r_n_ _ about to disaooear: _iven the energy sharin_
there is a minimum lql which can be observed and the P(q) discrepancy occurs
at this point. This may be an angular-resolution effect; it turns out that,
in order to observe a "consistent" P(q) here, one would have to see a dis-
continuity in the angular distribution; such a discontinuity would be "washed
out" by the finite resolution. Such a resolution effect is very difficult to
calculate quantitatively; a Monte Carlo method might _ork but this has not
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yet been done. All I can say is that it is our feeling that these dis-
crepancies may well be due to resolution. Incidentally, this figure shows
that the description works well even for the deep-lying s proton shell.
Another useful test of the knockout model is that the momentum
distribution P(q) defined in Figure 1 should not depend on the incident
energy provided one takes out the kinematic factors correctly. Figure 6
compares our P(q) with that calculated from data of Tyren et al. at 460 MeV--
a substantially different incident energy. Overall agreement is not bad.
Tyren's results are symmetric about q = o as of cour_:<_ they must be if one
is truly measuring a momentum distribution--ours are not. The two sets
of points agree quite well in the left-hand wing corresponding to tail-on
collisions in the primary interaction but in the right-hand wing (head-on
collisions) one observes a discrepancy which (going back to the angular
distribution) increases with the proton scattering angle. In fact, it almost
appears as though our P(q) were obtained by taking TYren's by the tail and
stretching it. We feel (although this has not been substantiated numerically)
that this effect could be accounted for using realistic parameters if one
took into account the refraction of the proton waves leaving the nucleus--
this effect also increases with the proton angle. I believe that this
"bending" of the trajectory has been neglected in most distorted-wave
calculations.
I'd also like to comment that the normalization of Tyren's data is
arbitrary though in principle it shouldn't have to be--absolute cross-sections
were given. The necessity for it is somewhat surprising. Because of kinematic
effects and the fact that absorption of outgoing protons is less at high
energy one would expect the cross-section measured at 460 MeV to be much
higher than at 160 MeV; in the event, it appears to be about the samef
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(Highermeansat leasta factorof four, sothereappearsto beareal
anomalyhere.)
Figure7 showssomepreliminary results of a similar nature for oxygen;
the p3/2 and pl/2 states are easily resolvable in the bindlng-energy spectra and
we have examined the cross-sections and P(q) separately. The dip in the cross-
section at about 42 ° (for carbon) is absent in the oxygen pl/2 results and
rather shallow in the p3/2 case, even though the angular resolution was about
the same as in the carbon run. Figure 8 shows the momentum description of the
pl/2 events which again brings the results into focus rather well. The
systematic discrepancies are of the same sort as in the carbon results, again
leading one to believe that this might be a sort of experimental effect and
have nothing to do with the nucleus as such. Figure 9 shows P(q) for the p3/2
events; if one takes knockout and the shell model quite literally, this
should be the same as F(q) for the carbon p3/2 protons, and indeed the shapes
of the left-hand maxima agree rather well. At 460 MeV Tyren et al. saw a
striking difference between the pl/2 and p3/2 angular distributions which we
do not observe--the reason is not understood.
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Figure 7. Preliminary results: cross sections for
p3/2 and pl/2 state events from 160.
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events from 160.
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ELTON_ You mentioned that the diffraction effects might be important but as
far as I could tell, your analysis was in terms of plane wave approximation.
There is no distortion analysis of any kind.
GOTTSCHALK: You are absolutely right. We took the extremely simple-minded
picture and tried to see how far it would carry us in order to see what the
distortion effects might be.
ELTON: One effect of distortion, of course is that the formula gets much more
complicated and no longer factorizes so you can make such a simple analysis.
The fact that your simple analysis gives such beautiful results indicates that
distortion effects are not all that important over all, although they are
particularly important in filling in the minimum in the p-wave proton scatterin_
One other point is that distortion effects remove the syn_netry between the
two sides of q positive and negative q . The fact that at 160 Mev there
seems to be an asynm_ric result while at a 460 Mev the result was symmetric
may simply mean that the plane wave approximation was good for 460 and not
quite so good at 160 Mev.
WILETS: Relative to the distortion effect, I gather detailed calculations
haven't been made in general. Have people considered the final interaction
which, in addition to distorting the outgoing wave, could also lead to a
subsequent excitation of the nucleus? This would also effect the final energy
of the proton. Would this be small?
GOTTSCHALK: May I comment on that. Such reactions are pretty much experimen-
tal - for instance, only one excited state of the residual nucleus could pos-
sibly have contributed.
718
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WILETS: What I had in mind wouldn't show up so much as a distinct peak as a °
broadening, - a degrading of the energy leading to an asymmetry of the energy
of the peak.
GOTTSCHALK: The events for which I constructed the momentum distribution are
events of a well-defined energy. We know that these came from the ground
state or the first excited state of the residual nucleus.
WILETS: What resolution did you have?
GOTTSCHALK: About 2 Mev. The next state is easily resolvable.
ELTON: As long as you stick to carbon and oxygen, this is true. If you take
other nucleii, the energy levels are closer. Secondly, even if they are re-
solved, there may, of course, be a coupled channel effect which in other fields
have been found to be quite important, so I think Wilets point is very valid.
WALL: Relative to Dr. Wilets point there are the experiments of Pugh, et. al.,
at Berkeley at a much lower energy. Here the various excited states of B II
are well resolved. If one looks at the ground state transition, one sees
something which looks like a rather clean knock-out process. However, if you
look at the excited state which one can't get a simple knock out process, the
angular distribution looks quite different.
A SHELL-MODEL CALCULATION OF THE QUASI ELASTIC SCATTERING OF PROTONS
m_
FROM COMPLEX NUCLEI
N. S. Wall
University of Maryland
I'm afraid I'm backtracking historically and somewhat intellectually
in that the quasi-free scattering which I would like to talk about in-
volves a much simplier experimental arrangement and possibly some ideas
which are a bit more naive than we have just heard from Dr. Gottschalk.
The only thing that I will say in its behalf is that the experiments
are quite simple.
If one examines the scattering of an intermediate energy proton
from a medium weight nucleus, in a single counter experiment, not a
(p,2p) experiment, at the incident energy one would see an elastic peak.
With adequate energy resolution one could also see a few discrete ex-
cited states. As the observed particle energy decreases one then
generally sees a large broad peak in the spectrum. The peak location
of this broad peak occurs at approximately the incident energy, times
the cosine squared of the scattering angle, 8- Neglecting the center of
mass effect, the elastic peak stays at the same outgoing energy as do
the peaks corresponding to the scattering from discrete states. However,
the broad low energy peak does shift. The reason this peak is called a
L
'quasi-elastic" is that we imagine the scattering of the incident protons
is by the nucleons in the nucleus. The broad peak, therefore, reflects
the total momentum distribution of all of the nucleons in the nucleus.
If we had a nucleon as our target, and it was at rest, then the observed
_nergy, nonrelativistieally would be given by just the cos20 factor.
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Figure1 shows spectra obtained in an experiment at 160 MeV with th_
Harvard Cyclotron by Dr. Roos and myself about two years ago. We plot the
differential cross section as a function of the outgoing proton energy. We
have not plotted the elastic scattering peak, although there is a remnant
of it in the 30 ° spectrum. Noticeable is the peak shifting to lower energy
in angle with an increasing angle. One can also see, at about 5 MeV excita-
tion, some of the effects of inelastic scattering to discrete states. We
have, in fact, averaged over this. Results such as these date back, I think,
to an experiment in 1952 by Cladis, Moyer, and Hess with an analysis original
due to Wolff. The analysis is a plane wave impulse approximation calculation
The essential points are that the differential cross sections, d 2 _/df]dE, is
proportional to d_/d_ for the nucleon-nucleon scattering, some kinematic
factors and an integral over the momentum distribution of the i th type of
nucleon summed over the individual nucleons. In the early analysis, one
just replaced the momentum distribution with some sort of a Gaussian with a
characteristic width of something of the order of 15 MeV. The bounds on thi_
integral essentially go from some lower momentum, K . to some very high
mln
momentum high compared to what one expects in the nucleus. If a free scatte_
had occurred to an angle @, then E = E cos 2 @. If we observe a proton with
o
energy higher thane then within this impulse approximation it could have
occurred because the nucleon had some momentum in the nucleus. The minimum
momentum necessary to produce a proton at a given energy and at a given ang]
is k . .
mln
In our analysis we have taken, essentially, the same description but
have derived the momentum distribution for the nucleons in the nucleus from
an extreme shell model point of view. I think in the next paper, we will
hear about the charge distribution in Ca 40 as derived from a realistic pote
What we have done is to take parameters which were at least some time ago
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consistentwithDr.Elton'sparametersfor theshellmodelpotential,
derivedthesingleparticlestatesin thatpotential,Fouriertrans-
formedthemandput theminto thefollowingequationfor thecrosssection:
In otherwordswereally taketheshellmodeat facevalue. Weknow
fromthe(e,ep)experimentsof Amaldi,et al, that at leasttheis
bindingenergyin a nucleuslike Calciumis moretightly boundthanthe
bottomof a shellmodelpotentialwhichfits the(p,2p)highlyingstates.
Weassumedin thecalculation,thatthemomentumdistributionfor theIs
stateis not toodifferentfromthatgivenbythelocalnon-energydependent
potential. In theevaluationof K . we|*aveputin anestimateof 75MeV
mln
for the binding energy.
Figure 2 shows the energy at the peak as a function of the scattering
angle.
Figure 3 shows the detailed spectrum at 20 ° . I think you should dis-
regard the last two experimental points.
Figure 4 shows the same calculation now at 30 °. Again the peak loca-
tion, which corresponds to low internal momentum, is given quite well.
Figure 5 shows the 50 ° situation. At energies corresponding to the
order of 20 MeV residual energy one finds a cross section which is two
to three times greater than the predicted cross section, even though
the predicted cross section is a factor of three too high.
We have not taken absorption into account. It should distort the
spectrum. With respect to the excess of protons at high energies let me
point out that 140 MeV, the minimum average momentum necessary to scatter
a proton through 50 ° , corresponds to 1.4 F -I. In a very clear paper
Gottfried pointed out that when one gets to this large a momentum transfer
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the short range behavior of the nucleon-nucleon interaction should begin to
be quite important causing the impulse approximation to go bad, in part
because of the short range correlation in the nucleus. This has not been
taken into account in our extreme single particle calculation.
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QUESTION: Could the extra counts be inelastic scattering?
WALL: We know that there are strong states observed in Ca 40 inelastic scattering
at, for example, the well-known 3- at 3.73 Mev, the 5- at 4.48 Mev. On one of the
slides I showed there was some indication of these states. The cross section for
these states is about a factor of 3 less than what we observed in the 20 Mev exci-
tation region. The point here is the inelastic scattering at a large angle seems
to be extremely weak, in fact in these experiments we only have an upper limit for
it. Furthermore, the 3.73 and 4.48 Mev states are known from inelastic and scat-
tering experiments to use up a very large fraction of the transition strength -
something of the order of 2/3 for the octopole transition strength. Therefore we
believe that what we see here is not just a result of averaging over a large num-
ber of discrete inelastic states. The only point I'd like to make there is the
states you are speaking of, where you know the cross sections, are essentially
direct interaction states. What I was speaking of was nuclear evaporation spectra.
The evaporation part of the spectrum would be expected at a much, much lower energy_
but some of it would be up high. I suspect to get anything significant that it
would require abnormally high nuclear temperatures - at the nuclear reactions it's
a mixture. There are some evaporation type experiments of Fox and Ramsey going
back to about 1958 or so.
GOTTSCHALK: I want to make a point that is almost frivolous in its simplicity.
One takes your experimentally measured reduction factor of 3 or 4 and squares it
getting a result not inconsistent with predicted and measured reduction factors
in (p, 2p) experiments.
WALL: This has been observed.
r •
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WILETS: When you get to the measurement of the high momentum components you
mentioned which come from the strong nucleon-nucleon interaction, does not this
correspond to the short range correlations? Isn't this also then a region where
you would expect the two body correlation structure to enter so that you are
essentially scattering from two nucleons rather than one?
WALL: Did you notice on the kinematic curve, the kinematics for amass 2? You
could have done the same sort of calculation that we've done but pretend that
there are mass 2 particles bound in the nucleus. If I take something of the
order of 10% of the 40 nucleons in the nucleus and put them into mass 2,1 could
construct a curve which would have just the required shape.
FALLiEROS : You happen to know bat would be the effect of improving the treatment
of the Is state? That is, if yon choose a different well, would you reproduce the
right binding for the shell?
WALL: I have not been able to do this for that particular level as yet. We've
done a similar calculation for Be by changing the parameters of the Ip 3/2 single
particle state. By changing radius of the well by about i07o one finds relatively
small correction to the predicted spectrum.
CHANGES IN RADII BETWEEN NEIGHBOURINGNUCLIDES
L. R. B. Elton and A. Swift
Battersea College of Teehnolo_
The properties of neighbouring nuclides, and in particular of different
sotopes of a given element can be used to investigate (a) bulk properties of
i
uclear matter and (b) specific shell effects. It is important to keep these
investigations separate, for nuclides which are suitable for one of these in-
Vestigations are.obviously unsuitable for the other.
Some years ago it was shown 1"2) that, under very simple assumptions radii
_f nuclei along the line of maximum stability followed the law
(i) R ffi (5/3) % <r 2>½ = 1.123 AI/3+ 2.352 A -I/3- 2.070 A -1,
#here the constants are fitted to electron scattering data, and this law has
recently been confirmed through evidence from u-mesic atoms 3), as is shown in
Figure i. This law should not of course be applied to the detailed variations
between neighbouring nuclei, but approximate compliance with it of a group of
neighbouring nuclides is a good indication that these nuclides will give infor-
mation of type (a), while gross departures from it may indicate shell structure
effects. A good example of this concerns the isotopes Ca _0 and Ca _, for
Which the increase in root mean square radius was found to be only about 0.8
percent 4,5), instead of over 3 percent, as predicted by (i). This result, as
{well as a good fit to the electron scattering data 6) can be obtained from pro-
ton distributions, based on slngle-partlcle wave functions in a Saxon-Woods
well, 7) when account is taken of the larger binding of the last proton in Ca 4_
compared with that in Ca %0. The well parameters ere given in Table i, the fit
in Figure 3. It is seen that the critical surface region is almost the same
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for the two nuclei, although, because of the greater central density of Ca %0,
the conventionally defined surface thickness parameter is smaller in Ca 4%, as
was also found by fitting a Fermi distribution to the data. 6)
We now turn to nuclides for which shell effects are unimportant. We de-
fine the following quantities:
3A dR 3A a R 3A a R
(2) YA =--R_ ' YN R DE ' YZ =-_ '
where YA is defined only along the llne of maximum nuclear stability. Then
considerations of nuclear stability 8) lead to the expression
3A 4Ec
(3) YZ - YN 2Z KA + E C
2)
where K is the coefficient of nuclear compressibility and
(4) E C = 0.715 Z 2 A-I/3MeV
is the nuclear Coulomb energy. For infinite nuclear matter, the compressibility
coefficient is then given by 9)
(5) K = K + K S A -I/3
where the surface coefficient K S = 200 MeV. For heavy nuclides, isotope shift
measurements I0) together with the use of expression (i) yield II)
+61 MeV, K = 120 MeV,(6) YN = 0.65_0.i0, YZ = 1.36z0.21, K = 81_25
while, for A = 58, it has been possible ll) to determine YN and YZ directly
from elastic electron scattering by Fe 56, Ni 58 and Ni 60,
(7) YN = 0.71Z0.16, YZ = 1.20±0.25, K = 59_+24027 MeV, K_ = llO MeV.
Because of the dependence of K on (Yz - YN )-I' quite small errors in YN and YZ
can lead to very large uncertainties in K.
Measurement of the energies of x-rays due to the 2P3/2-1Sl/2 transition in
_-mesic atoms have yielded values of R both for different isotopes of the same
element and -or elements (natural isotopic mixtures only so far) with neigh-
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bouring Z. The latter give VAdirectly , while the former give YN" The dif-
ferences between the measured energies are generally much better known than
the energies themselves, and this reduces the uncertainties in VA and YZ"
Thus, from a measurement 12) of Mo 96 and Mo 98 and that 13) of the natural iso-
topic mixtures of Mo and Rb we find
YA = 1.25±0.40, YN = 0.82±0.09, YZ = 1.80±0.60,(s)
+I00 MeV, K = 80 MeV.K = 35_ 15
To evaluate the error bracket on VA, we estimated the part of the energy dif-
ference which was due to the size effect only, which came to 33 keV, and as-
sumed that the uncertainty in this was the same as that quoted for the total
experimental energy difference, 271.0 ± I0 keV. The rest of the energy dif-
ference is of course due to the extra proton in rhodium.
The above results show that, within the large error brackets, the exper-
Iments are entirely consistent with the simple theory, but yield values of K
that appear to be somewhat lower than the value K = 170 MeV, obtained from
more fundamental considerations. 14) More accurate measurements on _-mesic
x-rays from separated isotopes would settle this point.
7_4 EltonandSwift
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Table i.
Well Parameters and Energy Levels of Ca 40'44
73S
The parameters to, V o a and k refer to a Saxon-Woods well
with spin-orbit coupling, and E refers to the single par$icle
energies in this well. (Distances in fm, energies im MeV.)
Ca 40
2
r o = 1-50, a = 0-68, (r)_ = 3"59
Level
_ISl/2
IP3/2
_rotons i IPl/2
ld5!2
2Sl/2
ia3/2
id512
_eutrons 2Sl/2
id3/2
Vo k
85
I 60 90
7
I 55 ao
53 4o
62"9
52"1
24 •5
15-2
lO-1
8-5
22- o
17-6
Ib-0
E Reaction
expt
24-5
15"i
10-9
8"5
21 "9
18"2
15-o
(p,2p)
(p,2p)
(d,He3), (p,2p)
(_,p), (p,2p)
(p,d)
(p,d)
(y,n), (p,d)
)rotons
Ca _
====
rn = 1-30, a = 0.b0, <r2) $ = 5.41
Level V o k i Eexpt
|
lSl/2 85 -
IP_/2[ bO
I lPl/21
id5/2 I
2Sl/2 55
.id3/2
9O
4O
E i Reacti_
5_.5 -
18-5 -
15-2 -
12-1 12.2 (Y,P)
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TABLE II
Nuclide
Li 6
Li 7
C 12
016
_i 28
$32
Ca 40
Ssxon - Woods --Well Parameters and Energy Levels
(Preliminary Results)
Reaction
isl/2 5b-O 1.42 0"o5 22.7 22.7 (p,2p)
IP_/2 49-5 1"48 _0 O'b5 4-9 4"9 (p,2p)
isl/2 58.0 i._8 - O-b5 25"5 25"5 (p,2p)
IP_/2 58-0 1-58 40 0.65 i0.i 9"9 (t,a)
isl/2 59"5 i'_6 - 0-55 35-9 54"2 (p,2p)
IP_/2 55"5 i-_o 50 0.55 lb.2 io-0 (t,a),(p,2p)
lSl/2 08.0 1.41 - 0.o5 45.8 44.0 (p,2p)
IP_/2 51"5 1.41 45 0"05 18-4 18"b (t,a),(p,2p)
IPl/2 12"0 12"1 (t,a),(p,2p)
ISl/2 81"O i'_ - 0"05 59"i _oO(A_ (e,ep)
IP3/2 35"4 36 ? (p,2p)
65-0 I-_9 70 0"05 27"7 28 ?IPl/2 (p,2p)
I 17"5 18 (p,2p)ld5/2 59"0 i'_9 25 O'b5 5 _ 4
2Sl/2
isl/2 84-0 1"55 - 0"05 bl.5 -
lPs/2 _5-3 -
oo.0 l-D5 oO C.b5 28-5 28 ?IPl/2 (p,2p)
15"5 15"9 (p,2p)
id5/2 51.0 l-JJ O0 0.05
2Sl/2 7.4 7"5 (p,2p)
ISl/2 80"0 i-_8 - 0"55 60-0 _70 (e,ep)
lP3/2 | 53"1 35"2 (p,2p)
IlPl/2 ibO'OI 1-38 75 0"55 126.6 26.6 (p,2p)
Iid5/2 !49"5 1-58 75 0"55 16-0 16-i (p,Rp)
[2Sl/2 8"3 8-4 (d,He 3)
24"5 (p,2p)
15"i (p,2p)
10"9 d,HeJ),(p,2p)
8"5 (y,p),(p,2p)
Changes in Radii
Experimental values of R A -I/3, as obtained from
_-mesic atoms, compared with equation (I) which has
been fitted to the electron scattering results.
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Figure 3 - Proton density distributions for Ca 40 and Ca 44
which yield a fit to the electron scattering
data of figure 2.
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WILETS: The numbers that you obtained for compressability for infinite matter
seem to be on the low side in general from what many-body calculations would
give. This may be right, but I would just like to point out that there is
another effect which can contribute to the reduction of _N' the increase of
nuclear radius with adding neutrons. In the compressability model one assumes
that the neutrons and protons stick together - that as one adds neutrons or
protons one has a uniform increase. There are calculations which qualitatively
show that as you add neutrons - in fact, Ca 40 was one case in point - that the
neutrons tend to stick outside of the protons. This is more than just a shell
effect. It should be a systematic effect. One can use an old argument of
Johnson and Teller about i0 years ago showing that neutrons should lie outside
of protons. Well, this argument doesn't stand by itself anymore. We know
that neutron and proton distributio_are very similar, but the argument was
based upon the fact that the neutrons with higher kinetic energy in the nucleus
climb up higher in the shell model potential well. Now if you increase neutrons
from a distribution where the neutron-proton distributions are similar, the
neutrons will tend to climb up the well faster. So this is a finite surfac_
thickness effect. I think your compressability estimates would go up if one
had a contribution like this.
RAVENHALL: I would just like to mention first that there is work of a kind
that Dr. Elton described on the Ca40-Ca qq isotopes by Perey and Schiller.
It was done to obtain charge distributions from putting protons into a potential
well. I and some students have also done work which I presume involved similar
parameter variations also in the Ca 40, Ca 44, and Ca 48 isotopes but Dr. Elton
has only just received that data.
i
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!ELTON:, To do this fit it is absolutely essential to use the separation energy
data as well, otherwise a unique fit most certainly will not be obtained.
WALL; If one accepts your charge distribution for Ca 40 and Ca _ there is
an a scattering experiment designed to look at the difference in the nuclear
i
Iradius that was reported in the Paris Conference which indicates that Ca 44
iis °significantly larger_though not by an A I/3 increase,than Ca 40 This might
suggest our old friend the neutron skin because we should be examining in
the a scattering just the tail of the nuclear matter distribution.
jELTON: I think Ca _ almost certainly will have a neutron skin. Of course,
l
iwhat we are measuring here is the charge distribution. If we switch off the
coulomb potential and work out the wave function for the neutrons, we get
a neutron skin.
KOLTUN: I just wondered whether the magnetic parts of the electron scattering
are sensitive enough to tell you something about neutrons skins as opposed to
charge distributions?
ELTON: I should be very surprised.
" COHERENTN UTRON PROTON-HOLE EXCITATIONS IN NUCLEI*
S. Fallieros and T. A. Hughes
Bartol Research Foundation
and
B. Goulard %
Universite Lavae
This discussion is closely connected with the paper presented yesterday by
Drs. Walecka and Uberall. In the first figure, we illustrate the familiar situa-
tion of the light nucleus 016 . The shaded region represents the occupied shells
in this nucleus, and we know that the muon capture results in the creation of
what we will call a neutron-proton hole pair, (to be referred as n-p pair);
which brings us over to the nucleus N 16. The various possible configurations
Ithat can be formed this way interact with each other. The appearance of a co-
herent n-p state with angular momentum J=l" is a result of this interaction.
This state will be excited strongly in the _--capture process I), and, as is well
known, it is the isospin counterpart of the giant dipole resonance of 016 . The
relative shift between these 2 levels represents the Coulomb energy difference
between the 2 neighbouring nuclei.
The purpose of this work is to examine the possible presence of such exci-
tations in heavier nuclei. We sum_mrize our results as follows:
A - The existence of the coherent n-_ excitation is expected also in this case,
_hile the existence of the giant dipole resonance is familiar.
- Both states can still be described by definite values of the isotopic spin
uantum number. However, they are no longer members of the same isospin multi-
let.
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Weillustrate thesituationin thecaseof Zr90in Figure2. The
shadedregionis a simplifiedrepresentationf thegroundstateof Zr90; 2
typicaln-_configurationsareshown;the interactionbetweenthevariouscon-
figurationsis illustrateddiagrammaticallyndtherelevantnuclearforcecom-
ponentresponsiblefor this interactionis alsoshown.
Detailedcalculationsof theodd-paritystatesin y90wereperformed2)us-
ingthispicture. Fromthelargenumberof levelsfoundthis way,weselect,
for thepurposeof this talk, acoherent(J=l-) levelwhichis showni the
third figure.Theenergyof this statewasfoundto beapproximately8Mev,i.e.,
I Mevabovethethresholdfor neutronemission.Theradiativewidthof E1tran-
sition fromthis stateto the low-lying2+ statehasalsobeencalculatedand
foundto beof theorderof thecorrespondingWeisskoffestimate.
It is worthnotingherethattheisotopicspinof thegroundstateof the
N-ZZr90is T=-- = 5whilethey90stateunderconsiderationhasisotopicspin2
T= 6. It followsthattheanalogsof thevariousstatesof y90areexpectedto
appearin Zr90at anexcitationenergydeterminedbythecharacteristicCoulomb
energydifferencewhichin this caseis %11Mev.Theanalogof thecoherent
n-pstateis thenpredictedto lie at %21Mevin agreementwi hpreviousesti-
mates3). Thisenergyshouldbecomparedwith theenergyof thegiantdipolere-
sonancewhichis knownto lle at about16Mev(Fig.3).Thegiantresonanceis not
theisospincounterpartof anystatein y90andis thuscharacterizedbyanisotopi,
spinT= 5. Wefind thatabout20%of theelectricdipolesumrule is associated
with the21Mevstate,whilethenormalgiantdipolestateabsorbsmostof the
dipolestrength.Thisis anillustrationof thesplittingof thedipolestrength
in a specificnucleuswithT_0.
Thefragmentationf thedipolestrengthinto2 componentsof different iso-
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topic _pin is expected to occur in all nuclei. A qualitative idea of the dis-
tribution of this dipole strength can be obtained from the following graph. (Fig. 4)
What is plotted is the relative value of the reduced E1 transition rate in
arbitrary units normalized to 1 as a function of the number of excess neutrons
in a nucleus. For an N = Z nucleus, all the strength is concentrated in the
familiar T = 1 component; as N-Z increases, the relative strength,of the compo-
nent with isotopic spin equal to that of the ground state gradually increases
and tends to unity when N becomes much larger than Z.
We should emphasize again that it is the T+I component which is the analog
of the I- state excited in _ capture. Thus, the form factors of these 2 states
will be essentially the same where as the form factors of the state T which is
the normal dipole resonance can be quite different.
* Supported by the Atomic Energy Con_nission and the U. S. Office of Naval
Research under Contract Nonr-3777(00).
Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any purpose of the United
States Government.
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Figurei - Particleandholestatesin 016
Figure2- Particle-holestatesin Br90
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Figure 4 - Graph showing relative value of the reduced EI transition rate in
arbitrary units normalized to 1 as a function of the number of
excess neutrons in a nucleus,
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FNLLIEROS: The fact that this state is unbound by one Mev means that some s
neutron can go very close to the i- level. The question of the energy of
this level could explain the higher transition i- to 2+ .
SEGEL: In the decay of the analogue state in the Yttrium 90, one that you
showed us, the I- to 2+, you said that was about a Weisskopf unit. For an
electric dipole that would be very very strong. Is there any obvious shell
model or physical reason why this state should decay so strongly by gamma ray?
NUCLEARST UCTUREMEASUREMENTSWITH THE BROOKHAVEN COSMOTRON
J. L. Friedes, H. Palevsky, R. J. Sutter, and G. W. Bennett
Brookhaven National Laboratory
R. L. Stearns
Vassar College
D. M. Corley and N. S. Wall
University of Maryland
G. C. Phillips and W. D. Simpson
Rice University
i
About a year ago the Brookhaven group undertook a study of the
Brookhaven Cosmotron to determine whether the energy resolution and energy
stability of the machine were adequate for nuclear structure measurements.
_igure I shows some of the characteristics of the Cosmotron and the results
of the preliminary measurements. The internal beam intensity is around
5 x I0 II protons per pulse. We can extract 20 to 30% of that giving about
i0 II external protons per pulse. The time average current with a 2.5 sec
rep. rate is 8 nA and the beam spill length is I00 to 200 milliseconds. The
energy range can be varied from 500 MeV to 3 BeV. In our preliminary
experiments a year ago we determined the beam energy spread to be less than
i
3 MeV and the long-term beam stability to be better than 1.5 MeV. This
!
latter measurement extended over an 18 hour period and included shutting
the RF off, the magnetic field off, and starting up again. With these
encouraging results we decided to build a large spectrometer system which
Work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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wouldallowsusto doelasticandinelasticscatteringand(p,2p)measure-
mentat I BeVincidentenergy.In this projectwewerejoinedbygroups
fromRiceUniversity,Maryland,andLosAlamos.
Figure2 showstheexperimentalsetup.Thebeamexits fromthe
Cosmotronthrougbtheexternalshims,passesthrougha quadrupoletriplet,
andis thenbent12degreesto reduce'thebackgroundcreatedwhenthebeam
passedthroughtheCosmotronexit window.Aseriesof threebendingmagnets,
twoonrailroadtracks,is thenusedto changetheangleat whichthebeam
strikesthetarget. Thesecondquadrupoletriplet, alsoontr_cks,is used
to obtaintiledesiredbeamspotat thetarget. TheHistancefromtheshims
to thetargetis of theorderof I00feet. Wehavea fixedspectrotz;*ter
whichis located_t 20d_,reeswithrespecto thezerodegre_i.,_a::_line,
andamovingspectrometerwhichcanber_tatedbetween50antiq0degrees
withrespecto thezerodegreebeamlint_. 7bemagnetassociatedwiththis
spectrometeris onrailroadtrackssoit is easilymuv(_d.Thescattering
angleinto thefixedspectrometercanbevariedfrom-5 degreesto 40degrees.
Consequentlythescatteringangleof thesecondspectrometercanbevaried
overtherange30to ii0 degrees.Theanglebetweenthe,twospectr¢_eters
is variablebetween70andii0 degrees.Toget the_n_rgyrcsolutienand
thelargesolidanglesrequiredto dolargemomentumransfermeasurements,
weareusingamagneticspectrometerin conjunctionwithwiresparkchamber
hodoscopesasshowni Figure3. SIand$2areourtriggerscintillation
counters.Therearefourhorizontalhodoscopesbeforethemagnetsandfour
after themagnets.In ourhighresolutionworkthebendingangleis
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mainlydeterminedbyplanesP3,P4,P5,andP6. Theotherplanesareused
for redundency.Thatis, theyareusedto guaranteethat thesparksin
hodoscopes3-6arelocatedat thepointat whichtheparticlepassed.It
is this redundencywhichis veryimportantin reducingaccidentalcounts
andallowsoneto doverylowcrosssectionmeasurements.
Figure4 is a pictureof thehodoscopesastheyareset upin the
spectrometer.Wehaveto useheliumbagsto reducethemultiplecoulomb
scatteringwhichis thelargestsourceof energysmearingin oursystem.
Figure5 showsa close-upof a hodoscope,18in. longby6 in. high;the
wiresare50milsapart. Eachwireis threadedthroughamagneticcore
andafter eacheventwereadout_II thecoresthathaveflipped. This
informationis storedin a buffermemory.Wecansparkthehodoscopes
aboutI00timesperbeampulse. Betweenbeampulseswedumpthedatafrom
thebuffermemoryontomagnetictapeandsimultaneouslydumpit into the
Merlincomputer.Thecomputeranalyzesthedataandpresentsuswithan
on-linedisplaysothatwecandeterminewhetheror nottheexperimentis
runningproperly.
Nowjust to showyouthatwereallyhavestartedtakingsomedataon
this experimentthenextfewfiguresshowsomepreliminaryspectra.The
momentumspectrumshowni Figure6wasobtainedbyputtingtheI BeVbeam
fromtheCosmotronright throughthespectrometer.£hepulletsarc .8MeV
apartandthefull widthat halfmaximumis 5MeV.Thiswidthis almost
entirelydueto multiplecoulombscatteringin theplanes.Wearenearing
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completion of a set of planes 1/I0 as thick as the ones we used to take
this data, and which will give a multiple coulomb scattering contribution
to the energy resolution of less than I MeV. We are confident that it is
possible to obtain a total resolution between 1 and 2 MeV for a single
spectrometer. Figure 7 shows the scattering of 1 BeV protons from water
at 9.3 degrees. You can see the ground state and the first excited state
of oxygen. The rather large peak is p,p elastic scattering from the
hydrogen in the water. The background rate, that is, the target-out to
target-in ratio, is only a few percent and offers no problems. In
Figure 8 we show the scattering of 1 BeV protons from carbon at 9.3 degrees.
Again, you can see the separation of the elastic and first excited states.
With our new planes w_' expect that th_s separation will impr._!ve s_b-
stantially. The rath_r large bump is qu_si-e[astic scattering. To get
some preliminary numbers we also ran car,>on _t 40 degrees which corresponds
to a momentum transfer of a little over I BcV/c. At this angle we are
measuring a cross section of a few microbarns. The background_ss still
only a few percent. Even more important the accidental coincidence rate
was less than a fraction of 1%. Th_s is mainly due to the fact that the
planes have such a high rejection ratio for accidental events.
I think you can see that this equipment can be quite useful for
investigating nuclear structure.
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F igure  1 - C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of  t h e  Ccsmctron and 
r e s u l t s  of p r e l i r i n a r y  measurements.  
F igu re  2 - Experimental  s e t u p  - Comot ron  e x t e r n a l  beap 111. 
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Figure 3 - Higll r e s o l u t i o n  spectrometer. 
Figure 4 - Equipment view ?hni.ring f i r a t  i u u r  txodoscopes 
of t h e  spectrometer. 
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Scattering of 1 Bev Protons from 
H20 at 9.3" (l&b). Each data point 
is separated by 0.83 MeV. The left- 
the near-by group 
states at z 6 MeV. The strong, right- 
hand group is mostly elastic p-p 
scattering and some quasi-elastic 
scattering. I 
Figure 7 
Scattering of 1 Bev protons f r o m  
graphite at 9.3" (lab). The left- 
hand group is elastic scattering from 
C 1 2 ,  the adjacent grou 
inelastic group from CP2174ai3 MeV) 
while the broad right-hand group is 
quasi-elastic scattering. 
.- - __ --- 
. - __ . __ 
- 
Figure 8 
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S_RY OFWILLIAMSBURGcONFERENCEON II_T RMEDIATE ENERGY PHYSICS
D.H. Wilkinson
University of Oxford
Before I begin I have two announcements to make on behalf of Her
Majesty's government. The first is that we are terribly pleased to see
how well you are getting on over here; the second is that I shall be happy
to receive your taxes at the end of the session.
you may be wondering how Linc Wolfenstein and I are going to divide
between us the job of summarizing the conference. So am I. I think the
arrangement that I reached with him is that I talk about the machinery and
he talks about the nuts and bolts: I talk about the nuclear aspects of what
we have been doing for the last couple of days and he talks about the
couplings - the elementary particle aspects.
In doing my job I'm certainly not going to try to be synoptic, either
in the sense of going into all the different approaches to the subject that
have been talked about, nor in the sense of mentioning everybody who has
said anything. In fact I must be yery selective and try to pick out the more
novel things, recognizing that much of real value will have to go unmentioned.
There just has been too much talked about to summarize in toto in a short
time. Also, I don't intend, in any way, to referee or adjudi%ate between
certain, shall ! call them, alternative, accounts of the subject we've
received - particularly on the first day. My personal view is that Telegdi's
account was superior to that of Devons in the measure that _e is my chairman
this afternoon and Devons' account was superior in that it was funnier,
though I think this was probably just due to Telegdi's better-developed sense
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of propriety. Nor shall I reveal in whose talk it was that, when the
alarm clock went off, Torleif Ericson turned to me and said, "Ahh...g'morning. 'q
Well, with that maybe I can approach my subject. I have been rather
exercised to know whether to try to sun_narize this conference or perhaps
rather another one that I had thought we might be going to have. By this
I do mean something rather serious. In this conference, we've plunged
right into the middle of things and had, as it were, an account of the
state of the art_ a topical conference, a discussion of the kinds of nuclear
structure measurements that are being made by what are largely new methods.
We haven't attempted to justify to ourselves in any detail why we should want
to use these new methods. In the other conference, the one that we have not
had, we would have looked rather more critically at the kinds of nuclear
structure information that are going to come out of using elementary parti-
cle probes and the higher energy regions. To a large degree, the kind of
work that we have heard about at this conference started simply because
elementary particle beams were available from big accelerators which had
begun to outlive their usefulness for elementary particle work. But now
one is making new particle beams at existing accelerators and talking about
making new big accelerators largely for nuclear structure studies. Now
the mere fact that it can be done is certainly no reason for doing an
experiment or for embarking on a new type of research. It's not even a
good enough reason that it is very expensive. Personally, I don't feel
that we've had enough emphasis at this meeting, or at any other for that
matter, on the novelty of the nuclear structure information that will come
from these new methods. In this field, the borderland betwe_u nuclear
Sunmmry- NuclearStructure
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structure and elementary particle physics, it is most important to distinguish
critically between the phenomenon and its interpretation. Too often, in
my view, have the more purple proposals, although there are honorable
exceptions, emphasized what can be done and failed to point out the formidable
difficulties that interpose themselves between the data and their translation,
in unambiguous terms, into information about the nucleus. Final state
interactions, multiple and plural scattering, off the energy shell, momentum
dependence, configuration mixing, intermediate coupling, higher order terms:
these are the four-letter words of intermediate energy physics; perhaps it
is modesty that prevents our hearing them more often. There are also some
signs of reticence in pointing out what we know already. I may therefore,
just from time to time, draw your sober attention to comparisons between
the new approaches and old, sometimes very old, ones. Of course, alternative
approaches are always valuable. If something is important it should always
be done at least twice. If it is sufficiently important, it should be
done by a number of totally different methods. All this having been said,
I want to declare my hand: I am in favor of nuclear structure physics at
high energies, I am in favor of the meson factories, I am in favor of
kaons, anti-protons and neutrinos for the nucleus. But I also think that
our chance of getting them is the greater if we recognize and admit that
the way is rough.
My sermon over, this brings me at last to the conference proper.
Beginning at the beginning, with muoni¢ x-rays, we saw, I think for the
first time, some kind of confrontation between the information on the charge
distribution that one gets from electron scattering and from the muonic x-rays.
Until quite recently, certainly until the renaissance of muonic x-ray work
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through the GeLi-counter, muonic x-rays told us only <r_. They hadn't
approached a second parameter; they hadn't approached the details of the
nuclear charge distribution. But now they are doing that. The results
are now sensitive to two parameters. Ravenhall, in his interesting talk,
compared electron scattering with muonic x-rays. He did this in what I
consider to be a slightly optimistic spirit, assuming that we understand
both processes perfectly. In other words, he combined the results from
electron scattering and muonie x-rays and showed that you can get a hint
that the nuclear charge distribution may have a slightly longer tail than
is represented by the familiar Fermi parameterization. I think this is a
fine and provocative thing to do, but I personally would llke to see us,
as far as possible, keep the two approaches separate. Find the charge
distribution from electron scattering on the one hand and from muonic x-rays
on the other - and then put the two together at the end when one has learnt
as much as one can about the parameterization from the two approaches in-
dependently, with all their attendant uncertainties. Ravenhall was not
doing this: he was putting them together at the beginning and using the
charge distribution just as a link between the electron scattering and the
muonic x-rays. Incidentally, the fact that he could get such an interesting
suggestion by combining quite old and very-much-improvable electron
scattering data with quite new and very-much-improvable muonic x-ray data
shows what we may have in store.
I think it might be useful to ask what sort of precision one must
achieve in the muonic x-ray measurements if you want to make statements
about two parameters and, more particularly, if you want to make statements
about three parameters. Now electron scattering, particularly the recent
Stanford work in calcium, is beginning to show that one can there meaningfully
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talk about a third parameter. Of course, we don't yet know how to use it.
The way in which one uses a third parameter is, at the moment, very much a
matter of personal choice, and thereby hangs a severe problem, but at least
it looks as though one can begin to think in those terms. So in the muonie
x-ray case also one must talk in the same terms of three rather than two
parameters or one is not in business. This has not been mentioned at this
meeting explicitly, although I thought it would be. Since it hasn't I
will give some numbers that come from the Los Alamos meson factory proposal.
Let's suppose that we'd like to find out about the charge distribution in
the form: _' + RJI.+ ,)
The term _r 2 is a representation of one possible use of the third parameter-
to make the nucleus hollow in the middle. The rest is the usual Fermi-type
distribution. The question is: how accurately must one make the muonic
x-ray measurements to get all three parameters to a usable accuracy?
Take the reasonable ranges: a 0.5 to 1.5 fm; R 1.0 - 1.2 A I/3 fm;a0 - 1.25
(A I/3 fm) -2. _ = 1.25 (A I/3 fm) "2 makes the central charge density in a
heavy nucleus about half that of the edge, so it's not wholly unreasonable.
Now if you talk about the high energy transition, 2p--) is, then this
complete range of parameters corresponds to about a 1MeV change in the
x-ray energy which, of course, is enormous. But if one fixes this
enerKy exactly and then goes to the next transition, say 3d _ 2p, the
variation in its transition energy given by the full range of variation of
the parameters is down to some tens of keV. If we have fixed these two
transitions exactly the range of energy variation of a third transition
corresponding to the complete range of variation of the parameters is some-
thing like 2 keV. This shows that if one wants to attempt to determine three
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parameters from muonic x-rays alone then you have to do measurements that
are significantly better than a couple of kilovolts. GeLi-counters now
have resolutions of around 5 keV or better aHd that will go down a little
bit_ presumably. So 3 with the kind of statistics that one would get out of
a meson factory_ one should achieve energy determinations of the order of
I00 eV - being realistically optimistic. With that_ one could indeed obtain
the three parameters reasonably well. But there are two extremely im-
portant provisos: I) Calibration with an accuracy of less than a keV is
difficult. The N 16 type of calibration that we've seen a lot of at this
meeting is limited by the accuracy with which one does conventional nuclear
structure energy level measurements. It's not going_ I think_ to improve
rapidly to the 1/10th of a keV region at 6 MeV although it is not impossible.
There's a big problem in utilizing the kind of accuracy of which the GeLi-
counter is already capable - a keV or better. 2) The polarization question
about which we have heard quite a lot - the second order shift w_ eh is
associated with virtual transitions into excited states and back again to
the ground state. We do not know how big this polarization effect is. It
has been lumped into the parameterization of the charge distribution. It
is obviously very difficult to determine it and to know you have determined
it. Typically the calculations of polarization shifts for the low-lying
states of heavy elements range from about 3 keV up to about i00 keV; the
latter figure may be seen to be too high_ because of the approximations that
have been made but the former may well be too low. So any analyses of
muonic x-ray energies that are really sensitive to a few keV - 5 keV let's
say - may be disastrously disturbed by polarization effects. But how do we
know? For certain investigations_ polarization effects may be made to cance
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out or nearly cancel out but in the dead reckoning kind of work they will
not. Certainly one has got quite a long way to go in muonie x-ray studies;
both technically and in understanding the finer details of the process.
It may be that one does better by comparing directly with electron scatter-
ing as Ravenhall was doing, but I am uneasy about that because electron
scattering has its problems too; I return to my suggestion that one should
get as much independent information cut of the two methods as possible before
putting them together.
We heard quite a bit about the isotope shift and, so far as one sees at
the moment, things are going quite nicely there, both in the light elements,
calcium, and in the heavy ones. The conclusions that were being drawn from
the muonic x-ray isotope shift tallied very well with what we knew from
other data: electron scattering in the calcium case and the long-familiar
optical isotope shift in the heavy elements. Let us remember that we have
known about these effects for decades from atomic spectra, and as was remarked,
perhaps one of the useful features of the muonic x-ray studies will be to
normalize the isotope shifts that one gets from atomic spectra. The muonic
shifts can be used to normalize because in the case of the muon one has just
a hydrogenic atom with none of the terrible complications that attend the
determination of the electronic wavefunctions in the atomic case. I'm told
by our chairman, I know nothing about this, that there are very delicate
and diffi_ul£ p_ublems in Lhe op£ical isotope s_hift in lighter elements
where the muon data will be able to help separate out the easily understood
parts of the effect from those that give great difficulty.
Let us now go on to the quadrupole moment. One important aspect of
the quadrupole effect in muonic x-rays was not mentioned, perhaps because
it is so obvious, and that is its sensitivity to the sign of the quadrupole
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moment.It is extremelydifficult to getexperimentalinformationabout
thesignof thenuclearquadrupolemomentfromconventionalmethodsalthough
thereorientationeffect (asit usedto becalled)in Coulombexcitation
providesoneapproachandit is a greatrelief (although,of course,wekn_w
it all thetime,nowthat it turnsout to beright) to discoverthatthe
signsof thequadrupolemomentsin theheavyelementsareconsistentwith
ourpastbeliefsandprejudices.Theremaybea futurefor muonsin de-
terminingsignsof quadrupolemoments;herearesomeregionsof theperiodic
tablewhereoneis still unsurebothexperimentallyandtheoreticallyof the
signof thequadrupolemoment.However,thesensitivityfrommuonwork
dropsoff ratherrapidlyasonegoesto thelighterelementswheretheam-
biguitiesaremostlyfound.Wemightalsonor in passingthatmuonslook
asthoughtheywill bequiteausefultool for measuringsmallishquadrupole
momentsin regionsnot toofar fromsphericalsymmetry;wesawat this meeting
quadrupolesplittingsor broadeningsdueto rathersmallquadrupolemoments.
I don'tthinkit wasemphasizedat themeetingthat thequadrupole
splitting inheavyelementsi verysensitiveto thepenetrationof the
muonwavefunctioninto thenucleus.Thelargesteffect in thex-rayenergy
comes,of course,fromthepenetrationi the is-orbit. The2p-orbit,from
whichthequadrupoleeffectsof the2p---)Is transitioncome,alsopenetrates
verysignificantlyandthequadrupolesplittingsthatoneobservesin the
heavyelementsarelessbya factorof about2 thanthosethat onewouldget
withoutpenetration.Soquadrupolesplittings in 2p--->is transitionsdo
notyieldquadrupolemoments- rather,oneis measuringtheformfactorof
thequadrupolemoment.Onedeterminesthequadrupolemomenttimesthe
penetrationfactorandonemustseparateout thesetwoeffects. Thiscanbe
done,frommuonicx-raysalone,bygoingto thenextstage,by lookingat
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the3_---)2ptransitionsandthe3d-->2p--)is cascadeswhichare
exceedinglycomplicated.Thishasnotyet beenproperlydone- onehas
notyet unravelledin all detail the complicated quadrupole patterns associated
with the 3d --# 2p transitions. But if one can do it, then one will be able
to separate out the penetration effect from the intrinsic quadrupole moment
effect and so get a measure of both. The quadrupole moment will cancel
out in the comparison between the 3d --) 2p and 2p --_ Is sets of transitions
giving the penetration factor which can then be put back into either set to
get the quadrupole moment. These considerations make it seem to me premature
to try to discuss detailed models of the structure of the quadrupole moment
form factor either static or dynamical. When one has a detailed model of
a uucleus, particularly the way in which the surface thickness changes with
angle, then one can compute the static form factors by dead reckoning. At
the same time, in understanding the dynamical quadrupole effects, the in-
volvement of excited nuclear states whose importance is due to the fact
that the magnetic fine structure splitting between the IP3/2 and IPl/2
states is of comparable energy to that of the strongly-enhanced E2 first
excited state transitions, there are very interesting model-dependent
questions; particularly whether the off-diagonal E2 matrix elements are the
same as the diagonal ones, in other words, whether the simple-minded Bohr-
Mottelson account of the situation is applicable. If one does look at the
complete picture of the L and K transitions, then one will he able to settle
at the same time both the problem of the intrinsic quadrupole moment and also
the comparison between the diagonal and the off-diagonal E2 matrix elements.
So, as a complete outsider, my reaction to this situation is that one ought
to take some very small number of cases and really do them extremely well.
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It's very nice to have data on a lot of different nuclei_ but my own
purely personal feeling is that it would be more valuable over the next
year or so to take very few cases and do them in very great detail.
Another important point that was raised several times at Lhis ueeting
was the magnetic hyperfine splitting of the Is-state: the problem of the
distributed dipole moment. We saw that the Is-state splitting_ the two
spin couplings between the muon and the nucleus 3 has indeed been detected.
Since the Is-state penetrates so deeply thls_ of eourse_ is again a form
factor matter--something which depends on the detailed spatial distribution
of the magnetic moment. Again 3 we've had information on this for many
years from phenomena such as the magnetic hyperfine structure anomaly.
There are even review articles on it. So, don't let's pretend that we're
finding something very novel here, yet at least. However_ crude as its
present information i8, it is another approach to the problem and_ further-
more_ one of considerably greater generality than the others that are
available. So we might hope to get, in the end_ parameters that relate to the
distribution of the magnetic moment running through a large part of the
periodic table. This again is a model-sensitive matter; we already know the
magnetic moment itself with essentially infinite accuracy but even a rather
crude measurement of the form factor may be very valuable in chosing between
models.
I should like to interject something here. As I said earlier on_ there
is no point in doing a measurement simply because it can be done. Sometimes
one gets the impression that there is little other motivation. I think it's
extremely important to recognize that there is no justification at all for this
kind of work unless you are getting information that is model sensitive. The
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only direct quote that I'll make from this conference bears on this
attitude: "People who are fussy about the kind of model we use _ight object..."
We have to be fussy. If we are not going to get data that are model sensitive
then we certainly ought not to get support for doing this kind of physics.
Before leaving muonie x-rays I should like to make the point which
was made by one or two speakers_ particularly Devons, that we are here not
just finding out about nuclei as we normally know them) we are studying
a new sort of object-a nucleus with a muon inside. And the fact that, for
example, we are studying uranium with a charge of 91 instead of 92 may
be quite interesting. The muon-nucleus coupling will essentially change
the nuclear structure and the way in which that comes about is obviously
a matter of great interest and importance. And that we can't do by other
methods.
I'd like nOw to say a bit about muon capture. I don't want to spend
very much time on this except to remark that we may have recognized quite an
important clue as to new forms of collective motion.
The study of collective motion is something which has been extremely
profitable for nuclear structure physics in the last decade. To find the
simplest ways in which nucleons behave under various circumstances is clearly
an important starting point for a more detailed model of the nucleus.
Familiar among collective motions is the giant electric dipole vibration which
we can visualize through the Go!dhaher-Te!!cr model, incomplete but invaluable
as a sort of mnemonic. It can be described as protons vibrating collectively
against neutrons without spin-flip. This T=-I, I vibration, has been
pointed out by Walecka, Uberall and Foldy as being excited by the vector
part of the coupling in the case of muon absorption. But then we have
other possible similar collective vibrations such as the spin-isospin
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vibrationin whichtheproton-neutronrolesareinterchangedand neutron-
proton vibrates against neutron-proton. This again is T=I with 0-_ 1-_ and
2- states excited by the axial vector part of the muon coupling. The pure
spin wave vibration is of no interest to us at the moment because it's of
T=-O and so can't be excited by muon capture. The T=-l_ 0-_ 1-_ and 2- states
are difficult to identify in electromagnetic transitions although there
are signs of the l- and 2- components in inelastic electron scattering_ in-
creasing_ as they should_ with increasing momentum transfer. All these
T=-l states should be excited by muon absorption- Indeed if one interprets
quantitatively the absolute muon absorption rates_ particularly in oxygen_
then one gets agreement between theory and experiment only by raising the
energy of the electric dipole_ T=I l- vector vibration from that which you
calculate without residual interactions up to the point experimentally ob-
served in the photonuclear reaction and with it the energies of the T=I 0-_
1-_ 2- axial vector vibrations. We know that the axial vector contribution
to the absorption must be quite significantly stronger than the vector
contribution in the case of the Goldhaber-Teller model and it's almost the
same for a more realistic model. The contribution from the axial vector
part summed over all its components is about three times that from the
vector part. So_ the bulk of the absorption rate will come from the T=-l_
0-_ 1-_ 2- collective vibrations_ and if we raise their calculated energy
by the same factor that we know experimentally we must raise thst of the
T=l_ l- vibration we get agreement between theory and experiment. So here
we have_ from the muon absorption process_ a quite-significant clue about
the existence of this type of unusual collective motion and also a rough
hint as to where it is to be found. The detailed theoretical predictions
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depend very much on nuclear structure considerations and to some degree
on couplings, particularly on the validity of the Universal Fermi Interaction.
If you want to find out about the couplings themselves, you must look at
transitions to particular states not at overall absorption rates. Then you
tend to get completely bedeviled by the nuclear matrix elements. If you
take transitions where the nuclear matrix elements are known you learn
nothing about nuclear structure but you learn something about the couplings:
not my side of the fence for this afternoon.
I'll go quickly on to pions and see what I've got here. Pion phenomenona
are of several kinds and, again, x-rays and absorption are the two chief
chapters. We saw a derivation of a pion optical model potential by Ericson.
Whether this is exactly the right potential or not, I don't know and it is
not important for what I want to say. What I learned chiefly from Ericson's
talk was the enormously high standard of freshman physics in Sweden which
apparently includes the Lorentz-Lorenz effect. I'm not being unkind in
saying that, I didn't learn anything else only because I'd read all his
preprints. The point that he is making, or the point I'd like to extract
from his talk, is that in the shifts and widths of pionic energy levels we
possibly do have an approach to the experimentally extremely difficult
question of nucleon correlations inside the nucleus. As he pointed out,
in the pion-nucleus interaction one should have two-nucleon processes in play
as well as one nucleon processes and one would expect on rather general
grounds to find there the analogue of the Lorentz-Lorenz effect, the non-
linear dependence of the refractive index on pressure of a polarizable gas_
an effect coming from the proximity of scattering centers. So, if one can
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detect this effect in the pion case and understand it_ then it should give
a quantitative measure of the degree of nucleon-nucleon correlation inside
the nucleus which we would very much like to find out. The point about
pionic x-rays is that_ by measuring the width of the pionic states_ one is
determining an absolute time scale. There is no point in simply seeing
pions being absorbed in nuclei with two fast nucleons coming out and saying
that this proves that we have correlations. It doesn't tell us a thing about
how strong those correlations are_ what fraction they represent of the overall
wavefunction. But through the x-rays one gets an absolute measure of
the time_ and this can then be directly related_ in principle_ to the
nueleon-pion properties themselves and so can be turned into a measure of
the absolute degree of correlation. That_ I think_ is more a hope at the
moment than a real achievement but Ericson's work demonstrates the value
of better experimental data and further theoretical study_ particularly
perhaps on the importance of final state as well as initial state corre-
lations in determining the absorption rates.
An interesting point that Ericson made is that radiative pion capture
as observed at Liverpool_ mayj by its analogy with muon capture_ enable us
to get some kind of handle effectively on the neutrino spectrum in muon
capture. _is might be valuable in discussing the details of the excitation
of the collective states.
We do have some data which are consistent with Ericson's potential_
reported by Crowe_ namely the energy shifts of high pionic levels. Accurate
pionic x-ray measurements over a wide range of elements and transitions_
showed departures of the transition energies from those computed by taking
771
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account vacuum polarization alone which were rather nicely accounted
by the Ericson potential. This_ obviously_ should be pursued. It is
_ely a matter of the tail of the real part of the potential. If it comes
right_ one will have more confidence in interpreting data_ the level
hs_ which depend on the imaginary part of the potential which is itself
fly a two-nucleon matter - the correlations. So it seems as though a
inuing study of the energy shifts of the not-very-much-shifted high
Lic states will be valuable for testing our ideas about the pion potential.
whole point here is that it's useless simply to parameterize the pion
ntial. We can only get to a measure of correlations if we are using a
ntial which is computed from pion-nucleon and pion-nucleon-nucleon
Soj simply to parameterize a potential that accounts for the pion
y energies will not get us anywhere in the study of correlations.
_e absorption of pions may be very valuable in looking at certain
cts of nuclear structure. We saw some very nice data both from Rochester
from Liverpool on quantitative aspects of the nucleon-nucleon correlation
owing stopped pion capture. In particular the Rochester data showed that
n-n to n-p ratio_ the ratio of neutron-neutron to neutron-proton pairs
approximately 4 to 1 and as high as 6 to 1 in some cases_ for example
_en. Since the neutron-proton initial state is a triplet and so has a
er statistical weight_ one naively expects a ratio of about ] to I. One
n't be too hasty in the interpretation of data of this kind. The simplest-
ed explanation_ of course_ is just that the triplet force at the nucleon-
con separations of about 0.5 fm involved in pion absorption_ is stronger
_ the singlet force. But_ as Koltun pointed out_ there is also rescattering
e taken into account_ the charge-exchange version of which contributes t_
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capture in the triplet but not in the singlet state; this then boosts the
n-n to n-p ratio. So one cannot interpret the data very simply and directl_
This may be an example of a case where the elementary particle physics_ so I
speak 3 is a little bit too difficult at the moment to permit us to interprel
the nuclear structure aspects_ important though they obviously are.
This_ as summaries usually arej has been far too short and far too
selective. But if I m_y_ in addition_ give an overall impression it is tha
we are only just beginning. We are trying out our new tools but have not
yet learnt much about the nucleus that we didn't know before. In that
narrow sense we have learnt nothing from this conference. In the longer
view we have learnt the potential power of many new approaches to the nucle
Whenever there is a new way in there is something new to be found even thou
it may take time and a lot of hard work to find it. I am convinced as I
said earlier_ that these new lines which give us new interactions_ new
momentum transfers and that are sensitive to different aspects of nuclear
structure from the traditional approaches should be pursued and pursued
vigorously; we shall probably get further if we don't try to run before
we are sure we know how to crawl.
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ERICSON: I wanted to make a comment on your statement that in mu-_esic x-rays
all quadrupole effects have been sorted out in the 2p-ls transition. They
have actually also been sorted out in the 3d-2p transition, contrary to what you
said. So, I just wanted to correct this misunderstanding.
WILKINSON: Well, I do apologize if that's true. My understanding was that there
was no case in which all the possibly visible 3d-2p lines had been detected and
their energies measured with sufficient precision to do the unscrambling job
that I was talking about.
TELEGDI: In discussing the problem of analyzing mu-mesic x-rays winding up
in an ultimate accuracy of the order of a faction of a kilovolt you suggested
some problems, the best known being the ill-known or ill-computed nuclear
polarization. There's one more effect which had been made clear to me by Dr.
Hargrove which is present to this level of accuracy when one includes in higher
states. That is that when you make very refined measurements in the higher
states you have to allow for the shielding by atomic electrons. This is very
hard to handle because you don't know quite how many are there at the time of the
mesic transition.
SUM_AdYOFCONF_E
L. Wolfenetein
Carnegie Institute o£ Technology
I want to su_arize the various things that have been learned
and can be learned about the interactions of elementary particle# from
experiments in this general energy range. We have been talking about
below 1 Be_. 1 shall not try to cover all the thin_s that have been
discussed at this conference, but in order %o give some wider perspec-
tive, I will discuss some things which have not been discussed at this
cor_erence.
i'i1 start with the weak interactions° One question concerning
weak interactions of a very fum_mental sort has been mentioned. It
concerns the question of CPT invariance. Discussion was given on an
experiment, of a very preliminary character, to compare the _ and
_- lifetime. It should be noted that there is rather strong evidence
for CPT invariance in strong interactions given by the equality of the
K and K masses to a high degree of accuracy of the order of a part
in i0 l&, but in weak interactions the evidence is much less. We have,
+
however, rather stronger data on the > , _- lifetime eq_ty from
experiments at Golumbia a couple of years ago, which show a very close
equality of those lifetimes.
Let me say then a little about mB decay, a _bJect not, I
think, mentioned _ this conference. MM decay is in a sense the
prototype of all weak interactions, In that it's a purely leptonic
process. This means that it provides the simplest weak interaction
to study without worrying about strong interaction effects, since
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processeslike neutrino-eAectron scattering have not been done. So,
it's of great interest to find out as -,_ch as one can about mu decay.
_he lifetime of the mu, which has been measured very accurately, gives
us a value for the fundamental Fermi constant. Measurements of the
parameter for the decay spectrum, which has been measured recently by
groups at Columbia and Chicago to an accuracy of the order of I%, agree
with the theoretical value of_ = 0.?5. i think it's interesting to
pursue experimentally as much as one can about mu decay. The fact
that it agrees very well with the theory we believe, the _(I + _5)
theory, should not keep us from searching further for possible deviations.
Cne might give for historical perspective the fact that in the 1930's,
_he Dirac equation gave a very good ur_erstanding of the energy levels
of the hydrogen atom and of the g factor of the electron. We now know
that it is the deviations from the _irac equation, the fact that the
g factor is not 2 and the energy levels are not those of the Dirac
equation, which are the real triumphs of quantum eiectrodyn_cs.
Perhaps we may find snmll deviations in mu decay, which m_y give us a
new understanding of weak interactions. Unfortunately, we have no reason
to believe that this will occur at the level of one part in lO0, or one
part in a lO00, but the kind of infor_tion that we hope to find out
is about the structure of the weak interaction -- questions related
to such things as possible intermediate bosons or higher order effects,
as well a8 any other kinas of structure.
Let me turn then to the semi-ieptonic week interactions. These
are the weak interactions such as those responsible for the beta decay
of the neutron or mu capture, how, there are various questions we may
ask about these. C_e question concerns the mu-eleetron universality
for the axial vector current. _vidence comes from the ratio of
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f--_edecay to _--)_ decay, known quite well. A detailed analysis
given by a_lecka of thela capture experiment for the rate of_
capture in C 12, measured by _iegeland collaborators, as con_ared
to the 2 2 _decay £t-value also gives evidence of universality for
the axial vector interaction, claimed to be of comparable accuracy.
k second question concerns the conserved vector current theory (CVC),
and measurements over the last few years of the branching ratio, for
_+
.._ 0 + e + + y (this rate is predicted to give a branching ratio
of 10-8), has given this ratio to an accuracy of the order of I0_
as a confirmation o£ CVCo We also obtain a prediction of _, the
• eak magnetie_ coupling in mu-capture from CVC. Another, s_what
kess clear, but apparently quite important hypothesis, sometimes called
the partially conserved axial vector current hypothesis, gives us an
_erstancimg of the Goldberger-Tre_ relation for the pi lifetime.
_t the same time, it gives us a prediction for the induced pseudo-
scalar interaction in mu capture. This prediction is that the induced
pseudo-scalar coupling is approximately 7.5 times the axial vector
:ouplin E. One other property of great interest is the so-called
>ehavior of the weak interaction current under the G transformation.
is a transformation invariance of the stron_ interaction and if one
_ssumes that the weak interaction current transforms like _ (I+VS)
5hen one makes a prediction about the transformation property of the
_eak currents. In particular, one argues then for the absence of
_o-called induced scalar, or induced tensor ccalplin_s, how, we ask
_o what extent one can check these various assumptions frummuon
:apture experiments. Since onehas a limited amount of data, one Just
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has to say "Assume some of the hypotheses" and ask how well one has
checked some of the others. As one example, Fig. i is a copy of a
graph given in a recent publication by H. P. C. Rood from CE_.N in
which he analyzes eeeentiall_the H and He 3 data. (In reaoing this
curve, I believe one should take the right-hand dashed iine for He 3
and move it a bit over to the right, both because the center of gravity
and the error, I think, are slighlymis-estimated in the paper.)
The cross shown, which is the universal Fermi interaction with all
the assumptions I make, namel_ g$=O (no scalar), gT=O (no induced
tensor), with a pseudoscalar of about 7.5, lies pretty much in the
center of the experimental region, and therefore tells us that
within the accuracy of the most useful experiments, H and He 3 cap-
Lure, we have very good agreement with all these assumptions. On
the other hand, it's clear that the limits are not so great. One
would ask how much variation in the induced pseudoscalar, or how zmach
tensor one could have, one sees that there is a fairly large varia-
tion. If you vary the induced pseudoscalar, for example, then you
might come down perhaps to five and maybe up to 12 or something like
that. I would say that it would be of great interest to get a more
accurate figure in hydrogen. Hydrogen can now be calculated quite well.
The chief uncertair_ies for calculating muon capture in hydrogen, I
would say, are no longer the molecules, which seem to have been cal-
culated quite well now. A number of people have calculated and all
gotten the same results for the molecular wave function. 5o muon cap-
Lure, even in liquids, would seem an interesting thin 6 to pursue with
a higher degree of accuracy, lhe greatest uncertainties most likely
are due to the uncertainty in the ft-value of the neutron, which is
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on_ known to about 3%, and in radiative correctic_s which have not
been calculated. So that, theoretical_, if c_e had the ft.-value of the
neutron to 1%, one could interpret an experiment on muon capture rates,
either in Eases or in liquids, to an accuracy of about _. So it
would be worthwhile to have a 2% number on the mon capture rate in
hydrogen - a very funoamental number. _henone cc_es down to that level
of accuracy, of course, one would have to be concerned with such ques-
ti_s as what is the axial vector form factor. One doesn't know. It has
tried to be measuredby neutrino scattering experiments but_hese are
not very accurate. Perhaps the most likely interpretation of such
experiments_uldbe as giving us a better value for the induced pseudo-
scalar coupling. In fact the theory does require that the induced
pseudoscalar be very close to this number 7.5 gA & If it were to be
very _/fferent in capture in hyurogen, this would indicate that we
really did not Understand the Goloberger-Treiman relation. It would
look like that was an accident• C f course, it has been pointed out
that in complex nuclei itls less clear what the inOuced pseudoscalar
interaction shoulo be.
There are other problems in muon capture which have been alluded
to. These, however, had to oo with capture in complex nuclei. The
problem of the capture rate in He & and others, on the whole, I think
belong t_ Professor _ilkinson's part of the afternoon - though he did
not mention them.
Now, I want to turn to the electromaEnetic interaction. There
are various questions to be raised. One which has been raised recently
is the question of charge conjugation invariance of electroma6netic
interactions. This has been raised, as you know, because of the dis-
covery of CP violation in the K 0 decay and this has led people
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(particularly Professor Lee) to suggest that perhaps this can be
explained as due to a par2ty-conserving, but C-violating electromag-
netic interaction. One of the things suggested by this has been a
search for the decay of the 0 into 3 gamms rays. Unfortunately, the
phase space considerations, in so far as you can make them, indicate
that this rate ought to be of the order of lO -6 of the rate of 0
going to 2 gamma rays or less. _he phase space is slightly harm to
calculate. ¢_ere you compare 2-body phase space to 3-body phase space
0
you need a radius, and it is not clear what the radius of _ is;
whether one should use the pion mass or some vector meson mass which)
of course)_akes a very large difference. Searches have been made for
the decay of the 0 to 3 gammas at CERN and at Dubna. 'i_ese give a
limit to this rate which is perhaps a little better than lO -5 of that
going to 2 _'s, but that is not very significant.
second question with respect to electromagnetic interactions
is the general question of whether the muon and electron have the same
electromagnetic interactions. A number of tests of this have been made,
all of which give us the answer that they do have the same electromagnetic
interactions. One of these, of course, is the classic experiment on
the g factor or (g - 2) of the mu-meson. _,t higher energies, experi-
ments have been done on the scattering of mu-mesons from protons, which
agree with the electron scattering from protons. One might also say
that the_e ux_eriments concerning mu-mesic atoms, to the extent that
they agree with electron smatterings, provide a measure of the electro-
magnetic interaction being the same. Finally, of course, there are
the very elegant measuremen s of the hyperfine structure of muonium
which Professor Hu_:hes reported.
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Nowiet meturnto the electromagnetic interaction as a probe
of the structure of particles. _his was alluded to in two contribu-
tions to this conference. In the first place the discussion was given
by Professor Hughes concerning the hyperfine structure anomaly in H.
The way this atomic physics problem got into this conference was
that Professor hughes' experiment itself beccles as good a way as any,
or a better way, for determining the fine structure constant. Consider-
ing the years when one wondered if one eou/_ find muoniumat all, 1
think this is a great credit to Professor Ht_hes.
The result, when you take the value of a from muoni_m, and
put it into the hyperfine calculation, is an anoma_ of 45 parts per
million in H. %_is is the same order as the effect expected from the
two-photon contribution, the contribution that comes from the 2-photon
exchange in the hyperfine structure where various thin_smayhappen to
the intermediate nucleon. One is then explorin_ the structure of the
proton in a rather _namical way. All the _heoreticai attempts to
understand this have failed very badly. Professor _hes has made
the very interesting suggestion that in the futttre it may be possible
to do the hyperfine structure experiment on the atom made up _f a
proton and a muon, instead of a proton and electron. Such an experiment
reqt_ires both intense mUon beams and very powerful lasers, so that it
is a futuristic experiment, but it point5 _o some _ntcrest_-_ possibil-
ities for the future.
A second experiment rela%edtothe electromagnetic structure
of particles was the discussion of the possible measurement of the
electromagnetic form factor of the pi-meson by comparing the elastic
scattering of _+ ands- mesons from the alpha particle, and, in
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particular,theideaof this is that if one could compare the w+ and
w- scattering and look at the difference between these scatterings,
that one might interpret that alfference as being due to Coulomb
interference. _hen from the Coulomb interference, one would try to
extract the Coulomb amplitude, and from the Coulomb amplitude the form
factor. We would then see if the form factor that one obtains - the
form factor of He _ - was really the same form factor as you obtained from
electron scattering or if it differeC. Zf it differed you would say it
was due to the finite size of the pi meson - to the form factor of the
pi meson. A number of people are trying this experiment, it is not
clear whether the experiment can be analyzed une_mbiguously. In the
+
analysis one must take into account, of course, the fact that the
ands" purely nuclear phase shifts are changed because of the Coulomb
+
interaction. The w is repelled a little, the _- attracted a little
by the Coulomb interaction. So their strong interactions are differ-
ent.and o_,e has to take that effect into account, and be able to azalyze
it well enough in order to make sure that one can extract from the
experiment, truly, the CoLLlamb amplitudes. It takes then a rather large
s_mount of study, most likely studies at different energies, in order
tO make sure.
We want to turn now to the strong interaction; first from the
point of view of symmetries. It is, of course, interesting in the
strong interactions to check again time reversal invariance. The
question has been raised again by the K 0 decay ex1_eriment , that ti_
reversal invariance might not hold in the stron_ interactions and
therefore there is great interest in trying to check this. People have
thought about possibilities, and they are none of them very easy, if you
want to check it to a reasonable degree of accuracy. As an example of
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one kind of check which has been done in the past, we have the equality
of the asy_etry in proton-proton scatterir_ with the polarization;
that is, two types of experiment can be dune: one with a polarized
beam on an unpolarized target (where you measure the asyJmetry);
one where you take an unpolarized beam and measure the outgoing polar-
ization. The equality has been observed, but not again to a very
wonderful degree of accuracy.
The second invariance principle, which we did have considerable
discussion about, was charge independence or charge symmetry. There
are various types of evidence about this. From an experiment, not
discussed here, but done quite sume time ago, there have been studies
of the (d d) reaction giving HeA ÷ O, which aoesn't happen by charge
symmetry, and has also not been observed to a fairly good degree o
The cross section limit is quite good on that. Another experiment
relevant to charge syzmnetry discussed is the experiment on the
neutron-neutro_ scattering length, which is of course a low-energy
phenomenon but cumes in here because it's measured by pi-meson absorption
on deuterium; by measuring the neutron spectrum rather than by meas-
uring the ga_aa ray spectrum, crm can do a rather good determination
of the scattering length as discussed by Dr. Haddock. The result he
gives for the neutron-neutron scattering ler_th is 16.5 _+ 1.3 Fermis,
in good agreement with the expectation from the proton-proton da_a,
where, if one extracts the Coulcm_ e[fects and gets a nuclear result,
this result was quoted as being between 16.6 to 16.9, (in e_cellent
agreement). It was pointed out by Dr. Signell that the analysis of
the proton-proton data is not un_,nbiguous, and that the quoted result
depended upon the use of hard-core potential in extracting the Coulumb
I
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effects. As is well known, the neutron-proton scatterinE length is
quite different from this. However that'S a very sensitive question,
as we know, because of the fact that we are very close to the virtual
singlet S state of the deuteron, and it has been suggested that this
can be understood (this rather large apparent violation of charge
independence) by such things as the mass differences between the pi
mesons and possibly mass differences between the vector mesons if
that is a meanir_ful concept, bo if the violation of charge inde-
pendence seems rather large, it is not necessarily so significant.
Then Professor Breit, in the discussion of the nucleon-nucleon phase
shift analysis, making use of the one-pion exchange term to describe
the long range part of the interaction, fitted the proton-proton data
and the neutron-proton data independently. He gave these, I think,
as his latest results: for g2, (the pion-nucleon coupling extracted
from the data) for the p-p data, 15.1 _ 0.4; for the n-p data,
13.9 _ 0.9. This agreement is perfectly good within statistics;
however we were told, this morning, by Professor Rose, that we should
not believe anybody's errors (that they all are too low) and that,
therefore, the agreement is even better (if that's the way to say it).
Furthermore, we were told by Professor Breit that he can explain thls
disagreement (between /3.9 and 15.1), which doesn't exist, by making
coulcGnb corrections, bo the situation is too good to be true.
I might make one comment about the number of /.3.9, which comes
from a very detailed analysis of much data by Professor Breit. It is
remarkably similar to the result quoted by As_snore, etal, who anal.
yzed simply the differential cross section at large angles at one energy
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for n p scattering, and extrapolated to the pole, and got a value of
i_.3 _ i. _oth_s has stood up remarkabl_weLl.
_e other sy_etr_ subject, which I think is of some interest,
is the question o£ symmetry breaking. 1here is, as youkncw, a great
deal of interest in elementary particle physics in the subject of
s2_netrybreaking. This is, of cottrse, because the unitary s_mnetry,
the SU(3) s2_metry, is very much broken ar_we can only Understand
unitary symmetry when we understand its breaking simultaneously.
Now the SU(2) symmetry, the isotopic spin symmetry, is really a very
good sy_netry, and we can understanu it perfectly well without under-
standing its breaking. _evertheless, it we want to understand the
general models of symmetry breaks, it's very useful to See if we
can understand the symmetry break_in the case of the SU(2)
isotopic spin synnetry. One of the kinds of things that we might
try to understand, or to study rather, is the symmetry breaking as
it shows itself up in pion-nucleon scattering. A study has recently
been made by Ollson, reported in PHYSICAL_VI___ _TTm_S, who tried
to deduce frc_ pion-nucleon scattering data (I don't know hcw reall_
reliable this analysis is, but it's a nice idea to try to do this)
the mass difference between the N*_+and_ eO as observed from
- proton ands- - proton scattering and got a mass difference of
_0._5 _ 0.85 "_V. _f course, the very shall value of the mass d_fer-
enCe incidentally is in itself an evidence of charge independence
(i.eo_ the fact that the resonance occurs at the same place in
It-- proton and_ + - proton scattering). But the mass diffe fence
itself pro_de_ a challenge to the theorists who think they can cal-
culate sy_trybreaklr_. I won't try to compare itwith a theoretical
number, however,
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Finally, I want to turn to subjects, not of symmetry, but of
dynamics. That is, we want to ask about the things that cannot be
explained by symmetry. _e heard a great deal about phase shift anal-
yses of pion-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon scattering, lhere is really
considerable interest in the question of low-energy pion-nucleon
scattering. _ne reason that there is interest in trying to get better
values for low energy pion-nucleon scattering is a somewhat tangential
reason (I Just mention it as an asiae), the fact that people now
have very ambitious efforts to measure the parameters in the decay of
the _ and _ hyperons in order to test time reversal invarian_e i_
non-leptonic decays. In particular, the so-called _ parameter (if
you know about this subject), is the one which measures time reversal
violation; it measures essentially the relative phase of the S and p
wave outgoing amplitudes. However the S and p wav_ amplitudes are
not exactly in phase even if time reversal is good because of the
final-state interactions, which are Cescribed in terms of the phase
shifts for the pion-nucleon system. So, if one insists on doing this
experiment very accurately (there are two groups: one at brookhaven
one at Cern, who are taking millions of pictures and so forth) it
is very useful to have as accurate as possible scattering Cata at
low energies, in the case for the _ decay around about &O MeV pion
energy.
What was aiscussed here were the phase shift analyses of the
pion-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon scattering, lhe thing which is most
striking about these is that in the nucleon-nucleon case we see no
resonances. In the pion.nucleon case, we can't help but find too
many resonances. It seems a little unfair. Abe nucleon-nucleon case,
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case, of course has a deaiteron, it has the singlet _ virtual state
at low energies, but after that there seess to be no resor_nces° The
typical phase shift shown by Breit looked like Figure 2. The phase
shift as a function of energy goes up, gets very frightened, and comes
down again instead of tryin_ to find a resonance. O_ the other hand,
in the pion-nucleon system, there are a large mmber of resonances.
They are listed in Figure 3 for the isotopic spin 1/2 case, which is
quite striking. A new resonance is seen at 1_00 MaY in production
experiments (if that is the true interpretatiml of the production
experiments) done by Cocconi's group at CF_N, and by the _a"(:x:_khaver_
Carnegie Tech collaboration, in inelastic high-energy proton-proton
scattering. This is presumed to be related to the Pll phase shift,
which resonates in some ar_l_sis. _here is the _- with its claim to
2 resonances, rather horrib_v close together; the 3/2 ÷ state that
is rather badl_ abused and doesn't have any resonance; the 3/2"
state resonance at 1520. These are again only rough energies, not
the sam rough energies, perhaps as given by Dr. Roper, but equally
rough. Finally, there are two resonances at 1680, the 5/2 + and the
5/2". So in the I = _ state one my have six resonances below 1
BeY picm lab energy° In the I m 3/2 state there are not so Daar4v,
Just the oldO,3) and that little knee around 800 _V which is inter-
prated as an s wave PesoDance perhaps. '_is large ramber of resonances
provides a challenge for the people in elementary particle physics
beca418e they are bound to an ideology which demands that every
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resonance found here with zero strangeness and I = i has to be part
of a multiplet, either an octet, or possibly, thot_h not very likel_
an anti-decuplet. So it means that every one of these has to have at
least six other partners, and in the case of these newly discovered
resonances at 1AO0, 1520 and 1680 MeV, most of the partners are not
known and that may be embarrassing, althongh since they have Just been
found in the N _ system perhaps they can be found later in the yW
and the_K_in elementary-particle physics. But oertainl_ these
discoveries at thls lower energy provide an important challenge to
the people in higher energy physics.
Now I want finally to make a general remark about the conference,
and an explanation of name of this conference which is ',Intermediate
Energy Physics". This explanation is in part for the aid of the
people who come from foreign countries, lhe thing is that in order
to understand the name of this conference - one needs to know a little
about physics here. One of the first things is that every paper that
appears contains a title which is followed by either a _W_ or a +.
The _e does not mean that the entire paper has been moved to California,
and the + does not mean that the entire paper has been buried in Columbia.
What it does mean, if you look at the bottQm of the page, is that the
entire paper has the support of same collaborators who only are given
by initials and whohavs contributed money to the experiment, and that's
why they are mentioned at the bottom. Now these people who provide
the money at one stage had some difficulties, for technical reason8
that I can't explain for lack of time (and lack of ability), in
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support_ this area of physics and so they decided to invent a new
bureau o a sub-burmu, departmnt, or _ate_r you _ It - _lch
they labelled I E P. Now the thir_ which is perhaps not so well
known is that this stood for inter_diate expense physics, but since
you are not supposed to(in conferenc_diecuss these thirds like
money - that's not considered polite, and I apologise for mention-
ing the subject at all - why, the rather euphe_stic expression that
has been developed for conference proceedings is to _ it inter-
mec_ate energy physics. _o that is the exp_ulatlon of the title ot
this corLference.
Now _ only want, in ccncludinE, to take _' opportunity as the
last speaker to thank Bob _ieEel and the other people here for t_ir
effort in makinE this a very fine conference and for their warm
hso_ta]_ity. I think that we all have found it a very interesting
conference on certain aspects of nuclear physic8 and certain aspects
of elementary particle ph_slca.
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Figure I. Coupling constants that fit experimental Muon Capture Rates
in H and 3He (assuming universal CVC values for gAand gM ).
The shadowed area indicates the region allowed by_oth
experiments (gv an = gv - 0.97).
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Figure 2. Typical Nucleon-Nucleon phase shift as a function of energy.
Figure 3. Pion-Nucleon Resonances
for 1=1/2
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MORAVSCIK:I wouldlike to mentiononefield thatwasnotmentioned by elther'of
the two speakers, and I think they simply didn't mention it because the conference
didn't deal with it. However it belongs I think to the subject matter here, and
this is photo-production processes, in particular, photo-production of pl mesons.
Historically, this has been an important tool, in fact as important as plon-
nucleon scattering, in getting information about plons in general and plon-nucleon
interaction. I would also like to mention that there are a fairly large number of
electron synchrotrons, some of them quite new in this sub BeY region - or almost
sub BeY region - around the world. As probably some other people in I.E.P., they
are maybe slightly demoralized in the sense that the first page of the New York
Times usually goes to the events above i0 BeV. I think one of the things that this
conference has done is to reassure people who work in this field that there is a
considerable amount of very interesting work that is left to be done in the inter-
mediate energy range, and I think this is also true for photo-production processes.
For instance, Just to mention one, there is much interesting information in using
polarized gamma rays for pion production processes, Since there is no real
representative of this breed at this conference, as far as I can remember, I Just
mention this as something that maybe should be there for the sake of completeness.
TELEGDI: There's an interesting aside with regard to the moon-electron univer-
sality discussed by Professor Wolfenstein and the general validity of quantum
electro-dynamics. It must be mentioned that the only indication of the break-
down of quantum electro-dynamics nowadays are the well known pair experiments of
Pipkin and associates at CEA. Corresponding muon pair production experiments
either show no anomaly at all or an anomaly in the opposite sense, so I don't
know whether this is an antindication of _ - e universality or quantum-electro-
dynamics, but it is amusing to note this particular discrepancy at this high
momentum transfer process.
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